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Introdution en FrançaisLes systèmes distribués ont beauoup évolué durant les trois dernières déennies, etplus enore es dix dernières années, la popularité roissante de l'Internet en faisant unélément entral dans le développement de logiiels modernes. Les systèmes distribuésprésentent de nombreux avantages, notamment en termes de performane, d'autonomieet d'éonomie.Les deux paradigmes à la base du développement roissant des systèmes distribuéssont : Les servies Web et les systèmes Pair-à-Pair (P2P). Les servies Web permettentde présenter de façon uniforme les servies proposés par une organisation, a�n queles lients puissent les utiliser de manières automatiques. Les serveurs hébergeant lesservies ainsi que les lients peuvent être implémentés à l'aide de di�érentes plateformeslogiielles, onduisant ainsi à un haut niveau d'interopérabilité. Les systèmes P2P, eux,n'utilisent pas le prinipe de lients/serveurs, mais elui de noeuds � pairs � égaux,pouvant aussi bien être lients que serveurs d'autres pairs du réseau. Les réseaux P2Ppermettent à un pair de se onneter via des onnetions fortement ad-ho, autorisantainsi un haut niveau d'évolutivité. L'évolutivité et l'interopérabilité sont les fondationsdes systèmes distribués, et permettent le développement et le déploiement de systèmesdistribués larges et omplexes, mettant en jeux des entaines d'entités.Une fois de tels systèmes distribués onstruits, vient alors la tâhe de les exploiterorretement a�n qu'ils puissent tenir leurs promesses. Bien que les servies Web etles systèmes P2P permettent à une entité de joindre, de partager, d'o�rir et d'utili-ser des ressoures ave failité, ette même failité les rend, entre autres, vulnérablesaux risques d'être exploité par des entités malveillantes, ainsi que de subir de multipleséhes arbitraires. Un e�ort de reherhe onsidérable à été fournis a�n d'obtenir uneséurité e�ae ainsi que des méanismes de réupérations à partir d'éhes. Cependant,la plupart des approhes proposées ne onsidèrent que l'un ou l'autre de es aspets. Leproblème, lorsque l'on souhaite onjuguer les deux, est que leurs exigenes sont d'uneertaine manière ontraditoires. Tandis que la séurité souhaite qu'une entité ne four-nisse qu'un aès limité à ses ressoures (de préférene le minimum néessaire pouraomplir son but / sa fontion), un méanisme de réupération d'erreurs a besoin d'a-éder à l'intégralité du yle d'exéution des autres entités, ainsi qu'à leurs spéi�ationsfontionnelles, et... Dans le adre de ette thèse, nous proposons la notion oneptuellegénérique de � visibilité � pour représenter/saisir de tels besoins et restritions d'aèspour des systèmes distribués spéi�ques, appelés systèmes hiérarhiques.5



6 Introdution en FrançaisVisibilité en systèmes hiérarhiquesLes systèmes hiérarhiques fournissent un élégant méanisme pour analyser la fon-tionnalité d'un système dans des di�érents niveaux d'abstration. Ils sont habituelle-ment onstruits dans un mode �top-down� ou �bottom-up�, niveau par niveau. Dans laonstrution �top-down�, une entité omplexe est déomposé en éléments plus simples(enfants), alors que dans la onstrution �bottom-up�, des simples entités sont fusion-nées dans une entité omplexe (parent). En onséquene, par onstrution, la visibilitédes entités dans un système hiérarhique est limitée aux niveaux adjaentes (parent-enfants).Cette visibilité n'est souvent pas su�sante pour les sénarios de la vie réelle. Parexemple, dans le adre d'un système pour la gestion de la haîne logistique, [LTS98℄délare le besoin de visibilité à travers les niveaux omme : �Les informations requisespar les entités en aval sont prinipalement du matériel et des renseignements sur ladisponibilité de la apaité de leurs fournisseurs. Les informations aquises par uneentité en amont sont des informations sur la demande des lients et leurs ordres. Laprofondeur de pénétration de l'information peut être spéi�ée à des degrés divers, parexemple : isolé, un niveau vers le haut, vers le haut à deux niveaux, un niveau versle bas, vers le bas deux niveaux, etetera�. Les aspets non-fontionnelles, tels que lestransations, le suivi, l'interation-utilisateur, et. font également appel à des entitésayant plus de visibilité sur es anêtres, desendants, frères.Permettre l'interation arbitraire entre les entités hiérarhiques, sans auune restri-tion, n'est pas non plus une solution aeptable. Dans un environnement hétérogène etdynamique, les questions de séurité telles que la on�ane, la vie privée, autonomie,et. forent une entité à être séletive dans les interations qu'elle a ave les autres. Parexemple, [BKK05℄ onsidère la modélisation hiérarhique de hypertexte dans le �WorldWide Web� (WWW). Le WWW peut être modélisée omme un grand graphe ave despages Web omme des noeuds et des hyperliens omme des arrêts. En e qui onerneun site S, son graphe orrespondant se déompose en pages fournies par les départe-ments d1, d2, cdots, dn et en liens entre eux. Compte tenu de ela, le graphe peut êtrehiérarhiquement déomposé omme : (i) Par département : Les pages (et les hyperliensorrespondants) appartenant à un département d sont regroupées. (ii) Par la struturede la page : Ii, on onsidère une page omme une abstration de son propre hef. Celapeut être utile pour un auteur qui veut modi�er une page tout en ayant une vue d'en-semble de sa struture. Ave la représentation i-dessus, on peut imaginer la néessitédes ertains noeuds d'être ahés ou visibles à l'égard d'un groupe donné. La néessitéd'une telle abstration a été identi�é dans [BKK05℄ omme : �Un modèle de donnéesd'un graphe hiérarhique doit permettre la représentation de e type d'informations(hiérarhie, visibilité), et de faire respeter les possibles ontraintes qui en déoulent(par exemple , interdire les bords au noeuds ahés).�Dans ette thèse, nous nous intéressons à deux sous-problèmes de la visibilité dessystèmes hiérarhiques. Dans la partie I, nous onsidérons le problème de dé�nir un mo-dèle de visibilité, ompte tenu des besoins de visibilité et des restritions des di�érentesentités dans une hiérarhie. La partie II traite le problème orthogonal de la détermina-



Introdution en Français 7tion des besoins de visibilité de la hiérarhie étant donné une propriété spéi�que. Lehapitre 1 présente les dé�nitions préliminaires et les onepts néessaires pour le restede ette thèse.Partie ILa néessité d'un modèle de visibilité ainsi que les attentes de elui-i sont analoguesà elle de toute abstration ou modèle d'un système omplexe. Le modèle de visibilitéproposé devrait être en mesure de apturer toutes les aratéristiques de visibilité dusystème sous-jaent, e qui permet en même temps une représentation ompate. Ens'appuyant sur le modèle, il devrait être également possible d'identi�er, de spéi�er, etde véri�er la visibilité des propriétés et des relations entre les entités de la hiérarhie.En�n, un modèle de visibilité devrait être en mesure de o-exister ave d'autres systèmesfontionnels / non-fontionnelles, ou il devrait être possible d'interposer es aspets dansle modèle de visibilité.Étant donné la diversité des systèmes hiérarhiques, il serait irréaliste de tenter deonevoir un modèle de visibilité unique, qui serait su�samment générique pour tenirompte de tous les paramètres, et qui ne serait pas trop lourd à mettre en plae. Nousétudions ainsi des modèles de visibilité pour deux types de strutures dans les hapitres2 et 3, les Communautés P2P et les Web servies ompositionels.Chapitre 2Les Communautés P2P sont la variante �ollaborative� des systèmes P2P, où lesommunautés/groupes des pairs partagent des intérêts ommuns (par exemple, YahooGroups iteYG) ou travaillent ensemble pour aomplir une tâhe spéi�que [Gri,AXM℄. Dans e travail nous nous onentrons sur les Communautés P2P basées sur desintérêts partagés.Les ommunautés P2P sont souvent organisées hiérarhiquement, ei orrespond àune ontologie sémantique hiérarhique (Fig. 1). La néessité d'un modèle de visibilitéapparaît pour des raisons de séurité omme la on�ane, la on�dentialité, l'anony-mat, et. Ces questions forent un pair (ou une ommunauté) à être restritive dans lavisibilité qu'il permet aux autres. D'autre part, les ommunautés ont besoin de grandiret, pour grandir, ils ont besoin de visibilité par rapport aux autres ommunautés (etpar rapport aux pairs dans leur ommunautés). De même, un pair aimerait égalementavoir plus de visibilité par rapport aux pairs dans les ommunautés ave des intérêtsonnexes. Ainsi, la visibilité dans les Communautés P2P est intermédiaire entre la vi-sibilité individuel par rapport a un pair/ommunauté et la visibilité totale par rapportaux autres pairs/ommunautés [IMZI04℄. Nous avons besoin d'un modèle adéquat pourapturer et représenter es situations.Le prinipal objetif des Communautés P2P est bien sûr l'e�aité des requêtes etdes méanismes (struturels) de mise à jour. En l'absene d'un oordinateur entral,une requête doit être propagée à de multiples pairs/ommunautés avant qu'une réponsesatisfaisante soit trouvée. L'autre aratéristique des Communautés P2P, et e qui les
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Figure 1 � Un exemple d'ontologie hiérarhique.rend partiulièrement intéressant pour nous en tant que modèle, est sa grande dyna-mique : un pair peut être ajouté ou supprimé d'une ommunauté, des ommunautéspeuvent être ajoutées ou supprimées, des ommunautés peuvent être fusionnées ou divi-sées, et des sous-ommunautés peuvent devenir parent l'un de l'autre. Dans e ontexte,le modèle de visibilité proposé devrait également failiter les requêtes et les mises à joursur les Communautés P2P d'une manière e�ae.À ette �n, nous proposons dans le Chapitre 2 un modèle de graphe ave une vi-sibilité à plusieurs niveaux a�n de apturer la visibilité qu'un pair/ommunauté a parrapport aux autres pairs et ommunautés. Nous donnons les algorithmes pour e�etuerl'évaluation des requêtes et leur mise à jour struturelle d'une façon déentralisée etévolutive. Nous montrons aussi omment d'autres aspets non-fontionnels, omme unadre de séurité fondée sur la on�ane, peuvent être mises en oeuvre au dessus dumodèle de visibilité.Ce hapitre de la thèse est paru dans �Debmalya Biswas and Krishnamurthy Vidya-sankar. A Highly Flexible Data Struture for Multi-level Visibility of P2P Communi-ties. In proeedings of the 9th International Conferene on Distributed Computing andNetworking (ICDCN ), Kolkata, India, Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol. 4904(Springer Verlag), pp. 363-374, 2008�.Chapitre 3Les servies Web [ACKM04℄ sont devenus la norme de-fato pour la fourniture desservies sur le Web. L'aspet intéressant et stimulant des servies Web est bien en-



Introdution en Français 9tendu sa promesse de omposition automatique. La omposition se réfère au proessusde ombinaison de servies existants en une omposition plus omplexe des servies. Leservie omposite peut agir en tant que omposante dans un niveau supérieur de ompo-sition, onduisant à une omposition hiérarhique. Une omposition hiérarhique peutégalement être formée dans un mode �top-down� quand un servie omplexe déide dedéomposer sa fontionnalité en servies simples, qui peut être déomposé d'avantage àson tour. Nous représentons une omposition hiérarhique par un arbre, ave une pairede noeuds �parent-enfant� X et Y respetivement dans la hiérarhie, qui orrespond àl'invoation de Y par X.Par rapport aux Communautés P2P, les ompositions des servies Web sont plusstatiques ar elles ne hangent pas beauoup. Cependant, la visibilité de leurs ara-téristiques est également beauoup plus omplexe. Pour une omposition hiérarhiquedes servies Web, la néessité de restreindre la visibilité résulte du fait que les serviesde la omposition peuvent être fournis par di�érents organismes, e qui onduit à desquestions de séurité telles que la on�ane, la on�dentialité, l'anonymat, et. Dansle même temps, l'objetif prinipal d'une omposition est lairement que les serviestravaillent ensembles vers un objetif ommun. Pour e faire, un servie a besoin de vi-sibilité sur les autres servies dans la omposition, sur d'autres servies que son père ouses enfants, sur d'autres attributs que l'entrée/sortie des valeurs. Ces exigenes de visi-bilité peuvent être poussées par deux types d'objetifs, fontionnels et non fontionnels,de la omposition hiérarhique. Nous exposons quelques sénarios réels i-dessous :� Pour des raisons de séurité, de nombreux aheteurs en ligne préfèrent donnerleur numéro de arte de rédit ou de ompte banaire diretement à l'institution�nanière pour le traitement du paiement. En tant que telle, l'institution �nan-ière, qui aurait pu être invoquée quelque part en bas dans la hiérarhie par levendeur, a besoin de visibilité sur les détails du paiement de son anêtre (l'ahe-teur). De même, une ompagnie maritime qui fournit des biens diretement àl'aheteur est également un exemple lassique où la visibilité de l'anêtre pourraitêtre néessaire.� Les ompositions des servies Web assurent généralement le fontionnement desappliations d'a�aires ave un long temps d'exéution, omme les transationsmonétaires. A e titre, elles doivent être séurisés, leur progrès doit être suivi, ellesdevraient être résistantes aux éhes, entre autres. Le fait qu'un servie Y ait desrestritions par rapport à un autre servie X, étant donnée que X a une visibilitésur Y pour des raisons de séurité, peut être in�uené par un troisième servie Zqui ontr�le la visibilité de X sur Y . Par exemple, un vendeur Z peut avoir desrestritions ontratuelles à l'égard de son fournisseur de servies de transport Yqui travaille pour un autre vendeur X. La surveillane et la noti�ation des progrès[BV05, LAP03℄ dans un ordre hiérarhique, néessite souvent la mise en visibilitésur les détails d'exéution des desendants. La résistane aux éhes d'un logiielommerial est généralement fournie en utilisant l'abstration transationnelle[WV01℄, en partiulier l'atomiité, qui garantit qu'un groupe des servies s'exéutetotalement ou pas du tout. Fournir des garanties transationnelles exige également



10 Introdution en Françaisd'avoir la visibilité sur les servies, autres que les parents et les enfants. [CD96℄propose d'exposer les résultats intermédiaires de sous-transations aux anêtrespour obtenir diretement une plus grande onurrene. Dans le as d'un éhe,l'atomiité est préservée ave l'aide de la ompensation [Bis04℄, qui a besoin devisibilité sur les détails d'exéution des desendants [Bo04, AH00, VV04℄.La prinipale ontribution de e hapitre est de proposer un modèle oneptuel pourexprimer la visibilité dans les ompositions hiérarhiques des servies Web. Nous intro-duisons des notions omplémentaires de la Sphère de Visibilité (SoV) et de la Sphèrede Notieabilité (SoN). Pour un servie X, SoV de X re�ète la visibilité de X sur lesautres, tandis que la SoN de X re�ète la visibilité des autres sur X. Les SoVs et SoNsde di�érents servies peuvent être tout à fait arbitraires. Nous identi�ons deux proprié-tés de visibilité intuitives et duals : ohérene et orrélation, qui rattahent les notionsde visibilité et de notieabilité, et également onduisent à des politiques intéressanteset utiles de visibilité. Aussi, nous étudions ertaines variantes de la ohérene et de laorrélation. Pour une omposition hiérarhique donnée, nous donnons des algorithmespour assurer es propriétés. En général, pour représenter les exigenes et restritionsde visibilité d'une hiérarhie ayant n servies, nous avons besoin de n2 graphes (haquegraphe représentant la visibilité d'un servie sur un autre). Cela onduit à un problèmequi onerne l'espae physique néessaire pour représenter la visibilité des graphes pourdes grandes ompositions. Nous montrons omment les propriétés de ohérene et or-rélation permettent une représentation ompate de la visibilité d'une hiérarhie qui a
n servies, ave n graphes, et même ave un seul graphe.Ce hapitre de la thèse apparaît en partie dans �Debmalya Biswas and Krishna-murthy Vidyasankar. Modeling Visibility in Hierarhial Systems. In proeedings of the25th International Conferene on Coneptual Modeling (ER), Tuson, Arizona, USA,Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol. 4215 (Springer Verlag), pp. 155-167, 2006�. Lesvariantes des propriétés de visibilité : ohérene et orrélation, et les onditions pourla représentation d'un seul graphe ompate, sont des nouvelles ontributions dans ehapitre.Partie IIDans la partie I, nous avons présenté des modèles permettant de représenter lesexigenes et les restritions de visibilité. Dans ette partie, nous disutons de la façonde déterminer les exigenes de visibilité. Pour être plus préis, étant donné un système,nous étudions la visibilité minimale requise pour maintenir une propriété spéi�que. Ils'agit d'un problème bien onnu dans le domaine des systèmes à évènements disrets(DES), et quelques-unes des propriétés pour lesquelles les herheurs ont tenté de déter-miner la visibilité requise minimale sont : l'observabilité [LW88℄, la normalité [KG94℄,la diagnostiabilité [SSL+95℄ et la testabilité [BC94, Lin94℄.Dans notre as, le système donné orrespond toujours à une omposition hiérar-hique de servies Web. Cependant, pour haque servie omposite, nous devons égale-ment apturer l'ordre dans lequel il invoque/appelle ses enfants. Cette information est



Introdution en Français 11généralement donnée par le shéma de omposition du servie ( omposite), qui spéi�el'ordre des appels, ainsi que toutes les possibilités onernant les hoix des enfants àappeler (invoquer). Dans ette partie, nous sommes don passés à un modèle plus des-riptif (en utilisant des mahines à états �nis), qui représente haque servie ompositede la hiérarhie omme un ordre partiel d'ations, haque ation orrespondant à l'appeld'un enfant ou d'une ativité loale.Préédemment, nous avions brièvement mentionné que la propriété de non - fon-tionnalité des transations atomiques exige une visibilité sur les desendants. Ii, nousdonnons des préisions sur es exigenes et étudions la visibilité minimale requise sur lesservies d'une omposition hiérarhique, de telle sorte que l'atomiité des transationssoit garantie. Les transations [WV01℄ sont une abstration utile permettant de donneraux systemes distribués de la tolérane aux pannes, de la �abilité et de la robustesse.Une transation peut être onsidérée omme un groupe d'ations, enapsulés par l'a-tion � Begin � et par l'ation � Commit � ou � Abort �, et ayant les propriétés suivante(ACID) :- Atomiité : Soit toutes les ations sont exéutées, soit auune. Dans le as d'uneerreur (abort), les e�ets de toutes les ations de la transation sont annulés (retouren arrière). - Consistane : Chaque transation fait passer le système d'un état onsis-tant à un autre état onsistant. - Indépendane : Pour améliorer les performanes, denombreuses transations sont exéutées en même temps. Les transation sont dites in-dépendantes si les e�ets de telles exéutions simultanées sont les mêmes que eux d'uneexéution séquentielles. - Durabilité : Dès qu'un transation à été exéutée (ommit),ses e�ets sont durables, 'est-à-dire qu'ils ne doivent pas être détruits par des éhessystèmes ou logiiels.Dans e travail, nous nous onentrons sur l'aspet atomiité. En as d'éhe, l'ato-miité est préservée par la ompensation [Bis04, GMS87℄. Pour une ation A, la om-pensation onsiste à exéuter une autre ation, appelée ation ompensatrie, apabled'annuler les e�ets de A. Par exemple, � Déposer de l'argent � et � Annuler la ré-servation d'un billet � sont respetivement les ations ompensatries de � Retirer del'argent � et de � Réserver un billet �. Dans le même esprit, pour une transation,la ompensation onsiste à exéuter les ations ompensatries orrespondantes à ha-une des ations exéutées dans la transation, en ordre inverse. De nombreux modèlestransationnels avanés ont également été proposés, omme la � ompensation séman-tique � [WDSS93℄ qui ne requière auune onnaissane sur la séquene d'exéutions.Cependant, leurs appliations à des systèmes plus autonomes tels que les servies Webont été limités, le méanismes de ompensations d'erreurs du plus utilisé des standardsd'implémentations de servies Web omposites, Bussiness Proess Exeution Languagefor Web Servies (BPEL) [BPE℄, se ontente � d'exéuter les ations aomplies enordre inverse �. Par onséquent, pour que la ompensation soit possible, nous devonsêtre apable de reonstruire haque ation exéutée, ou l'historique omplet de haqueexéution. Pour e faire, la méthode lassique est de maintenir un journal des ationsexéutées. Cependant, la journalisation n'est pas seulement outeuse en temps et enespae, mais la totalité du journal peut ne pas être visible. Dans une omposition hié-rarhique, le journal est distribués parmi les sites fournisseurs des servies omposants.



12 Introdution en FrançaisDe plus, des ontraintes de séurité peuvent empêher un site fournisseur de montrerdes parties des journaux de es sites, orrespondantes à des ations dites on�dentiellesde ses servies. Par ailleurs, l'hétérogénéité peut onduire à e que les journaux de di�é-rents fournisseurs soient maintenus dans des formats di�érents, rendant ertains d'entreeux inompréhensibles. Atuellement, les spéi�ations des servies Web pour garantirles transations, telles que � WS-Coordination �, � WS-AtomiTransation � et � WS-BussinessAtivity � [WST℄, sont simplement des protooles d'aords distribués baséssur l'hypothèse que � tout les états de transitions peuvent être enregistrés ave �abilité �et peuvent être ompensés. Notre approhe est orientée vers des environnements plushétérogènes et autonomes, où toutes les ations ne sont pas obligatoirement visibles.Nous souhaitons don déterminer l'ensemble minimal d'ations de servie devant êtrevisible pour garantir la ompensabilité. Nous étudions la visibilité minimale requise sui-vant deux points de vue. Premièrement, nous disutons de la visibilité minimale requisedes ations de servies d'un point de vue global, lorsqu'un oordinateur global est res-ponsable de la réupération à partir d'éhes de l'ensemble de la omposition. Ensuite,nous onsidérons un adre de travail plus séurisé, sur les lignes du Chapitre 3, où ilest su�sant pour obtenir la ompensabilité, que dans haune des paires de serviesparent/enfant dans la hiérarhie, que haun ait une visibilité sur un petit nombre depropriétés de l'autre.Malheureusement, déterminer l'ensemble minimal des ations qui doivent être vi-sibles, de sorte que toute exéution d'une omposition donnée soit ompensable, estun problème NP-omplet. Nous montrons également que e problème reste NP-ompletmême lorsque le graphe orrespondant au shéma de omposition des servies est bornépar des degrés entrants et sortants inférieurs à 3. Nous utilisons une double approhepour surmonter ette NP-dureté : Nous étudions des algorithmes de type Diviser pourRégner a�n d'obtenir l'ensemble minimum absolu dans le hapitre 4, et des algorithmesd'approximations pour le problème dans le hapitre 5.Chapitre 4Un algorithme de type diviser pour régner fontionne en déoupant de façon ré-ursive un problème donné en deux ou plusieurs sous-problèmes de même nature (ousimilaire), jusqu'à e qu'ils soient su�samment simples pour être résolus. Les solutionsde es sous-problèmes sont alors ombinées pour obtenir la solution du problème ori-ginal. Dans notre as, nous disposons déjà d'une déomposition hiérarhique, et nousen utilisons la struture pour obtenir un algorithme de type diviser pour régner. Mal-heureusement, une simple union des ensembles minimums ompensables des di�érentsomposants n'est pas un ensemble minimum ompensable de la ompositions omplète.Néanmoins, nous montrons que pour obtenir l'ensemble minimum ompensable, il su�td'exéuter l'algorithme proposé ave des paramètres légèrement di�érents sur haqueomposant. Nous présentons une analyse théorique de la omplexité de notre méthode,qui en illustre l'e�aité (jusqu'à deux exponentielles de mieux lorsque nous utilisonsla représentation hiérarhique omplète, et une exponentielle de mieux lorsque nousutilisons la représentation hiérarhique même si les omposants ne sont utilisés qu'une



Introdution en Français 13seule fois, omparé à la hiérarhie mise à plat), qui est aussi véri�ée expérimentalement.Nous expliquons omment travailler ave des ompositions hiérarhiques omposées àla fois de manière asendantes et desendantes, et aussi omment aquérir la struturehiérarhique d'un servie omposite (si elle n'est pas donnée expliitement omme partiede la dé�nition du servie). Ce hapitre de la thèse apparait en partie dans �DebmalyaBiswas and Blaise Genest. Minimal Observability for Transational Hierarhial Ser-vies. In proeedings of the 20th International Conferene on Software Engineering andKnowledge Engineering (SEKE ), CA, USA, pp. 531-536, 2008�. La disussion oner-nant la visibilité minimal en l'absene de oordinateur global, ainsi que elle onernantla mise en plae de la réupération lorsque que le partage de visibilité se fait uniquemententre pairs de servies parent/enfant dans la hiérarhie, sont les prinipales nouvellesontributions de e hapitre.Chapitre 5Dans e hapitre, nous étudions des algorithmes approhés pour le problème de laompensabilité minimale. La stratégie de diviser pour régner proposée dans le hapitrepréédent n'est pas toujours appliable, les servies omplexes ne pouvant pas toujoursêtre déomposés de manière hiérarhique. Par ailleurs, lorsque le oût de la journali-sation n'est pas prohibitif, ou lorsque la séurité n'est pas indûment restritive, il estgénéralement aeptable (/ préférable) de journaliser un peu plus de transations, om-paré aux oûts de aluls des minimums exats. Nous proposons dans e hapitre deuxheuristiques, et analysons de façon expérimentale leurs omplexité et leurs proximitésave les minimums absolus.Ce hapitre de la thèse apparait dans � Debmalya Biswas, Thomas Gazagnaire andBlaise Genest. Small Logs for Transational Servies : Distintion is muh more au-rate than (Positive) Disrimination. In proeedings of the 11th IEEE High AssuraneSystems Engineering Symposium (HASE ), Nanjing, China, pp. 97-106, 2008�.
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Introdution
Distributed systems have been evolving over the last 2-3 deades, espeially in thelast deade, the popularity of the internet has made it entral for the development ofmodern software. Some of the many advantages of developing and deploying distributedsystems are better performane, eonomis, autonomy, et.Two paradigms whih have been very suessful in pushing the ause of distribu-ted systems ahead in reent years are : Web servies and Peer to Peer (P2P) systems.Web servies provide a uniform way of exposing servies o�ered by an organization,whih an then be onsumed by lients in an automated fashion. The server hosting theservies and the lients may atually be implemented on di�erent software platforms,leading to a high level of interoperability. P2P systems, on the other hand, do not havethe notion of lients and servers, but only equal �peer� nodes that funtion simulta-neously as both lients and servers to the other nodes in the network. P2P networksallow a peer to onnet via largely ad-ho onnetions, leading to high salability. Sala-bility and interoperability are learly the bakbone of any distributed system, and allowthe suessful development and deployment of large and omplex distributed systemsinvolving hundreds of entities.One suh large distributed systems have been built, then omes the task of runningthem properly so that they an deliver their promise. While Web servies and P2Psystems make it onvenient for entities to join, share, o�er and onsume resoures in aollaborative fashion, the same onveniene also leaves them open to the threat of beingexploited by maliious entities, multiple and arbitrary failures, among others. There hasbeen onsiderable researh to provide e�etive seurity and failure reovery mehanismsfor distributed systems. However, most of the approahes onsider either of the twoaspets independently. The problem with trying to provide them in onjuntion is thattheir requirements are in some ways ontraditory. While seurity ditates an entityto allow limited aessibility over its resoures (preferably only as muh as required tosatisfy its goals), a failure reovery mehanism would prefer aessibility over the entireexeution yle of the other entities, over their funtional spei�ations, exeution states,logs, et. In this work, we propose the generi oneptual notion of visibility to apturesuh aessibility restritions and requirements of spei� distributed systems, namelyhierarhial systems. 15



16 IntrodutionVisibility in Hierarhial SystemsHierarhial systems provide an elegant mehanism to analyze system funtionalityat di�erent levels of abstration. They are usually onstruted in a top-down or bottom-up fashion level by level. In top-down onstrution, a omplex entity is deomposed intosimpler hildren entities, while in bottom-up onstrution, simple entities are mergedinto a more omplex parent entity. As a result, by onstrution, visibility of entities ina hierarhial system is restrited to adjaent (parent-hild) levels.Suh restrited visibility is often not su�ient for real-life senarios. For example,in a supply hain management system, [LTS98℄ states the visibility requirement arosslevels as follows : �The information required by downstream entities are mainly materialand apaity availability information from their suppliers. The information aquired byan upstream entity is information about ustomer demand and orders. The depth ofinformation penetration an be spei�ed in various degrees, e.g., isolated, upward onetier, upward two tiers, downward one tier, downward two tiers, and so forth�. Non-funtional aspets suh as transations, monitoring, user-interation, et. also all forentities having visibility over their anestors, desendents, siblings, and so on.Allowing arbitrary interation among the hierarhial entities, without any restri-tions, is not an aeptable solution either. In a dynami and heterogeneous environment,seurity issues suh as trust, privay, autonomy et., fore an entity to be seletive inthe interations it has with others. For example, [BKK05℄ onsiders hierarhial mode-ling of hypertexts in the World Wide Web (WWW). The WWW an be modeled as alarge graph with Web pages as nodes and hyperlinks as edges. With respet to a site S,its orresponding graph onsists of the pages provided by its departments d1, d2, · · · , dnand the hyperlinks among them. Given this, the graph an be hierarhially deomposedas follows : (i) By department : The pages (and the orresponding hyperlinks) belongingto a department d are grouped together. (ii) By page struture : Here, we onsider apage as an abstration on its own. This an be useful for an author who wants to hangea page while having an overview of its struture. With the above representation, onean imagine the need for spei� nodes to be hidden or visible with respet to a givengrouping. The need for suh an abstration has been identi�ed in [BKK05℄ as follows :�A hierarhial graph data model must allow the representation of this kind of infor-mation (hierarhy, visibility), and enfore possible onstraints that derive from it (forexample, forbidden edges to hidden nodes).�In this thesis, we address two sub-problems of the visibility issue in hierarhialsystems. In Part I, we onsider the problem of de�ning a visibility model, given thevisibility requirements and restritions of the di�erent entities in a hierarhy. Part IIdeals with the orthogonal problem of determining the visibility requirements of thegiven hierarhy suh that a spei� property holds. Chapter 1 introdues preliminaryde�nitions and onepts needed for the rest of this thesis.



Introdution 17Part IThe need for a visibility model as well as expetations from it are analogous to thatof any abstration or model of a omplex system. The proposed visibility model shouldbe able to apture all visibility harateristis of the underlying system, allowing for aompat representation at the same time. Based on the model, it should also be possibleto identify, speify and verify visibility properties and relationships among entities ofthe hierarhy. Finally, a visibility model should be able to o-exist with other systemfuntional/non-funtional aspets, or it should be possible to interpose those aspets onthe visibility model.Given the diversity of prevalent hierarhial systems, it would be impratial to tryand design an all-purpose visibility model, whih is generi enough to aommodateall the inherent diversity, and not umbersome at the same time. We study visibilitymodels for P2P Communities and Web servies ompositions in Chapters 2 and 3.Chapter 2P2P Communities is the �ollaborative� variant of P2P systems, where ommuni-ties/groups of peers share some ommon interests (e.g., Yahoo Groups [YG℄) or worktogether to perform a spei� task [Gri, AXM℄. We fous on P2P Communities basedon ommon shared interests in this work.P2P ommunities are often organized hierarhially orresponding to a hierarhialsemantis ontology (Fig. 2). The need for a visibility model arises from seurity issueslike trust, privay, anonymity, et. These issues fore a peer (or ommunity) to berestritive in the visibility it allows to others. On the other hand, ommunities needto grow, and to do this, they need visibility over other ommunities (and the peers inthem). Similarly, a peer would also like to have visibility over peers in ommunitiesatering to �related� interests. Thus, visibility in P2P Communities is intermediatebetween individual visibility over a peer/ommunity and full visibility over all otherpeers/ommunities [IMZI04℄. And, we need an adequate model to apture and representthis.The main goals of P2P Communities are of ourse e�ient query and (strutural)update mehanisms. In the absene of a entral o-ordinator, a query may have tobe propagated to multiple peers/ommunities before a satisfatory answer is found.The other de�ning harateristi of P2P Communities, and whih makes it partiularlyinteresting for us as a andidate system, is its high dynamiity : a peer may be addedto or deleted from a ommunity, ommunities may be added or deleted, ommunitiesmay be merged into bigger ones or split into smaller ones, and sub-ommunities maybeome parent-level ommunities and vie versa. Given this, the proposed visibilitymodel should also failitate queries and updates over the underlying P2P Communitiessystem in an e�ient manner.Towards this end, we propose a multi-level visibility graph model in Chapter 2 toapture the visibility a peer/ommunity has over the other peers and ommunities. Wegive algorithms to perform query evaluation and strutural updates in a deentralized
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Figure 2 � A sample hierarhial ontology.and salable fashion. We also show how other non-funtional aspets, suh as a trustbased seurity framework, an be implemented on top of the visibility model.This hapter of the thesis appears in �Debmalya Biswas and Krishnamurthy Vidya-sankar. A Highly Flexible Data Struture for Multi-level Visibility of P2P Communi-ties. In proeedings of the 9th International Conferene on Distributed Computing andNetworking (ICDCN ), Kolkata, India, Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol. 4904(Springer Verlag), pp. 363-374, 2008�.Chapter 3Web servies [ACKM04℄ have beome the de-fato standard for providing servieson the Web. The interesting and hallenging aspet of Web servies is of ourse itspromise of automated omposition. Composition refers to the proess of ombiningexisting servies into a more omplex omposite servie. The omposite servies maythemselves at as omponents for a higher level omposition, leading to a hierarhialomposition. A hierarhial omposition may also be formed in a top-down fashion whena omplex servie deides to deompose its funtionality into simpler servies, whih inturn an be deomposed further. We represent a hierarhial omposition as a tree, witha pair of parent-hild nodes X and Y respetively in the hierarhy, orresponding tothe invoation of Y by X.In omparison to P2P Communities, Web servies ompositions are more stati asthey do not hange so muh. However, their visibility harateristis are also muh moreomplex. For a hierarhial Web servies omposition, the need for restriting visibility



Introdution 19arises from the fat that the servies in the omposition may be provided by di�erentorganizations, leading to seurity issues suh as trust, privay, anonymity, et. At thesame time, the main objetive of a omposition is learly for the servies to work togethertowards a ommon goal. To ahieve this, a servie needs visibility over other serviesin the omposition, over servies other than its parent and hildren, over attributesother than input/output values. Suh visibility requirements may be prompted by bothfuntional and non-funtional objetives of the hierarhial omposition. We outlinesome real-life senarios below :� Due to seurity reasons, many online shoppers prefer to give their redit ard orbank aount information diretly to the �nanial institution handling the pay-ment. As suh, the �nanial institution whih might have been invoked somewheredown the hierarhy by the seller needs visibility over the payment details of itsanestor (the shopper). Similarly, a shipping ompany delivering goods diretlyto the buyer is also a lassi example where anestor visibility might be required.� Web servies ompositions usually ater to ritial long running business appli-ations whih involve monetary transations. As suh, they need to be seure,their progress needs to be monitored, they need to be failure resilient, amongothers. In addition to a servie Y having restritions with respet to another ser-vie X having visibility over it due to seurity reasons, a third servie Z mightalso have a say in X having visibility over Y . For example, a seller Z might haveontratual restritions with respet to its shipping servie provider Y workingfor another seller X. Monitoring and reporting progress [BV05, LAP03℄ in a hie-rarhial setting often requires visibility over the exeution details of desendents.Failure resiliene for business software is usually provided using the transationalabstration [WV01℄, espeially atomiity, whih guarantees that a group of ser-vies either exeute ompletely or none at all. Providing transational guaranteesalso requires visibility over servies, other than the parent and hildren. [CD96℄proposes exposing intermediate results of subtransations to anestors diretly toahieve higher onurreny. In the event of a failure, atomiity is preserved withthe help of ompensation [Bis04℄, whih requires visibility over the exeution de-tails of desendents [Bo04, AH00, VV04℄ (for details, see Setion 1.6 and PartII).The main ontribution of this hapter is to propose a oneptual model to expressvisibility in hierarhial Web servies ompositions. We introdue the omplementarynotions of Sphere of Visibility (SoV) and Sphere of Notieability (SoN). For a servie X,SoV of X re�ets X's visibility over others, while SoN of X re�ets the visibility othershave over X. The SoVs, and similarly SoNs, of di�erent servies may be quite arbitrary.We identify two intuitive and dual visibility properties : oherene and orrelation, thatrelate the visibility and notieability notions, and also lead to interesting and usefulvisibility assignments/poliies. We study some variants of oherene and orrelation aswell. For a given hierarhial omposition, we give algorithms to ensure these properties.In general, to represent the visibility requirements and restritions of a hierarhy having
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n servies, we need n2 graphs (one graph eah to denote the visibility of a servie Xover Y ). This leads to a problem with respet to the physial spae needed to representthe visibility graphs for large ompositions. We show how the oherene and orrela-tion properties allow ompat visibility representation of the given hierarhy having nservies, in n graphs, and even one graph.This hapter of the thesis appears partly in �Debmalya Biswas and KrishnamurthyVidyasankar. Modeling Visibility in Hierarhial Systems. In proeedings of the 25thInternational Conferene on Coneptual Modeling (ER), Tuson, Arizona, USA, LetureNotes in Computer Siene vol. 4215 (Springer Verlag), pp. 155-167, 2006�. The extendedversion appears in �Debmalya Biswas and Krishnamurthy Vidyasankar. FormalizingVisibility Charateristis in Hierarhial Systems. Aepted for publiation in Elsevier'sJournal of Data and Knowledge Engineering (DKE ), 2009�.Part IIIn Part I, we presented models to represent visibility requirements and restritions.In this part, we disuss how to determine those visibility requirements. To be morepreise, given a system, we study the minimal visibility required for a spei� propertyto hold. This is a well researhed problem in the area of Disrete Event Systems (DES),and some of the properties for whih researhers have tried to determine the minimalvisibility required are : observability [LW88℄, normality [KG94℄, diagnosability [SSL+95℄,testability [BC94, Lin94℄.In our ase, the given system still orresponds to a hierarhial Web servies om-position. However, for eah omposite servie, here we also need to apture the orderin whih it invokes its hildren. This is usually given by the omposition shema ofa omposite servie, whih spei�es the invoation order as well as any hoies whihmight exist with respet to hoosing between a pair of hildren (to invoke). We thusswith to a more desriptive model in this part (we use Finite State Mahines), whihrepresents eah omposite servie in the hierarhy as a partial order of ations, witheah ation orresponding to the invoation of a hild or some loal ativity.Earlier, we brie�y mentioned that the non-funtional property of transational ato-miity requires visibility over desendents. Here, we elaborate on that requirement andstudy the minimal visibility required over servies of a hierarhial omposition suhthat transational atomiity is guaranteed. Transations [WV01℄ are a useful abstra-tion to provide fault-tolerane, reliability and robustness for distributed systems. Atransation an be onsidered as a group of ations enapsulated by the ations Beginand Commit/Abort having the following properties (ACID) :� Atomiity : Either all the ations are exeuted or none of them are exeuted. Inase of failure (abort), the e�ets of all ations belonging to the transation areaneled (rollbak).� Consisteny : Eah transation moves the system from one onsistent state toanother.



Introdution 21� Isolation : To improve performane, often several transations are exeuted onur-rently. Isolation neessitates that the e�ets of suh onurrent exeution are equi-valent to that of a serial exeution.� Durability : One a transation ommits, its e�ets are durable, that is, theyshould not be destroyed by any system or software failure.In this work, we fous on the atomiity aspet. In the event of a failure, atomiityis preserved by ompensation [Bis04, GMS87℄. For an ation a, ompensation onsistsof exeuting another ation, referred to as its ompensating ation, apable of undoingthe e�ets of a. For example, �Deposit Money� and �Canel Tiket� are the ompensa-ting ations of �Withdraw money� and �Book Tiket� respetively. On the same lines,for a transation, ompensation onsists of exeuting the ompensating ations, orres-ponding to eah exeuted ation of the transation, in reverse order. Many advanedtransational models have also been proposed, e.g. �semanti ompensation� [WDSS93℄,whih do not require any knowledge of the exeution sequene. However, their applia-tion to more autonomous systems suh as Web servies has been limited, where the de-fault ompensation mehanism of the widely used industrial standard to implement Webservies ompositions, Business Proess Exeution Language for Web Servies (BPEL)[BPE℄, is to �exeute the ompleted ations in reverse order�. Thus, for ompensationto be feasible, we need to be able to reonstrut eah exeuted ation or the ompletehistory of any exeution. The usual way of ahieving this is to maintain a log of theexeuted ations. However, logging is not only expensive in terms of time and spae,but the whole log may not be visible. For a hierarhial omposition, its log is distri-buted aross the provider sites of the invoked omponent servies. Given this, seurityonstraints may prevent a provider from exposing (part of) the log at its site, orrespon-ding to the exeution of some say on�dential ations of its servie. Also, heterogeneitymay lead to the logs being maintained in di�erent formats by the di�erent providers,rendering some of them inomprehensible. Current Web servies spei�ations to pro-vide transational guarantees, suh as WS-Coordination, WS-AtomiTransation andWS-BusinessAtivity [WST℄, are basially distributed agreement protools whih arebased on the assumption that �all state transitions an be reliably reorded� and an beompensated. Our approah is targeted towards a more heterogeneous and autonomousenvironment where all ations of a servie may not be visible. We are thus interestedin determining a minimal set of servie ations whih need to be visible to provide om-pensability. We study the minimal required visibility from two perspetives. First, wedisuss the minimal visibility required over servie ations from a global perspetive,by say a global o-ordinator responsible for handling failure reovery of the whole om-position. Later, we onsider a more seure framework on the lines of Chapter 3, whereit is su�ient for ompensability, for a pair of parent-hild servies in the hierarhy tohave visibility over some properties of eah other.Unfortunately, the problem of determining the minimal set of ations whih needto be visible, suh that any exeution of the given omposition is ompensable, is NP-omplete. We show that the problem is NP-omplete even if the graph orresponding tothe omposition shema of a servie, is bounded by indegree and outdegree less than 3.



22 IntrodutionWe take a two pronged approah to overome the NP-hardness : We study divide andonquer algorithms to get the absolute minimal set in Chapter 4, and approximationalgorithms for the problem in Chapter 5.Chapter 4A divide and onquer algorithm works by reursively breaking down the given pro-blem into two or more sub-problems of the same (or related) type, until these beomesimple enough to be solved diretly. The solutions to the sub-problems are then om-bined to give a solution to the original problem. Here, we already have a hierarhialdeomposition, and use this struture to get a divide and onquer algorithm. Unfortu-nately, a simple union of the minimal ompensable sets of the di�erent omponents isnot a minimal ompensable set of the whole omposition. Nevertheless, we show thatit su�es to run the proposed algorithm with slightly di�erent parameters on eahomponent. We thus obtain a divide and onquer algorithm. We present a theoretialomplexity analysis whih illustrates the bene�t of our method (up to two exponentialsbetter when using the full hierarhial representation and one exponential better byusing the hierarhial representation even if omponents are used only one, omparedto �attening the hierarhy), that is also veri�ed experimentally. We explain how to dealwith hierarhial ompositions omposed both in a top-down and bottom-up fashion,and also how to aquire the hierarhial struture of a omposite servie (if it is notgiven expliitly as part of the servie desription).This hapter of the thesis appears partly in �Debmalya Biswas and Blaise Genest.Minimal Observability for Transational Hierarhial Servies. In proeedings of the20th International Conferene on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering(SEKE ), CA, USA, pp. 531-536, 2008�. The minimal visibility disussion in the abseneof a global o-ordinator, on how to perform reovery with only visibility sharing betweenparent-hild pairs of servies in the hierarhy, is the main novel ontribution of thishapter.Chapter 5In this hapter, we study approximation algorithms to solve the minimal ompensa-bility problem. The divide and onquer strategy proposed in the previous hapter is notalways appliable as all omplex servies annot be deomposed hierarhially. Also, inases where the ost of logging is not prohibitive or seurity is not unduly restritive,it is generally aeptable to log a few more transitions as ompared to the omputatio-nally expensive proess of omputing the exat minimum. We propose two heuristis inthis hapter, and experimentally analyze their omplexity and loseness to the absoluteminimum.This hapter of the thesis appears in �Debmalya Biswas, Thomas Gazagnaire andBlaise Genest. Small Logs for Transational Servies : Distintion is muh more au-rate than (Positive) Disrimination. In proeedings of the 11th IEEE High AssuraneSystems Engineering Symposium (HASE ), Nanjing, China, pp. 97-106, 2008�.
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Figure 4 � Materialization of the embedded servie all getGrandSlamsWon.embedded servie all getGrandSlamsWon needs to be materialized, then the followingsequene of steps takes plae :1. Fig. 4(a) : AP1 invokes the servie getGrandSlamsWon of AP2 with the para-meter value hildren nodes of the servie all getGrandSlamsWon node of D. Aservie all's parameters may themselves be de�ned as servie alls, in whih ase,
AP1 �rst materializes the parameter servie alls and then invokes the servie
getGrandSlamsWon.2. Fig. 4(b) : On reeiving the invoation results (an XML subtree), AP1 adds the re-sults as a hild of the getGrandSlamsWon servie all node (updating doument
D). The resulting doument D, after a materialization of getGrandSlamsWonwith parameter value $year = 2004, is shown in Fig. 5. Analogous to parameterinputs, the invoation results also may not be stati XML. If the invoation resultsontain servie alls, then AP1 needs to materialize them �rst before inserting theresults in D.We studied both transational and seurity aspets of AXML systems.Some interesting and novel issues enountered from a transational perspetive areas follows :� Conurreny ontrol : Researhers have separately onsidered optimized lokingfor nested data [JCW02, HH04℄ and nested transations [Mos81℄. With AXMLsystems, both the data (XML) and transational struture are nested. The need
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26 Introdution� Peer disonnetion detetion and reovery : Peer disonnetion is an inherent traitof P2P systems, inluding AXML systems, whih has not been onsidered in thetransation literature (to the best of our knowledge). Without any knowledgeof when a disonneted peer is going to reonnet (if ever), it is very di�ultto de�ne a reovery protool (retry till ?) or even haraterize the reovery as�Suess/Failure� (the system state on reonnetion ?). We outline an innovativesolution based on maintaining a list of the ative peers, referred to as �haining�,for early detetion and reovery from peer disonnetion without inreasing theommuniation overhead.� Repliation : AXML douments (or fragments of the douments) and servies maybe repliated on multiple peers [ABC+03℄. We onsider repliation from a reoveryperspetive, and study the e�et of peer disonnetion on repliation. Given peerdisonnetion, for both eager [JPPMKA02℄ and lazy [BKR+99, DS04℄ repliationstrategies, we disuss the following : (a) the repliation guarantees that an beprovided and (b) reovery proedures for peer disonnetion and reonnetion.The repliation part appears in �Debmalya Biswas. Ative XML Repliation andReovery. In proeedings of the 2nd International Conferene on Complex, Intelligentand Software Intensive Systems (CISIS ), Barelona, Spain, IEEE Computer SoietyPress, pp. 263-269, 2008�. The rest of the transational part �rst appeared in �DebmalyaBiswas and Il-gon Kim. Atomiity for P2P based XML Repositories. In proeedings ofthe 2nd ICDE Workshop on Servies Engineering (SEIW ), Istanbul, Turkey, IEEEComputer Soiety Press, pp. 369-376, 2007�. An extended version of the same has beenaepted for publiation as a Book Chapter in �Debmalya Biswas and Il-gon Kim.Ative XML Transations. In Servie and Business Computing Solutions with XML :Appliations for Quality Management and Best Proesses (To be published by IGIGlobal), 2008�.From an AXML seurity perspetive, it is neessary to protet : 1) peers from ma-liious douments and 2) douments from maliious peers. To solve the above seurityproblems, doument-level seurity with embedded servie alls as well as XML Enryp-tion and XML Signature have been studied [ABCM04℄.Over the last deade, a lot of attention has been paid to the question of develo-ping formal methods for analyzing seurity protools. While some methods have beensuessfully applied to verify seurity properties of traditional message-based seurityprotools, they have not yet been applied to analyze seurity problems spei� to AXMLdoument-based systems. For example, AXML douments support query delegation byinvoking embedded servie alls, whih are not onsidered in Web servies messageseurity [WS-℄. In addition, it is worth noting that the formal spei�ation and veri�-ation issues related with AXML douments inlude new types of seurity aspets notonsidered in traditional message-based protools. For example, an AXML doumentis basially an XML doument and servie alls. As suh, it is neessary to developan abstrat model by analyzing XML tagging and embedded servie alls. AXML do-uments invoke embedded seurity-related servie alls in order to obtain a key andgenerate enrypted or signed douments. This means that an abstrat model ould be



Introdution 27extrated from two viewpoints : 1) before invoking a seurity servie all and 2) afterinvoation of a seurity servie all. Besides, it also needs to re�et the fat that therewould be more seurity threats in addition to a traditional one, suh as overhearingand modifying transmitted messages. For example, an intruder ould embed enormousamount of false data or additional servie alls in the returned AXML doument to theintended reipient after interepting the original doument.In this work, we show how existing model heking tehniques, generally used foranalyzing message-based protools, an be adapted to verify new vulnerabilities ofAXML systems. To do this, we have hosen formal analysis tehniques based on Casper(Compiler for the Analysis of Seurity Protools) [Low97℄ and FDR (Failure-DivergeneRe�nement) [FDR99℄ beause it has already been proven to be very suessful in veri-fying traditional message-based protools. This work appears in �Il-gon Kim and Debma-lya Biswas. Appliation of Model Cheking to AXML System's Seurity. In proeedingsof the 3rd BPM Workshop on Web Servies and Formal Methods (WS-FM ), Vienna,Austria, Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol. 4184 (Springer Verlag), pp. 242-256,2006�.Web servies Disovery and Constraints CompositionIn this work, we fous on the disovery aspet of Web servies omposition. Wegeneralize the harateristis of a servie whih need to be onsidered for suessfulexeution of the servie, as onstraints. We present a prediate logi model to speifythe orresponding onstraints. Further, omposite servies are also published in a re-gistry and available for disovery (hierarhial omposition). The main ontribution ofthis work is to show how the onstraints of a omposite servie an be derived fromthe onstraints of its omponent servies in a onsistent manner. This aspet has beenmostly overlooked till now, as aording to most spei�ations, the desription of a om-posite servie resembles that of a primitive servie externally (or at an abstrat level).However, determining the desription of a omplex omposite servie, by itself, is non-trivial. Given their inherent non-determinism (allowed by the �hoie� operators withina omposition shema), it is impossible to statially determine the subset of omponentservies whih would be invoked at run-time. The above implies the di�ulty in sele-ting the omponent servies, whose onstraints should be onsidered, while de�ning theonstraints of the omposite servie. Basially, the onstraints of a omposite servieshould be onsistent with the onstraints of its omponent servies. In this work, wetake the bottom-up approah and disuss how the onstraints of a omposite serviean be onsistently derived from the onstraints of its omponent servies. We proposefour approahes : optimisti, pessimisti, probabilisti and relative. Finally, we disussthe atual seletion (mathmaking) proess based on the onstraints model. Currentmathmaking algorithms fous on �exat� mathes (or the most optimum math). Theydo not onsider the senario where a math does not exist. We try to overome theabove by allowing inonsistenies during the mathmaking proess (does not have to bean exat math) up to a �bounded� limit.This work appears in �Debmalya Biswas. Web Servies Disovery and Constraints



28 IntrodutionComposition. In proeedings of the 1st International Conferene on Web Reasoning andRule Systems (RR), Innsbruk, Austria, Leture Notes in Computer Siene vol. 4524(Springer Verlag), pp. 73-87, 2007�.



Chapter 1PreliminariesIn this hapter, we provide the neessary bakground needed to understand oneptsused predominantly in this thesis. First, we introdue graphs whih help in graphialrepresentation and understanding of both ontrol �ows and strutural relationships insystems.1.1 GraphsA graph or undireted graph G is an ordered pair G = (V,E) that is subjet to thefollowing onditions :� V is a set, whose elements are alled verties or nodes,� E is a set of unordered pairs of nodes (not neessarily distint), alled edges.For eah edge e = (u, v) the nodes u and v are said to be adjaent to one another.The edge e is also said to be inident to both u and v. For any graph G, the set of nodesin G is denoted V (G), and the set of edges E(G). For example, with referene to theundireted graph G in Fig. 1.1, V (G) = {s1, s2, s3} and E(G) = {e1, e2, e3}.A direted graph or digraph D is an ordered pair G = (V,A) where� V is a set, whose elements are alled verties or nodes,� A is a set of ordered pairs of nodes, alled direted edges, or ars.
 s2 s1 

e1 e2 

 

e3 

 
 s3 Figure 1.1 � An undireted graph G.29
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 s2 s1 

e1 e2 

 

e3 

 
 s3 Figure 1.2 � A direted graph D.Here, an ar e = (x, y) is onsidered to be direted from x to y. For example, Fig.1.2 shows a direted graph D. We use �gures 1.1 and 1.2 to illustrate the notions in theremaining part of this setion.The degree of a node is the number of edges inident to that node. In diretedgraphs, indegree is the number of inoming edges at the node and outdegree is thenumber of outgoing edges from the node. For example, the degree of node s2 of graph

G is 3, while the indegree and outdegree of node s2 of D are 2 and 1 respetively.A path in a graph is a sequene of edges (s1, s2)(s2, s3) · · · (sn−1, sn), with s1 and snas the start and end nodes, respetively. A yle is a path suh that the start and endnodes are the same. A direted yle is a direted version of the above with all the edgesbeing oriented in the same diretion. For example, the path e2e3 is a direted yle in
D. A direted ayli graph, also alled a DAG, is a direted graph with no diretedyles.Two nodes u and v of a graph G are alled onneted if there exists a path from u to
v. Otherwise, they are alled disonneted. A graph is alled onneted if every pair ofdistint nodes in the graph is onneted (diretly or indiretly). A subgraph of a graph
G is a graph whose node and edge sets are subsets of those of G. In the other diretion,a supergraph of a graph G is a graph that ontains G as a subgraph. A onnetedomponent is a maximal onneted subgraph of G. Eah node belongs to exatly oneonneted omponent, as does eah edge. For direted graphs, a direted graph D isalled strongly onneted if there is a path from eah node in the graph to every othernode. The strongly onneted omponents of a direted graph are its maximal stronglyonneted subgraphs. For example, the direted graph D′ = ({s2, s3}, {e2, e3}) is astrongly onneted omponent of D.We turn now to de�ne a struture whih will be useful to express hierarhy.1.2 TreesThe ommonly used graphial form to represent hierarhial strutures is a tree.A tree is a onneted undireted ayli graph. A tree is alled a rooted tree if onevertex has been designated the root, in whih ase the edges have a natural orientation,towards or away from the root. The tree-order is the partial ordering on the nodes of atree with u ≤ v if and only if the unique path from the root to v passes through u. Aspanning tree of a onneted graph G is a maximal set of edges of G that ontains noyle, or a minimal set of edges that onnets all nodes.
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Figure 1.3 � A tree (hierarhy) H .For nodes u and v in a tree (hierarhy) H, H[u, v] denotes the nodes and edges inthe (unique) path from u to v. The names of relationships between nodes are modeledafter family relations.� A node u is a �parent� of another node v if u is loser to the root, that is, onestep higher in the hierarhy. The de�nition of a �hild� follows analogously.� Nodes without hildren are alled �end-nodes� or �leaves�.� �Sibling� nodes share the same parent node.� A node u is an anestor of another node v if (i) there exists at least one node

w in the path from v to u, and (ii) u is the root or we will reah the root onontinuing along the path from v via u. Again, the de�nition of a �desendent�follows analogously.We use the tree in Fig. 1.3 to illustrate the above relationships.� a is the parent of b while f is a hild of b.� e, f, c and g are leaves.� e and f are siblings.� a is an anestor of f . On the same lines, g is a desendent of a.1.3 Graph TraversalTraversal algorithms allow us to explore all nodes of a graph, determine the distanebetween a pair of nodes, et. The two ommonly used graph traversal algorithms are :Breadth First Searh (BFS) and Depth First Searh (DFS). BFS begins at the startnode (given as input) and explores its adjaent nodes. Then, for eah of those adjaentnodes, it explores their unexplored adjaent nodes, and so on.



32 PreliminariesBFS(n)1. Insert n into the queue.2. Pull a node from the beginning of the queue, mark it, and insert all its unmarkedadjaent nodes into (the end of) the queue.3. If the queue is empty, all nodes have been examined, else repeat Step 2.Replaing the queue with a stak in the above algorithm gives us DFS. Basially, inDFS, one starts at the spei�ed node, and explores as far as possible along eah pathbefore baktraking. A reursive version of the DFS algorithm is given below :DFS(n)mark n ;while there is an unmarked adjaent node m of n doDFS(m) ;endwhileFor example, BFS and DFS traversal of the tree in Fig. 1.3 with the root node aspei�ed as the start node, would mark the nodes in the following order :BFS : abcdefgDFS : abefcdgNext, we present Finite State Mahines whih are a popular formal model to re-present �ow of ontrol in systems.1.4 Finite State MahinesWe de�ne a Finite State Mahine (FSM) as a 4-tuple M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ), where
(Q,T ) is a graph (q ∈ Q is alled a state and t ∈ T a transition) and s0 ∈ Q and
sf ∈ Q are the initial and �nal states respetively. Note that unlike the usual de�nitionof FSMs, we ignore the use of alphabets to label transitions in the FSM de�nition aswe do not need to read words. We also assume that there are no outgoing transitionsfrom sf and no inoming transitions to s0 (We ould deal with FSMs without theserequirements, but the proofs would be more tehnial.) The onverse does not hold,that is, there an be a non-initial (�nal) state with no inoming (outgoing) transitions.Our FSMs are thus graphs with a unique input and output point, also known as thesoure and sink nodes respetively. For a transition τ = (q1, q2), ∗τ = q1 and τ∗ = q2. Asequene of transitions ρ = τ1 · · · τn ∈ T ∗ is a path of M if there exists q0, · · · , qn ∈ Qn+1with τi = (qi−1, qi) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A path is alled initial if furthermore q0 = s0. Wedenote by P(M) the set of initial paths in M . We denote by |M | the size of M , that is,its number of transitions.



Finite State Mahines 33In a distributed setting, we may have more than one FSM modeling di�erent sys-tems deployed at di�erent sites. These FSMs an interat with eah other to produea new distributed FSM. The behavior of suh a distributed FSM is de�ned as a pro-dut of its onstituent FSMs. Fig. 1.4 illustrates a sample distributed FSM M × N .The distributed FSM an be thought of as a mahine that runs its onstituent FSMssimultaneously. Interation or synhronization among the onstituent FSMs ours viashared transitions. With alphabets in the FSM de�nition, shared transitions are spei-�ed as transitions labeled by the same alphabet (e.g., transition a in Fig. 1.4). However,as we do not use alphabets, we assume that any shared transitions for a pair of FSMs
M,N are spei�ed expliitly by the set SyncM,N . To ease illustration, we still refer totransitions by alphabets, and shared transitions by the same alphabet, in �gures andexamples.De�nition 1.1 (Distributed FSM) Given FSMs M = (Q1, s1, s2,T 1) and N =
(Q2, s3, s4,T 2), let SyncM,N ⊆ T 1×T 2 denote the set of shared transitions. Then, T S

1 =
{t ∈ T 1 \ ∃t′ ∈ T 2, (t, t

′) ∈ SyncM,N} and T S
2 = {t ∈ T 2 \ ∃t′ ∈ T 1, (t

′, t) ∈ SyncM,N}.Given this, we de�ne the distributed FSM M × N = (Q1 × Q2, (s1, s3), (s2, s4),T
′),where ((s′1, s

′
2), (s

′
3, s

′
4)) ∈ T ′ if� (s′1, s

′
3) ∈ T 1 \ T

S
1 and s′2 = s′4, or� (s′2, s

′
4) ∈ T 2 \ T

S
2 and s′1 = s′3, or� ((s′1, s

′
3), (s

′
2, s

′
4)) ∈ SyncM,N .An alternate way of extending the funtionality of a system M is by allowing sometransitions (supertransitions) of M to orrespond to FSMs themselves. Of ourse, anFSM orresponding to a supertransition (of a higher level FSM), may itself have super-transitions, leading to a hierarhial FSM. We onsider hierarhial FSMs where twotransitions (supertransitions) an be further re�ned into another FSM.De�nition 1.2 (Hierarhial FSM) A hierarhial FSM H is a �nite sequene

〈Mi〉i=1···n, where M i = (Qi, si
0, s

i
f ,T i, (τ i

1, k
i
1), (τ

i
2, k

i
2)) is de�ned as follows :� (Qi,T i) is a �nite graph,� si

0 and si
f are the initial and �nal states respetively, and� τ i

1, τ
i
2 ∈ T i ∪ {ǫ} are two supertransitions representing FSMs Mki

1 ,Mki
2 respeti-vely, with ki

1, k
i
2 > i.With eah hierarhial FSM H, we assoiate an ordinary FSM H obtained by taking

M i, and reursively substituting eah supertransition τ i
1 by the FSM Mki

1 it represents.Let τ i
1 = (s1, s2) and Mki

1 = {Q, s′1, s
′
2,T }, then on substituting τ i

1 of M i by Mki
1 , wehave M i = {Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′} where� Q′ = Qi \ {s1, s2} ∪ Q� if si

0 = s1, then s′0 = s′1, else s′0 = si
0
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Figure 1.4 � (a) FSM M , (b) FSM N and () FSM M × N .
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Figure 1.5 � A hierarhial FSM H and its orresponding H.� if si
f = s2, then s′f = s′2, else s′f = si

f� T ′ = T i\{(s1, s2)}∪T ∪I, where I = {(q, s′y) | (q, sy) ∈ T i∧y ∈ {1, 2}}∪{(s′y , q) |
(sy, q) ∈ T i ∧ y ∈ {1, 2}}.Fig. 1.5 depits a hierarhial FSM H and its assoiatedH, where the supertransition

a of FSM M1 orresponds to the FSM M2. Given a hierarhial FSM 〈Hn〉, Hj is aomponent of Hi, if there is a supertransition (t, j) in Hi. We de�ne the size |H| of ahierarhial FSM H as the sum of the number of transitions of its omponents M i. Itsdiameter ||H|| is the number of transitions of H. Note that the diameter ||H|| of H anbe exponential in the size of H, beause omponents an be reused several times (forinstane, a supertransition of H3 and two supertransitions of H4 an represent H10, inwhih ase one does not need to rede�ne H10 three times).1.5 Web ServiesWeb servies [ACKM04℄ are reognized as the next generation of distributed ompu-ting by both aademiians and industrial organizations. The World Wide Web Consor-tium (W3C) de�nes Web Servies as �a software appliation identi�ed by a URI, whoseinterfaes and bindings are apable of being de�ned, desribed, and disovered as XMLartifats. A Web servie supports diret interations with other software agents usingXML-based messages exhanged via Internet-based protools�. Web servies, also knownin a broader ontext as Servie Oriented Arhitetures (SOA), are based on the assump-tion that the funtionality provided by an enterprise/provider is exposed as a servie.The ommon Web servies usage senario an be summarized as follows (the steps beloworrespond to the steps in Fig. 1.6) :
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���� ���� !� ��"!� #$ %&"�'() !*++"Figure 1.6 � Web servies usage senario.1. Publish : The servie provider prepares a Web Servie Desription Language(WSDL) [WSD℄ doument desribing the servies it provides. The provider pu-blishes (registers) the WSDL doument with an Universal Desription, Disovery,and Integration (UDDI) [UDD℄ registry.2. Disover : The lient (whenever it needs to get some work done) queries the UDDIregistry. The registry returns not only desriptive information about the servieprovider but also information regarding where (endpoint URI) and how (protool)the servie an be invoked.3. Interat : The lient uses the above information to interat with the provider andget the work done.The above senario desribes how individual servies an be published and used.However, the real power of Web servies omes from its ability to form new serviesout of existing ones. This phenomenon is alled Web servies omposition, and onsistsof assembling autonomous omponents so as to deliver a new servie out of the om-ponents' primitive servies. Fig. 1.7 shows a typial Web servies omposition senario.From the lient's perspetive, a omposite Web servie implemented by invoking otherprimitive Web servies is the same as a primitive Web servie and an be desribed,disovered and invoked the same way. Thus, a omposite Web servie an at as a om-ponent Web servie for further ompositions leading to a hierarhial omposition. Inthis work, we fous on hierarhial ompositions of Web servies. A hierarhial ompo-sition is represented as a rooted tree where nodes denote servies and the edges representthe parent-hild relationship of a servie invoking another servie. For example, in thehierarhial omposition of Fig. 1.8, the omposite Travel and Shipping servie invokesthe Travel Booking servie, whih itself is a omposite servie omposed of the FlightBooking and Hotel Booking servies.
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deliver a new service out of the existing services.

Figure 1.7 � Web servies omposition senario.
Composite Travel & 

Shipping Service

Composite Travel 
Booking Service Shipping Service

Flight Booking Service Hotel Booking ServiceFigure 1.8 � Hierarhial Web servies omposition senario.
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Figure 1.9 � Travel Funds servie.1.5.1 Web Servies DesriptionTo be published, and eventually disovered, it is essential to provide a detailed des-ription of the servie's apabilities. As mentioned earlier, the basi desription meha-nism is via WSDL, whih onsists of the input/output signatures and funtional/non-funtional properties of the servie. However, sometimes an abstrat WSDL serviedesription is not su�ient, and a more detailed internal representation of the servieis needed. Espeially for a omposite servie, we would like to know :� its omponent servies,� the state after exeution of eah omponent servie, and� if the omponent servies need to be exeuted in any partiular order, e.g., apayment reeipt annot be generated before an order has been reeived.Basially, it is essential to onsider the behavioral aspets while desribing a Webservie. Suh desriptions are usually provided with the help of a state based formalism.In this work, we give the internal or behavioral desription of a Web servie as a 4-tupleFinite State mahine (FSM) M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ). For example, Fig. 1.9 shows a TravelFunds servie, inspired by the work�ow in [SO00℄. It involves di�erent departmentsaross organizations. It an be modeled as an FSM as shown in Fig. 1.10.In the pratial world, omposite servies are usually designed and implementedusing BPEL [BPE℄. In BPEL terminology, the behavioral desription of a ompositeservie orresponds to its omposition shema. We do not takle here the modelizationof a servie as an FSM, whih should be handled with are to yield an FSM of reasonablesize (see [WFN04℄).We are interested in hierarhial ompositions, and hene would like to extend theabove internal desription to hierarhial Web servies ompositions as follows. Basi-ally, there are two approahes to hierarhially omposing a servie :
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Figure 1.10 � FSM representation of the Travel Funds servie in Fig. 1.9.� Top-down : We say that it is a top-down omposition if an existing servie wouldlike to add some new funtionality or outsoure part of its funtionality to anotherservie. For example, the Travel Funds servie in Fig. 1.9 may deide to extendits �Deliver Cheque� part with a Courier servie to proess outstation heques.The extended Travel Funds servie is shown in Fig. 1.11. We onsider hierarhi-al servies where two transitions (supertransitions) an be further re�ned intoanother servie, and speify them as hierarhial FSMs (see De�nition 1.2). Forinstane, the hierarhial servie in Fig. 1.12 an be desribed by a hierarhialFSM 〈M1,M2〉, where M2 is made of an initial and �nal state, and two transitions
e8, e9 from the initial to the �nal state. The servie M1 is very similar to Fig. 1.10,exept that there is a unique transition e8 between s5 and sf instead of two. Thisis a supertransition (τ1

1 , k1
1), with τ1

1 = e8 and k1
1 = 2, meaning that e8 represents

M2. Fig. 1.12 atually represents the H orresponding to the hierarhial TravelFunds servie H depited in Fig. 1.11.� Bottom-up : In bottom-up approah, given a goal, the lient or a provider om-poses two or more existing servies to form a new omposite servie whih satis�esthe goal. Here, the assumption is that none of the existing servies an satisfy thegiven goal individually, but they an in ombination with some others. The newlyformed omposite servie is de�ned as a produt of its omponents' funtiona-lities (see De�nition 1.1). For example, let us onsider the FSMs M = (Q1, s1,
s5, T1) (Fig. 1.13a) and N = (Q2, s6, s9, T2) (Fig. 1.13b) representing servieswhih allow searhing and listening to songs online [BCLM03℄. The servies al-low di�erent modes of payment and searhing for song �les by singer/trak. Theomposite servie formed by their produt M × N is shown in Fig. 1.13.1.6 TransationsAs mentioned earlier, a transation [PABG87℄ an be onsidered as a group of opera-tions enapsulated by the operations Begin and Commit/Abort having A (Atomiity),C (Consisteny), I (Isolation), D (Durability) properties. For example, let us onsiderthe lassi bank transation tb whih involves transferring money from an aount A
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Figure 1.11 � Hierarhial Travel Funds servie.
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42 Preliminariesto another aount B. The transation onsists of two operations : the �rst operationwithdraws money from aount A and the seond deposits it into aount B. Needless tosay, any partial exeution of the transation would result in an inonsistent state. Theatomiity property ensures that either both withdraw and deposit operations sueedor both fail. The isolation property ensures that the hanges to both aounts A andB are not visible to other transations until tb ommits. The atomiity and isolationproperties together ensure the onsisteny of the system (aounts A and B).The software responsible for implementing transations is often referred to as aTransation Manager (TM). We an divide the funtionality of a TM into the followingparts :� Conurreny Control Manager (CCM) : The CCM ensures the isolation property.Conurreny ontrol mehanisms allow sharing the resoures between onurrenttransations in a ontrolled manner.� Reovery Manager (RM) : The RM is responsible for providing the atomiity anddurability properties in the event of a failure or software/hardware rash.� Log Manager (LM) : The LM is responsible for writing the exeution details tostable storage. The log not only plays an important role in reovery, but is alsoused to analyze and improve the system performane and e�ieny.While transations have been very suessful in providing fault-tolerane and re-liability to stand-alone systems, new hallenges arise when we try to apply them ina distributed setting. Distributed transations onsist of operations whih are exeu-ted at di�erent sites onneted by a ommuniation network. Distributed transationsoriginate at a site (also known as the root site) gradually involving other sites whereoperations belonging to the transation are forwarded for exeution. The main di�e-renes between transation proessing in a entralized and distributed setting are asfollows :1. Deision making : The deision to ommit/abort a transation is not restrited toa single TM. Rather, a olletive deision needs to be taken based on the deisionsof the TMs of all the involved sites.2. Multiple points of failure : With entralized systems, the system is either workingor not working. However, in a distributed system we an have partial failures inthe sense that some of the involved sites fail while others are still working.As suh, we need a protool whih ensures that the same deision (ommit/abort) isonsistently arried out at all the involved sites irrespetive of partial failures. Two phaseommit (2PC) protool (ommerially standardized as the XA interfae spei�ation) isprobably the most widely aepted solution for the above problems. The TM at the homesite ats as the oordinator while the TMs at all other involved sites assume the roleof partiipants. As suggested by the name, 2PC protool onsists of two phases. In the�rst phase, the oordinator TM sends a PREPARE message to all the partiipant TMs.



Transations 43Eah partiipant TM votes Yes/No depending on whether it wants to ommit/abort.If the oordinator TM reeives �Yes� from all of its partiipant TMs, then it begins theseond phase of the protool by sending COMMIT messages to all of them. However,if it reeives �No� from at least one of the partiipant TMs, then it initiates the seondphase by sending ABORT messages to all the partiipant TMs. Finally, the oordinatorTM waits for aknowledgment from the partiipant TMs to omplete the seond phase.While the above protool works well for tightly oupled distributed appliations, itsappliability to long running, loosely oupled and ross-organizational appliations islimited. To ensure ACID properties (in a entralized senario), loks need to be helduntil the transations ommit. With distributed transations, the loks would have tobe held until all the involved (oordinator and partiipant) sites are ready to ommit.The above senario an be easily extended to a hierarhy of TMs as shown in Fig. 1.14.Analogous to hierarhial Web servies ompositions, suh a hierarhy arises when asite, invoked to proess part of the exeution, invokes another site to proess part ofits own exeution in a reursive fashion. Given this, all the TMs in the hierarhy areresponsible for exeuting operations assoiated with the global transation initiated bythe topmost (also known as the root oordinator) TM. All the non-root TMs exept theleaves (also known as subordinate oordinators) are responsible for oordinating opera-tions exeuted by the orresponding subtree of partiipating TMs. Given suh a setting,loks at eah site would have to be held until all the TMs in the hierarhy are readyto ommit. Obviously, this is not a desirable situation performane wise, espeially forlong running transations. An elegant solution to the above limitation is the oneptof Nested Transations [Mos81℄. Nested Transations allow the TMs at the involvedsites to release their loks as soon as the transation ompletes loally by externalizingintermediate results in a ontrolled manner. Basially, the global transation (submit-ted to the root TM) is divided into a number of subtransations that may be exeutedonurrently. While ACID properties are guaranteed for the global transation, sub-transations are not fully isolated as their results are exposed to their parents. Even thedurability of subtransations is not guaranteed as its e�ets might need to be aneled(after it has been ommitted) if its parent aborts.While Nested Transations resolve the performane issue to some extent, the e�etsof a subtransation are still exposed at its ommit and only to its parent, bloking anydependent (sub)transations at eah site. For example, in an online travel ageny, ahotel booking would not be re�eted in the hotel booking database till the on�rmationatually reahes the ustomer. This delay may have an adverse e�et on the transa-tions whih need to be performed following a hotel booking, e.g., �Prepare the Room�,�Shedule Sta��, et. In a similar online shopping senario, the delay might a�et thefollow-up transation of an order, that is, the �Restok� transation whih is triggeredif the stok falls below a threshold limit. From an implementation perspetive, thisapproah of exposing the e�ets of a (sub)transation at its ommit is implementedusing the �deferred updates� (UD) strategy [WV01℄. Aording to this strategy, eah(sub)transation t has a orresponding private workspae Wt. For eah write operationof t, the orresponding data item is opied to Wt and the update applied on the loalopy. Upon ommit of t, the urrent values of the data items in Wt are re�eted atomi-
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Figure 1.14 � Nested transation proessing infrastruture.ally to the atual database. As obvious, abortion is very simple and an be ahievedby simply purging Wt.To overome the unwarranted delays aused by UD, �updates in plae� (UIP) stra-tegy [WV01℄ has been proposed where transational updates are applied to the databaseas and when they our. While UIP learly improves performane in a failure-free envi-ronment, its abortion mehanism is more ompliated. If (sub)transation t is aborted,not only do we have to undo the e�ets of t but also any (sub)transations whih de-pend upon t. The latter aspet, of aborting transations whih depend upon an abortingtransation, is known as asading aborts or the dynamo e�et. For example, �Preparethe Room� transation should also be aborted if the orresponding �Book Hotel� tran-sation is aborted. Given this, abortion is ahieved with the help of a ompensatingtransation [GMS87, WDSS93℄ whih is responsible for semantially undoing the ef-fets of the original transation. For example, the ompensation of �Withdraw $x fromaount y� is �Deposit $x into aount y�, and that of �Book Hotel� is �Canel HotelBooking�. Here, it helps to reall that ompensation is not equivalent to the traditiondatabase �undo�. Rather, it is another forward ativity (or transation) whih movesthe system to an aeptable state (and as suh, avoids asading aborts). For example,a ompensating �Deposit $x into aount y� does not need to trigger the ompensationof any subsequent updates to the aounts table after �Withdraw $x from aount y�,whih would have been required if we had restored (roll-bak) the aounts table to its
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Figure 1.15 � BPEL ompensation handler usage.state before �Withdraw $x from aount y�. On the same lines, �Canel Hotel Booking�does not need to trigger the ompensation of �Prepare the Room� as well based on thesemantis that the prepared room an be used for the next booking. Thus, for eahoperation, we assume the existene of a ompensating operation, apable of semanti-ally undoing its e�ets. In ase of failure, atomiity is guaranteed by exeuting theompensating (operations) transations in the reverse order of the original exeutionsequene of their respetive (operations) transations.In BPEL, for instane, we an speify a ompensating operation for eah invokeoperation. We an even speify whih ompensating operation to invoke depending onthe type of failure (on the lines of exeption/fault handlers). Fig. 1.15 shows an exampleof a ompensating operation spei�ed in BPEL. In this example, the original <invoke>ativity makes a purhase, and in ase that purhase needs to be ompensated, the<ompensationHandler> invokes a anellation operation on the same partner link,using the response to the purhase request as the input. The BPEL spei�ation providesa feature alled Long Running Transations (LRT) whih keeps trak of the exeutionorder, and then ditates the order in whih the ompensating operations need to beinvoked.
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49IntrodutionIn this part, we present visibility models for two spei� hierarhial systems: (i)P2P Communities (Chapter 2) and (ii) Web servies ompositions (Chapter 3). The �rstone is simple, but well suited for highly evolving systems like P2P Communities. Wegive algorithms to aommodate any strutural hanges assoiated with this visibilitymodel in a salable fashion. The seond model is more general, better suited to modelmore stati but omplex visibility requirements, like Web servies ompositions. Westudy the important properties of visibility, e.g., oherene and orrelation. We alsoanalyze the property(ies) needed to get a ompat representation of visibility, that is,represent the visibility model whih in general takes n2 graphs for a n node hierarhy,in n graphs, and even one graph.
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Chapter 2
Visibility Model for P2PCommunities

P2P ommunities are an abstration for a group of peers whih share some ommoninterests. And, the de�ning harateristi of P2P Communities is their high dynamiity :a peer may be added to or deleted from a ommunity, ommunities may be added ordeleted, ommunities may be merged into bigger ones or split into smaller ones, and sub-ommunities may beome parent-level ommunities and vie versa. The overall objetiveof this hapter is to give algorithms to perform queries and strutural updates in ane�ient manner.Eah peer by default has knowledge of (visibility over) the rest of the peers in itsown ommunity. For a ommunity to grow, it needs visibility over other ommunitiesand their peers. Similarly, a peer would like to have information about ommunitiesatering to �related� interests. Current P2P systems either funtion as independententities (peers/ommunities) or assume that eah peer is aware of all the other peersand ommunities ([IMZI04℄). Allowing eah peer to have full information, about allthe other ommunities and their peers, is not a pratial solution. Trust, privay andanonymity issues in P2P Systems may fore a peer (or ommunity) to be restritive inthe visibility it allows to others. Thus, we �rst need an adequate model to representvisibility in P2P Communities, whih should also be adaptive to the inherent struturaldynamiity.Towards this end, we propose a multi-level visibility graph model (Setion 2.1) toapture the visibility a peer (or ommunity) has over the other peers and ommunities.And, show how the visibility model failitates query evaluation (Setion 2.2) and stru-tural updates (Setion 2.3) in a deentralized and salable fashion. Some related worksare disussed in Setion 2.4. 51
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Figure 2.1 � A sample hierarhial ontology.2.1 Visibility Graph2.1.1 Multi-level VisibilityWe present a graph model to represent the visibilities of the peers and ommunitiesin a P2P system. Let P be the set of peers and C be the set of ommunities in a P2Psystem S. Peers are represented by nodes. We use the same notation to refer to the nodesas well as the peers they represent. An edge between peers P1 and P2 indiates that
P1 is visible to P2, and vie versa. The visibility is assumed to be symmetri. Peers aregrouped into ommunities, whih may further be grouped into higher level ommunities,and so on. The ommunities are usually arranged aording to one or more hierarhialsemantis ontologies. Fig. 2.1 shows a sample hierarhy of musi related interests (asgiven in [CGM02℄). Fig. 2.2 illustrates a hierarhial organization. At the bottom level,there are several ommunities. We all them level-1 ommunities. We use single blakedges for the intra-ommunity edges. The level-1 ommunities are grouped into higherlevel ommunities, alled level-2 ommunities. The onnetions at this level are shownby blue dashed edges. These groups of ommunities belong to an even higher level(level-3) ommunity, onnetions shown by red dashed-dotted edges. For example, Fig.2.2 may orrespond partly to Fig. 2.1, with level-1 ommunities of Soft, Dane, Pop,et., level-2 ommunities of Rok, Jazz, et., and level-3 ommunity of Musi.In our model, we represent a parent-level ommunity through ertain peers of itshildren ommunities alled seers. For example, the seer S1 of level-2 ommunity b inFig. 2.2 maybe P1. The seers are onneted by edges identifying the ommunity. Thus,
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Figure 2.2 � Hierarhial visibility.
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Figure 2.3 � Atual onnetions of the hierarhy in Fig. 2.2.in Fig. 2.2, the blue dashed edges atually onnet seers of level-1 ommunities, andsimilarly, the red dashed-dotted edges onnet seers of level-2 ommunities. Thus, theatual onnetions will be as shown in Fig. 2.3. We note that eah node will be inidentto single blak edges (as long as its ommunity has at least two peers). Then, somenodes may be inident to other (blue dashed, red dashed-dotted, et.) edges too. In Fig.2.3, there are nodes inident to (i) single blak and blue dashed edges, (ii) single blak,blue dashed, and red dashed-dotted edges, and also (iii) single blak and red dashed-dotted edges. That is, a peer may be a seer of a higher level (e.g., level-3) ommunity,and not of a lower level (e.g., level-2) ommunity. For example, in Fig. 2.3, P2 is a seerof the level-3 ommunity a, but not that of the level-2 ommunity b (P1 is the seer for
b). Thus, the edges of the visibility graph are basially of di�erent level ommunities inthe hierarhy.2.1.2 ModelLet H be a set of hierarhies that may exist in a P2P system S. We on�ne ourinitial disussion and the graph model to one hierarhy H ∈ H. Fig. 2.4 shows a possible



54 Visibility Model for P2P Communitiesommunity wise representation (intra ommunity onnetions are not shown for larity)of the hierarhy used in our previous example. Eah node in the �gure represents aommunity at some level of the hierarhy. We assume that eah peer forms its ownunit ommunity. We all this level-0 ommunity. Thus, Fig. 2.4 should be expanded toFig. 2.5 to show the omplete ommunity struture in the hierarhy. We use Fig. 2.5 toillustrate some notations and onepts. The nodes, and the orresponding ommunities,are named loally (within that level) and globally with the sequene of loal labels ofnodes in the path from the root to that node. For example, e is the loal name and
a/b/e is the global name of a node in the �gure. We use the global name to indiatethe orresponding path also.We note that only the leaf nodes in H (Fig. 2.5) orrespond to peers in S. Theyhave labels as in the �gure. (Labels of only some nodes are shown for easy readability.)All non-leaf nodes are virtual. Essentially, H desribes all (lower and higher level)ommunities in S. Eah peer belongs to several, hierarhially related, ommunities. Tobe preise, a peer γ with label α/β/γ is a member of all the ommunities in the path
α/β/γ, in this ase, ommunities α and β.For eah node (with loal or global name) α in the hierarhy, we de�ne two om-munities. The �rst one is the α-full-ommunity, denoted with α in square brakets as
[α]-ommunity. This onsists of all the peers in the subtree rooted at α. For example,
[b]-ommunity membership is {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5}. The seond is α-seer-ommunity, de-noted with α in parentheses as (α)-ommunity. For non-leaf nodes α, this will ontainone or more peers from eah of its hildren ommunities, these peers will be seers of therespetive hildren ommunities for α. For example, (b)-ommunity membership ouldbe {P2, P3, P5}, where P2, P3 and P5 are the seers of the hildren ommunities e, f and
g for b respetively. For leaf nodes α, the loal name will be that of the respetive peer,say Pi, and both the full and the seer ommunities will onsist of just that peer. Now,a peer an be a seer for several anestral ommunities. For a ommunity C, we de�nea C-graph as the graph with node set onsisting of members of C and edges, alled
C-edges, depiting the visibility among the members. When C is a seer ommunity, werefer to the graph as C-seer-graph also. In our model, we require that eah seer graphis onneted.De�nition 2.1 (Global Visibility Graph) For a P2P system S, with peers P, hie-rarhy H, and related set of (full) ommunities C, a global visibility graph is the unionof C-seer-graphs of all ommunities C in C suh that eah seer graph is onneted.Example : A visibility graph for the P2P system in Fig. 2.5 is shown in Fig. 2.6.Here :� P is {P1, P2, ..., P11}.� C is {[a], [b], ..., [k], [P1 ], [P2], ..., [P11 ]}.� [P2] is the unit ommunity ontaining peer P2, and the orresponding seer om-munity (P2) also ontains P2.
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Figure 2.4 � Hierarhy of ommunities.� Both [e]- and (e)-ommunities have peers P1 and P2. Similarly, for eah of {f, g, ..., k},their full and seer ommunities have all their hildren shown in the �gure.� Eah of {[a]-,[b]-,[c]-,[d]-} ommunities have all the peers in the leaf level of theorresponding sub-trees in the hierarhy. For example, [b]-ommunity membershipis {P1, ..., P5}.� The seer ommunity membership is as follows : (b)-ommunity has {P1, P3, P5},

(c)-ommunity has {P6, P7, P8}, (d)-ommunity has {P11}, and (a)-ommunityhas {P3, P9, P11}.In this example, the onneted graph of eah seer ommunity is a tree, in fat, apath. Note that P8 is a seer for (c)-ommunity but P9 is the seer for (a)-ommunity.That is, di�erent peers of a sub-tree may be seers for di�erent anestral ommunities.We point out that the visibility graph does not show the member peers of higherlevel full ommunities expliitly. However, the property that for every full ommunityat every level its orresponding seer ommunity must have at least one peer from eahof its hildren ommunities, guarantees that all the members of that ommunity an beaessed if needed.2.2 Searhing the Visibility GraphAny searh involves searhing one or more ommunities. Searh within a ommunitytypially involves �ooding, that is, searhing eah peer in the ommunity. Common
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Figure 2.5 � Complete hierarhy with peers.
P8P3P2P1 P7P6P5P4 P11P10P9

Figure 2.6 � Complete visibility graph of Fig. 2.5.



Searhing the Visibility Graph 57searh methods, when the peers within a ommunity are arbitrarily onneted, are BFSand DFS, with or without using a spanning tree. A searh may be initiated from anynode. It may also be initiated, in parallel, from several nodes. In eah ase, the searhresults may be forwarded to one or more initiating nodes, to some other nodes, or even toall the nodes. In this work, we will neither be onerned with the atual searh methodnor with any spei� way of forwarding the results. We denote searhing a ommunity
C as C-searh.We explain a general searh proedure with the graph in Fig. 2.6. Any query isinitiated at a peer. Suppose a query q is initiated at P2. Then, �rst, the (P2)-searhand, if neessary, an (e)-searh will be performed. If q annot be evaluated within (e)-ommunity, then P1 (whih is the seer of [e]-ommunity for (b)-ommunity, will initiatea (b)-searh. This will involve the graph onsisting of P1, P3 and P5. Then, P5 maysuggest that a (g)-searh is appropriate, involving peers P4 and P5. On the other hand,
P3 may suggest that (the higher level) (a)-searh, involving P3, P9 and P11 may beappropriate. Taking up one or more suggestions and ontinuing the searh an be doneeither in a entralized or distributed fashion.Thus, in omparison to traditional query resolution via �ooding, our method pro-vides the following bene�ts : Privay and seurity onstraints are maintained as queriesare only forwarded to visible (trusted) peers. On the other hand, eah peer may be amember of di�erent seer ommunities at di�erent levels. And, based on the informa-tion it has on eah of these ommunities, it may be able to diret the searh to any ofthese ommunities. For example, in the above searh proess, P3 will be involved in thesearhes of (P3)-, (f)-, (b)- and (a)-ommunities. Suppose (P3)-searh is the �rst one.The next searh ould be (a)-searh, then (f)-searh, et. This allows the searhes to bemixed rather than being stritly top-down or bottom-up. In (P3)-searh, its role is anindividual peer ; in (a)-searh, its role is a seer for [b]-ommunity, and in that apaityit is supposed to utilize some summary information of the [b]-ommunity ; and so on.2.2.1 A Spei� ExampleWe onsider simple hierarhial path queries having the following syntax :

I := An area of interest in the underlying (hierarhial) ontology O.
Path := ǫ|I/Path

Query := (n)Path|(Query ∧ Query)|(Query ∨ Query)where n refers to the number of nodes to retrieve satisfying the Path riterion.
I/(sub-)I refers to a pair of parent-hild interests in O. A sample query is given below :Query q. (1)music/classic ∧ ((1)music/jazz/fusion ∨ (2)music/rock/soft).Query q an be interpreted as follows : Find a peer interested in music/classic anda peer interested in music/jazz/fusion, or a peer interested in music/classic and twopeers interested in music/rock/soft.



58 Visibility Model for P2P CommunitiesGiven this, a searh to evaluate query q over the global visibility graph (Fig. 2.6)would be as follows. We assume that q was submitted at peer P3, and that a, b, c and
d orrespond to the music, music/rock, music/jazz and music/classic ommunities,respetively.1. P3 initiates an (a)-searh, that is, evaluates q within the (a)-ommunity.2. If unsuessful, P3 hooses nodes in the (a)-ommunity (peers P9, P11, and peer

P3 itself) for propagating (the entire query or parts of) q for further evaluation.Peer P3 makes this deision based on the �similarity� between the path riteriain q and the global names of the nodes in the (a)-ommunity. Here, P3 wouldhoose itself for the (sub)query (2)music/rock/soft, while P9 would be hosenfor (1)music/jazz/fusion and P11 for (1)music/classic.3. The nodes P3, P9 and P11 initiate a (b)-searh, (j)-searh and (d)-searh, res-petively. In the ourse of (j)-searh, P9 might �nd a need for, and initiate, a
(c)-searh.4. This ontinues until the appropriate peers are found, or all the peers in H havebeen explored (in whih ase, there may not exist peers satisfying the query).2.3 Visibility Struture ChangesAs mentioned earlier, P2P systems are highly dynami in nature, with peers beingadded to or deleted from ommunities, ommunities being added to or deleted fromhigher level ommunities, merging and splitting of the ommunities, et. All these ope-rations hange the visibility graph. Our model failitates these hanges easily. We outlinethe general proedures in the following, with examples from the hierarhy of Fig. 2.5,and Fig. 2.6.(a) Adding a peer P to a ommunity C. Add the node P and a C-edge between Pand some node already in C. Note that the addition of this single edge is su�ient tokeep the new C-graph onneted. Of ourse, additional edges an be added too. Werestrit our desription to the minimum requirements.(b) Deleting a peer P from a ommunity C. This may require several operations :1. P is deleted from the C-graph.2. If this disonnets the C-graph, then additional C-edges, between other peers in
C, are added to keep the C-graph onneted.3. Suppose P is a seer of a sub-ommunity C ′ of C for C. If P is the only suh seer,then some other peer P ′ of C ′-ommunity should be designated as a seer for C,and added to C.



Visibility Struture Changes 59() Deleting a peer P from the P2P system S. Then, P must also be reursivelydeleted from every ommunity it is part of (as a seer).(d) Adding a ommunity C to a higher level ommunity C ′. Designate a peer P in
C as a seer, and add a C ′-edge between P and an already existing peer in C ′.(e) Deleting a ommunity C from a higher level ommunity C ′. If P is the seer of Cin C ′, then P has to be deleted from C ′, and the proedure is the same as the ase (b)above. For example, let us onsider deleting the ommunity j in Fig. 2.5, from c. Reallthat the (c)-ommunity membership is {P6, P7, P8}. This an be done by1. Deleting the c-edge between P7 and P8.2. Designating P7 as the seer of c for a, and deleting P8 and adding P7 in the (a)-graph.Note that there is no need to alter the internal struture of j.(f) Merging two same level ommunities. We onsider the following two senarioswith referene to Fig. 2.5.� Merging ommunities with the same parent, h and i. The c-edge between P6and P7, the respetive seers, is hanged to h-edge, assuming that the mergedommunity will be alled h. Also, P7 may be designated as the seer of h for c.Then, P6 is deleted from the (c)-graph. Again, in general, some c-edges may haveto be added to keep it onneted.� Merging ommunities with di�erent parents, g and h. A simple strategy is :1. Delete g from b, and delete h from c, performing all the additional operationsrequired as in the above ases.2. Merge g and h, to form a new h, by adding h-edge between P5 and P6, therespetive seers.3. Add h to b or c, as desired.(g) Splitting a ommunity to two ommunities under the same parent ommunity.Consider splitting ommunity c into c1 onsisting of h and j, and c2 onsisting of ialone. One way of doing this is by1. Deleting i from c.2. Renaming c as c1, and i as c2.3. Adding c2 to a.



60 Visibility Model for P2P CommunitiesNote that deletion of i from c requires adding a c-edge, in fat a c1-edge, between
P6 and P8.Some of the other strutural hanges are :� merging two di�erent level ommunities,� elevating a sub-ommunity to a parent-level ommunity,� making a ommunity a sub-ommunity, et.These, and other similar strutural operations involving ombinations of those onsi-dered above, an be exeuted. All these involve essentially some generi operations likeadding a node to a graph, deleting a node from the visibility graph but keeping thegraph onneted after the deletion, et. Depending on how the graph (C-graph for om-munity C) is maintained (as a tree, arbitrary onneted graph, omplete graph, et.),these operations an be implemented e�iently. The key property of our model is thata node may be inident to C-edges of several ommunities C, and so the node may haveto be deleted from some C-graphs and not from some others.2.4 Disussion and Related WorksAs we know, P2P systems are very highly deentralized. Peers are far apart, theyare highly autonomous, they may join the system and drop out in an ad ho manner,their storage and proessing apaities may be varied and limited, their availability andaessibility may be di�erent at di�erent times, ommuniation between them may notbe reliable, and so on. Therefore, implementation of the algorithms for both searhingthe peers for query evaluation and for modifying the struture of the visibility graph,outlined in the previous two setions, requires speial attention. For instane, in anydistributed implementation, the algorithms will be exeuted only lazily, that is, asyn-hronously. The algorithms an be �ne tuned for �safe� exeution. For example, when aommunity is deleted from another, and added to a di�erent ommunity, the additionpart an be done �rst, and then the deletion. This may result, in the worst ase, in aonurrent exeution exploring more peers than neessary, but without loss of visibility.We note that peers an exeute their part of the algorithms autonomously. Forexample (as disussed in Setion 2.2), a peer whih is a seer for several (higher level)ommunities ould employ its own heuristis to deide on whih order to explore thevarious ommunities. The seletion strategy ould be di�erent for a di�erent peer evenfor the same set of hoies.The ore element of the implementation is the manipulation of C-graph for eahommunity C in the hierarhy. Depending on the type of onnetivity maintained, theamount of work in the manipulation will be di�erent. Searhing ould be more syste-mati and e�ient with tree struture. On the other hand, updates on the hierarhialstruture may be implemented more e�iently with graphs whih are not trees.With our model, several C-graphs have to be manipulated. However, eah an bemanipulated independent of the others. So, the omplexity of the implementation will



Disussion and Related Works 61not inrease very muh with an inrease in the number of ommunities. With properextensions to the underlying hierarhy, an inrease in the number of peers in the P2Psystem an be aommodated by inreasing the number of ommunities without sub-stantially inreasing the size of the orresponding seer-ommunities. Thus, our datastruture and the algorithms are highly salable.At an abstrat level, multi-level visibility seems lose to the notion of database views[vie℄. For a set of relational tables in a database, a view allows us to summarize theirdata based on some harateristis. Here, the peers an be onsidered as data. Theinformation on the various peers in a ommunity an be summarized and kept in theseers of that ommunity. However, sine a peer an be a seer of a higher level anestralommunity without being a seer of a lower level one, hierarhial relationships of theommunities annot be represented diretly. Having said this, there is also su�ientoverlap between the two onepts, for a lot of the existing work for database/viewsto be used here, espeially with respet to query optimization and rewriting. Also, wehave not onsidered onurrent query and update of the visibility graph whih is veryrelevant, espeially, for ollaborative P2P systems. Database solutions [AAC+99℄ appearvery attrative for the above as well.The notion of P2P ommunities was introdued in [KRD02℄. They also representvisibility using intra-ommunity and inter-ommunity edges. They use only one typeof inter-ommunity edges. Our formalism uses di�erent edges for (seer ommunities at)di�erent levels of the hierarhy.Further works [IMZI04℄, [AR03℄ and [KRD03℄ have extended the P2P ommunitynotion as follows : [IMZI04℄ and [MNBE08℄ present a Trust Management and Role Ba-sed Aess Control sheme for P2P ommunities, respetively. [AR03℄ disusses e�ientdisovery for P2P ommunities based on the �type� of ommunities, e.g., o-operative,goal oriented, ad ho ommunities, et. [KRD03℄ presents a gossip based disoverymehanism for P2P ommunities. We onsider visibility graphs as an abstration toapture the visibility aspet of P2P ommunities, and other middleware aspets, e.g.,seurity, disovery, monitoring, et. an build on this abstration. In the sequel, webrie�y show how visibility graphs failitate P2P seurity with the help of a Trust Mana-gement sheme [IMZI04℄. In this sheme, eah peer maintains the trust rating of all theother members in its own group (group-mates), based on its own dealings with them.For inter-ommunity aesses, �when a member p requests to aquire resoures from amember q of another ommunity, it sends a request to q. q heks with the group-matesof p if p is trustable and what kind of aess privileges it has. q then aepts or rejetsthe transation with p�. The above an be modeled using visibility graphs as follows :The underlying assumption, that the seer graph of eah ommunity is onneted, allowsa peer to monitor the ativities of its group-mates (that is, to maintain their trust ra-tings). Inter-ommunity aess between peers P1 ∈ C1 and P2 ∈ C2 may only our viaan aess path from a C1-seer to a C2-seer. Further, reall that visibility is symmetri.Thus, given suh an inter-ommunity aess, P2 an baktrak along the aess path,and retrieve the trust rating of P1 from the C1-seer.
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Chapter 3Visibility Model for HierarhialWeb Servies CompositionsIn the previous hapter, we explored a visibility model whih aommodates highlyevolving systems. Here, we onsider a more stati environment, basially hierarhialWeb servies ompositions, whih also requires a more omplex visibility assignment.We emphasize on properties whih lead to interesting pratial visibility poliies and aompat representation.For two servies X and Y in a hierarhial Web servies omposition H, whether Xan see Y , that is, whether X has visibility over Y , depends on the following :� X wishes to see Y : X may be interested in Y due to funtional or non-funtionalrequirements.� Y does not have any objetion to X seeing it : Seurity, privay, on�dentiality,et. issues play an important role in determining the visibility allowed by a servie.� Remaining nodes in H do not have any objetions to X seeing Y : Contratualagreements between Y and another servie Z may have a bearing on X seeing Y .In the remaining part, we develop a generi oneptual model to express and restritvisibility. We study two omplementary notions : Sphere of Visibility (Setion 3.2) ofa node X that inludes all the nodes in the hierarhy that X an see, and Sphere ofNotieability (Setion 3.3) of X that inludes all the nodes that an see X. We identifytwo visibility properties : oherene (Setion 3.2.1) and orrelation (Setion 3.2.2). Wegive algorithms to ensure these properties for a given hierarhial omposition (Setion3.4.1). We present onditions under whih the visibility of a hierarhy an be representedompatly as a single graph (Setion 3.4.2). Finally, some omparisons with relatedworks are disussed in Setion 3.5.3.1 An Informal Introdution to Sphere of Visibility (SoV)The Sphere of Visibility (SoV) of a node X (SoVX) onsists of servies visible to X inthe hierarhy. The visibility is with respet to some attribute A suh as provider details63
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Figure 3.1 � A hierarhial omposition graph H orresponding to an e-shopping senario.(URI, physial address), servie details (inputs, outputs, pre-onditions and e�ets)and exeution details (exeution state, history). Roughly, provider details are requiredto invoke a servie, servie and exeution details are required for non-funtional aspetssuh as reovery, monitoring, auditing, and others. We assume that the visibilities of aservie with respet to di�erent attributes are independent, that is, a servie X mighthave visibility over Y 's provider details only, servie details only, exeution details onlyor any ombination of the above.For example, let us onsider an e-shopping senario (Fig. 3.1). A ustomer U ordersa few goods from a store S. S splits the order into two parts and sends them to suppliers
S −A and S −B. Supplier S −B uses supplier S −C to ful�ll part of the order. S −Aand S − B use ourier ompanies C − A and C − B respetively to ship the goods tothe ustomer. The store uses a �nanial servie P for proessing payment for the goods.This involves harging a redit ard by the redit ard ompany H and awarding bonusair miles by another servie B. The store also uses a monitor/auditor M to keep trakof the servie exeution.Taking the attribute A as servie details, the SoVs of some servies in the hierarhyof Fig. 3.1 may be as follows, shown in Fig. 3.2. In the illustration of visibility of Xover Y , X is represented in double ovals, Y is represented in thik oval, and the othernodes, if any, are represented in thin ovals.� The store S has visibility over its parent and all its hildren. It does not havevisibility over the next level desendents (Fig. 3.2(a)).� The bonus air miles proessing unit B's visibility is limited to the redit ardompany H and the ustomer U (Fig. 3.2(b)). It is only onerned with theustomer's redit ard number and the purhase amount without any need to knowthe ontext, namely the goods purhased and the store. We all the visibilities of

B over H and U as weak visibilities, whereas the visibilities of S over U , S − A,
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Figure 3.2 � SoVs of some of the servies in hierarhy H of Fig. 3.1.
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S − B, M and P , desribed above, are referred to as strong visibilities, meaningthat the �strutures� of the nodes S − A, S − B, M and P , relative to S, in thehierarhy are also visible to S. (Formal de�nitions are given in the next setion.)� In addition to strong visibility over supplier S − A, the ourier ompany C − Aneeds weak visibility over the ustomer U to get the address details (Fig. 3.2()).� The ourier ompany C−B has strong visibility over S−B, S and U (Fig. 3.2(d)).� The visibilities of U are desribed in Fig. 3.2(e) : (i) the visibility over S is strong ;(ii) the visibility over B is weak ; and (iii) the visibilities over S − A and H areof �intermediate strength� ; we all this partially strong visibility. The partiallystrong visibility of U over H may be interpreted, for the servie details attribute,as : U an get the servie details of H diretly, or from P . Note that U does nothave visibility over P . Thus, U an get the servie details of H from P , but notthe servie details of P itself. In addition, P itself may not have visibility over H.In that ase, P gets the servie details of H only to forward to U and not for itsown use.� Some non-hierarhial (horizontal) visibilities are illustrated in Fig. 3.2(b) (B over
H) and Fig. 3.2(f) (S − A over S − B, S − C, and M).� Visibilities need not be symmetri. For example, S does not have visibility over
C−B (Fig. 3.2(a)), perhaps due to S−B wishing to hide the details of its ourierompany C −B from S due to ompetitive reasons, whereas C −B has visibilityover S (Fig. 3.2(d)).� Visibilities of the providers in the hierarhy need not be related. For example,
U has weak visibility over B (Fig. 3.2(e)) to ensure that the bonus air miles areredited, but U 's hild S does not have visibility over B (Fig. 3.2(a)).3.2 Formal SoVIn the sphere of visibility of X, we identify the servies visible to X and their �type�of visibility. First, we introdue some terminology. We onsider a hierarhy H as anundireted tree. Throughout this setion, we refer to a generi visibility assignment Vin H with respet to an attribute A. V onsists of the set of subgraphs V[X,Y ], forall pairs X, Y of nodes in H, de�ned as follows : V[X,Y ] is either (i) a onnetedsubgraph of H[X,Y ] that ontains Y , or (ii) the null graph, meaning that X does nothave visibility over Y . V[X,Y ] denotes the type, also strength, of visibility X has over

Y . We assume that V[X,X], for every X, is the graph ontaining just the node X.De�nition 3.1 (Sphere of Visibility) The Sphere of Visibility of a node X in hie-rarhy H, denoted SoVX , is the set of non-null subgraphs V[X,Y ], for Y in H.We say that X has a weak visibility to any node Y that is visible to X, that is,when V[X,Y ] is non-null. If V[X,Y ] has some edges then we say that X has a partiallystrong visibility to Y . If V[X,Y ] is H[X,Y ], that is, it has all the nodes and edges inthe path from X to Y in H, then we say that X has a strong visibility to Y . The weak,partially strong and strong visibilities are also denoted as weak, partially strong and



Formal SoV 67strong referenes, respetively. We use the following notation to represent the strengthof visibility. If V[X,Y ] is H[Y1, Y ], for Y1 in the path from X to Y , then it is denotedas 〈Y1, Y 〉. Then, strong referene will be 〈X,Y 〉, and weak referene will be 〈Y, Y 〉 orsimply 〈Y 〉.In this hapter, we are not onerned about the semantis of the visibility assign-ments, that is, whether V[X,Y ], for a pair of nodes X and Y , should be null, weak,partially strong or strong visibility. This is highly appliation-dependent. We are oner-ned only with properties and representations of visibility assignments.As mentioned earlier, the visibilities are de�ned with respet to some attributes. Inthis sense, the underlying hierarhial organization of the nodes may be known to allthe nodes and may even be used to forward information from one node to another, butknowledge of the values of attributes at the nodes may be spei�ed by the visibilityassignments. We illustrate this with two examples.Appliation-SD : Here we onsider servie details attribute in hierarhial Webservie omposition. Servie details in this ontext may inlude details neessary forsay ompensating an exeution of a servie. For example, a hotel reservation madeby a travel ageny for an user an be aneled diretly by the user if the details areknown to the user. Otherwise, the user has to ontat the travel ageny for anelingthe reservation.Here, the visibility V[X,Y ] = 〈Y1, Y 〉 an be attributed to the following : X an getthe servie details of Y from any of the nodes in the path 〈Y1, Y 〉. Thus, in the ase ofweak visibility, Y1 is Y meaning that the details an be obtained diretly and only from
Y . In the ase of strong visibility, Y1 is X meaning that the details are readily availableat X itself. Null value indiates that the details at Y are not available to X.Appliation-OUTSOURCING : We onsider a simpli�ed outsouring senario.A plant (for example, a ar plant) manufatures some produts. It uses, as sub-produts,some produts manufatured in some other plants, whih in turn may get some produtsfrom other plants and so on. The manufaturing of eah produt must adhere to ertain(governmental, environmental, et.) regulations. Some regulations may be loal. Someothers may be inherited from anestral entities. This an be depited in a hierarhy asfollows :� The nodes represent di�erent sites (plants) and the edges represent parent-hildoutsouring relationships.� Eah site manufatures some produts whih may be used as sub-produts manu-fatured in other sites. One site may manufature produts for several sites, anda site may get (sub-)produts from several sites. The produts manufatured bysite Si for site Sj are denoted Pij .� The regulations at site Si that are appliable to every produt manufatured atthat site are denoted Ri.� In addition, the regulations of one or more additional sites must be adhered tofor the produts sent to other sites. We denote the regulations for (the produtsmanufatured by Si for Sj) Pij as Rij .



68 Visibility Model for Hierarhial Web Servies CompositionsHere Rij an be modeled as V[Si, Sj ]. If the value is 〈Sk, Sj〉, for node Sk in thepath from Si to Sj, then it means that Rij is the union of the regulations at all the sitesfrom Sk to Sj. Here, weak visibility means only the loal regulations are met. Strongvisibility means the regulations of eah intermediate node in the path from Si to Sj areadhered to. Null visibility may mean that no regulations need to be adhered to, perhapsbeause Pij is empty, that is, Si does not manufature anything for Sj.In general, a visibility assignment may presribe V[X,Y ] for eah pair of nodes Xand Y individually. As in the e-shopping senario of Setion 3.1, with suh a generalassignment, the SoVs of the various nodes an be quite arbitrary and unrelated to eahother. However, when the SoVs are related in some way, meaningful visibility assign-ments an be obtained. The relationship among the SoVs may be in�uened by the typeand intended use of the attributes over whih visibility is sought, whether the hierarhyis intra-organizational (where the visibilities an be very �exible) or inter-organizational(where the visibilities need to be restrited due to trust and seurity onerns), hierar-hial ontrol and authorization poliies, et. Meaningful relationships among the SoVsmay also help formulate global visibility poliies and the individual assignments basedon these poliies. In addition to simplifying the logi behind the individual assignments,this will failitate de�ning visibility harateristis even for nodes that have not joinedthe hierarhy yet, in a dynami environment. In the sequel, we identify two speial visi-bility relationships among the SoVs, oherene and orrelation. These are intuitive andat the same time appear very fundamental for several appliations.3.2.1 CohereneDe�nition 3.2 (Coherent Visibility) A visibility assignment V is oherent if foreah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from X to Z in H, Ynot equal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[X,Y ] is a subgraph of V[X,Y ].Nodes X, Y and Z are illustrated in Fig. 3.3. We use this �gure to omprehend andrelate the di�erent properties in this hapter. We will refer to the node W (in the �gure)also some times. Informally, oherene means that the strength of visibility of X over
Y is at least as muh as the strength used for visibility of X over Z : V[X,Z]∩H[X,Y ]refers to the strength of visibility of X over Y �used� for visibility over Z, whereas
V[X,Y ] is simply the strength of visibility of X over Y . It an be used to enfore thefollowing visibility poliy :Coherent Visibility Poliy : If X an get the servie details of Z from W , then (i)
X has visibility over all the nodes in the path from W to Z, and (ii) X an get theirservie details also from W .For instane, in Appliation-SD, oherene implies that it is not the ase that Xould get the servie details of Z from W but not the servie details of Y from W .However, it is possible that X ould get the servie details of Y from W but not theservie details of Z from W . In Appliation-OUTSOURCING, oherene implies that
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Figure 3.3 � Sample Path.if the regulations at W are appliable to produts manufatured at Z for X, then theyare appliable to produts manufatured at Y also, again for X. Here also, it is possiblethat the regulations at W are appliable to produts manufatured at Y for X, but notfor those manufatured at Z for X.Fig. 3.4 desribes several pairs of V[X,Z] and V[X,Y ] in oherent and non-oherentvisibility assignments.3.2.2 CorrelationCorrelation property aptures the intuitive notion that, referring to Fig. 3.3 again,the strength of visibility of Y over Z is at least as muh as the strength of visibility of
X over Z restrited to H[Y,Z].De�nition 3.3 (Correlated Visibility) A visibility assignment V is orrelated if foreah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from X to Z in H, Y notequal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[Y,Z] is a subgraph of V[Y,Z].In Appliation-SD, in general, Y an forward the details of Z to X, without itselfhaving visibility over Z, that is, at simply as a propagator. Here, orrelation propertyan be used to impose the following visibility poliy :Correlated Visibility Poliy : Y is allowed to forward the servie details of Z to X(or any other node) only if Y an get the servie details of Z for itself.However, orrelation property does allow the possibility that Y an get the serviedetails of Z for itself, but does not forward them to X. In Appliation-OUTSOURCING,if the regulations at Y are applied to produts manufatured at Z for X, then theymust be applied for those manufatured (at Z) for Y also. Again, it is possible that theregulations at Y are appliable to the produts manufatured at Z for Y , but not tothe produts manufatured (at Z) for X.Fig. 3.5 illustrates orrelation. Informally, along the path from Z to X, the strengthof visibility over Z may �rst be inreasing, and then remain the same, and �nally bedereasing. At some stage, Z may not be visible and, if so, it remains invisible to allthe other nodes along the path.
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Figure 3.4 � Coherent and non-oherent pairs.
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Figure 3.5 � Correlation.
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Figure 3.6 � Illustration of oherent, but not orrelated, SoVs.We note that oherene and orrelation are orthogonal properties. Fig. 3.6 shows avisibility assignment whih is oherent but not orrelational : X1 is visible to X4, butnot to its parent X3. Fig. 3.7 shows a visibility assignment whih is orrelated but notoherent : V[X4,X1] ∩ H[X4,X2] is not a subgraph of V[X4,X2].3.2.3 Related PropertiesIn this setion, we de�ne some variants of the oherene and orrelation propertiesthat will be useful in some appliation environments. First we onsider oherene. Byreplaing �subgraph� by �supergraph� in the de�nition of oherene, we get inverseoherene. For graphs G and G′, we all G a supergraph of G′ if G′ is a subgraph of G.De�nition 3.4 (Inversely Coherent Visibility) A visibility assignment V is inver-sely oherent if for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from Xto Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[X,Y ] is a supergraph of V[X,Y ].Informally, inverse oherene means that the strength of visibility of X over Y is atmost as muh as the strength used for visibility of X over Z. For instane, in Appliation-SD, inverse oherene implies that it is possible that X ould get the servie details of

Z from W but not the servie details of Y from W . Analogous to oherene, it an beused to enfore the following visibility poliy :Inversely Coherent Visibility Poliy : If X an get the servie details of Y from
W , then (i) X has visibility over all the nodes in the path from Y to Z, and (ii) X anget their servie details also from W .Note the di�erene in terms of the set of nodes a�eted by the oherent and inverselyoherent visibility assignments. In Appliation-OUTSOURCING, inverse oherene im-plies the possibility that the regulations at W are appliable to produts manufatured
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Figure 3.7 � Illustration of orrelated, but not oherent, SoVs.at Z for X, but not to produts manufatured at Y , again for X. A visibility assignmentwhere adjaent nodes are weakly visible, while non-adjaent nodes are strongly visible,shown in Fig. 3.8, is inversely oherent.Another variant of the oherene property is the following. Here, �subgraph� in thede�nition of oherene is replaed by �equal to�.De�nition 3.5 (Uniformly Coherent Visibility) A visibility assignment V is uni-formly oherent if for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from
X to Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[X,Y ] is equal to V[X,Y ].For instane, in Appliation-SD, uniform oherene implies that for every node Wsuh that X ould get the servie details of Z from W , it ould get the servie detailsof Y also from W , and vie versa. In Appliation-OUTSOURCING, uniform ohereneimplies for every node W suh that the regulations at W are appliable to produtsmanufatured at Z for X, those regulations are appliable to produts manufatured at
Y also, again for X, and vie versa. Note that uniform oherene is the same as uniforminverse oherene. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the notion of uniform oherene.We now onsider variants of the orrelation property. The de�nitions are similar tothose of oherene.De�nition 3.6 (Inversely Correlated Visibility) A visibility assignment V is in-versely orrelated if for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from
X to Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[Y,Z] is a supergraph of V[Y,Z].For example, in Appliation-SD, inverse orrelation means that Y an forward theservie details of Z to X, but not to W . That is, it an be used to enfore the followingvisibility poliy :
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Figure 3.8 � Inverse oherene.
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Figure 3.9 � Uniform oherene.



Formal SoV 75Inversely Correlated Visibility Poliy : If W an get the servie details of Z from
Y , then (i) all nodes in the path from X to W have visibility over the servie details of
Z, and (ii) they an get those servie details from Y also.Again, note the di�erene in the set of a�eted nodes in omparison to (inverse)oherene. While oherene imposes onditions on a node's visibility over a set of othernodes, orrelation a�ets the visibility of a set of nodes over a node (whih is basially thenotieability of that node, formalized in Setion 3.3). In Appliation-OUTSOURCING,inverse orrelation means that it is possible that the regulations at Y are applied toproduts manufatured at Z for X, but not for those manufatured (at Z) for W .It is easy to hek that the visibility assignment in Fig. 3.8, where adjaent nodes areweakly visible and non-adjaent nodes are strongly visible, is also inversely orrelated(in addition to being inversely oherent).De�nition 3.7 (Uniformly Correlated Visibility) A visibility assignment V is uni-formly orrelated if for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Y in the path from
X to Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, V[X,Z] ∩ H[Y,Z] is equal to V[Y,Z].For example, in Appliation-SD, uniform orrelation means that Y an forward theservie details of Z to X if and only if it an get those details for itself. In Appliation-OUTSOURCING, uniform orrelation means that the regulations at Y are applied toproduts manufatured at Z for X if and only if they are applied for those manufatured(at Z) for Y .Clearly, it is possible to have global visibility poliies whih haraterize a mix ofoherene and orrelation properties. One suh poliy is already illustrated in Fig. 3.8.Visibility Poliy 1 :Weak visibility to adjaent nodes and strong visibility to all othernodes.As mentioned earlier, this visibility has inverse oherene and inverse orrelationproperties.We illustrate the next ouple of poliies with the path (X = Y5, Y4, Y3, Y2, Y1, Y0 =
Y ).Visibility Poliy 2 : (Fig. 3.10) Strong visibility to nodes at distane 1 or 2, andpartially strong visibility onsisting of a path with two edges to all other nodes. Thatis, V[X,Y ] is :� 〈X,Y 〉 if Y is adjaent to or at distane 2 from X, and� 〈Y2, Y 〉 if Y is at distane greater than 2 from X, where Y2 is the third last nodein the path from X to Y .This visibility assignment is oherent and uniformly orrelated.Example of oherene is,
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Figure 3.10 � Illustration for visibility poliy 2.� V[X,Y ] ∩ H[X,Y2] is 〈Y2〉, and is a subgraph of� V[X,Y2], whih is 〈Y4, Y2〉.An example of uniform orrelation is,� V[X,Y ] ∩ H[Y4, Y ] is 〈Y2, Y 〉, and is equal to� V[Y4, Y ] whih is also 〈Y2, Y 〉.On the other hand, a poliy does not have to satisfy any of the properties we havedisussed. For example, the visibility poliy below does not satisfy any of the properties.Visibility Poliy 3 : (Fig. 3.11) Strong visibility to nodes at distane 1 and 2, weakvisibility to nodes at distane 3 or 4, and strong visibility to all other nodes.Example of oherene violation is, with X, Y1 and Y ,� V[X,Y ] is 〈X,Y 〉.� V[X,Y ] ∩ H[X,Y1] = 〈X,Y1〉, whih is not a subgraph of� V[X,Y1] is 〈Y1〉.Example of inverse oherene violation is, with X, Y1 and Y3,� V[X,Y1] is 〈Y1〉.� V[X,Y1] ∩ H[X,Y3] is null, whih is not a supergraph of� V[X,Y3] is 〈X,Y3〉.
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Figure 3.11 � Illustration for visibility poliy 3.An example of orrelation violation is, with X, Y and Y3,� V[X,Y ] is 〈X,Y 〉.� V[X,Y ] ∩ H[Y3, Y ] is 〈Y3, Y 〉, whih is not a subgraph of� V[Y3, Y ] is 〈Y 〉.An example of inverse orrelation violation is, with X, Y2 and Y4,� V[X,Y2] is 〈Y2〉.� V[X,Y2] ∩ H[Y4, Y2] is 〈Y2〉 whih is not a supergraph of� V[Y4, Y2] is 〈Y4, Y2〉.3.3 Sphere of NotieabilityFor a servie X, the Sphere of Notieability notion is intended to apture : (i) whihservies have visibility over X ; and (ii) what type of visibility they have of X. First wede�ne notieability independent of, but in a way analogous to the de�nition of, visibility.We refer to a general notieability assignment N in H with respet to an attribute A.

N onsists of a set of subgraphs N [X,Y ], for all pairs X, Y of nodes in H, de�nedas follows : N [X,Y ] is either (i) a onneted subgraph of H[X,Y ] that ontains X, or(ii) the null graph. N [X,Y ] denotes the type, also strength, of notieability, that is, thetype of visibility Y has over X. In the last ase, X is not notied by Y . We assumethat N [X,X], for every X, is the graph ontaining just the node X. Note that sinevisibility and notieability notions are omplementary, V and N de�nitions are also



78 Visibility Model for Hierarhial Web Servies Compositionsomplementary. That is, for N that �orresponds to� a V, for X and Y , N [X,Y ] is thesame as V[Y,X]. We use N [X,Y ] most of the time in the de�nitions and disussions inthis setion, though V[Y,X] ould also be used instead. In the illustration of notieabilityof X by Y , X is represented in an oval inside a retangle, Y is represented by a thikoval, and other nodes, if any, are represented in thin ovals.De�nition 3.8 (Sphere of Notieability) The Sphere of Notieability of a node Xin hierarhy H, denoted SoNX , is the set of non-null subgraphs N [X,Y ], for Y in H.Note that, for a spei� node X, SoVX is the set of V[X,Y ]s for di�erent Y s, whereas
SoNX is the set of V[Y,X]s for di�erent Y s. An obvious appliation of SoN is for hangemanagement. An example is a provider X notifying the providers, who have visibilityover X, when there is some hange in the provider URI (provider details), metrisused to ompute the servie (servie details), log format (exeution details), et. Aninterpretation of the relationship between SoV and SoN using the e-shopping senariointrodued earlier (Fig. 3.1) follows. For a node X, SoVX an be onsidered as thenodes from whih some information (input) is expeted, and SoNX an be onsideredas the nodes to whih some information (output) is to be sent. In both ases, the typeof visibility re�ets how the information may be reeived or sent. For example (Figures3.1 and 3.2), for the air miles provider B, SoVB onveys that B is expeting the reditharge information from H and the air miles aount details from U . On the other hand,
SoNB may ontain U , P and H, re�eting that B should send on�rmation of the airmiles reward to U , P and H.Coherene and orrelation properties for notieability assignments an be de�nedanalogous to those for visibility assignments.De�nition 3.9 (Coherene Properties of Notieability) A notieability assignment
N is oherent (respetively, inversely oherent, uniformly oherent) if for eah pair ofnodes Z and X, and every node Y in the path from Z to X in H, Y not equal to Z or
X, N [Z,X]∩H[Z, Y ] is a subgraph of (respetively, a supergraph of, equal to) N [Z, Y ].De�nition 3.10 (Correlation Properties of Notieability) A notieability assign-ment N is orrelated (respetively, inversely orrelated, uniformly orrelated) if for eahpair of nodes Z and X, and every node Y in the path from Z to X in H, Y not equalto Z or X, N [Z,X]∩H[Y,X] is a subgraph of (respetively, a supergraph of, equal to)
N [Y,X].We now show that the oherene and orrelation properties are indeed related.Proposition 3.1 In a hierarhy H, a visibility assignment V is oherent (respetively,inversely oherent, uniformly oherent) if and only if the orresponding notieabilityassignment N is orrelated (respetively, inversely orrelated, uniformly orrelated),and vie versa.



Implementation Issues 79Proof The proof follows from the omplementary relationship between visibility andnotieability. Reall that, for N that �orresponds to� a V, for X and Y , N [X,Y ] is thesame as V[Y,X]. Applying the above transformation to the oherent visibility de�nition,we get the orrelated notieability de�nition and vie versa. The same applies to theother equivalenes. 23.4 Implementation IssuesConsider a node X of a stati hierarhy H. Initially, X has some visibility require-ments and notieability restritions. Note that the above re�ets only X's point of view,that is, visibility and notieability that X would like. As suh, the �nal assigned SoVXmay be quite di�erent from its initial expetations due to on�its with the notieabilityrestritions of nodes Y over whih X would like to have visibility. The same applies for
SoNX also. That is, let us assume that X would like to have visibility over Y , but Ydoes not want to be visible to X. Given this, there are two possibilities : (i) Y 's res-trition annot be overruled and so X is not allowed to have visibility over Y , and (ii)
X's requirement has higher priority leading to negotiation with Y , and X gets visibilityover Y . In addition, X's visibility (notieability) over (of) Y may be a�eted by therequirements and restritions of the remaining nodes in H, global oherene/orrelationproperties, et. Often in a Web servies ontext, it is not the servie provider itself butsome higher level logial entity or an agent ating on behalf of the provider whih isresponsible for regulating the visibility of a servie. For example, with referene to thee-shopping senario in Fig. 3.1, let us assume that S − A would like to have visibi-lity over the ourier ompanies (suh as, C − B) used by other suppliers to �nd theheapest option. On the same lines, S − B might like to keep the details of its ourierompany C −B hidden due to ompetitive reasons and should be in a position to rejet
S−A's request for visibility over C −B. Resolving suh on�its is appliation/domaindependent and beyond the sope of this work. Basially, we assume the existene of anon-on�iting set of visibility requirements for H.3.4.1 AssignmentIn this setion, we outline a simple sheme for adjusting SoVs (and SoNs) of allthe nodes dynamially, eah time a node Y is added to the hierarhy. The �rst step issetting the SoV of the new node Y . Then, by traversing the entire hierarhy, the SoVsof all the nodes are adjusted, whih is equivalent to setting SoNY . Let us look at theadjustment steps, to be taken at a node X, due to the addition of Y in H, in detail.Let Y = Y0, Y1, Y2, · · · , Yi, · · · , Yj , · · · , Yk, · · · , Yn, Yn+1 = X, be the nodes in thepath from Y to X suh that k > j > i (shown diagrammatially in 3.12). Then,information about Y reahes X via Yn. Node X has to do the following things :1. deide whether to inlude Y in X's SoV ;
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Figure 3.12 � Illustration to show visibility assignments.2. if the answer to (1) is yes, deide how to inlude Y in SoVX ; Couple of optionsare using : (i) a strong referene to Yn, that is, inluding the edge from Yn to Xalso in SoVX ; or (ii) a weak referene to Yi, for some i, or to Y itself.3. irrespetive of the deision, send information about Y to all neighbors of X otherthan Yn.The deisions in the above three steps an be made so as to obtain the desiredoherene and orrelation properties of the SoN of Y , and hene the related propertiesof the SoVs of other nodes. Obviously, the above algorithm is a very simple one. Opti-mizations are possible for speial ases. For example, if node X does not inlude Y in
SoVX , it may not have to send information on Y to the other neighbors. Also, it maysend information on Y only to some neighbors, not all. We onsider suh optimizationsfor oherene and orrelated visibility and notieability in the rest of this setion.Steps to de�ne V[X,Y ], that is, determining j in V[X,Y ] = 〈Yj, Y 〉 :� V[X,Y ] ould be null. In the following, we onsider non-null options.� For non-oherent V, j ould be any value between 0 and n + 1.� For oherent V, if V[X,Y1] is null, then V[X,Y ] has to be Y , that is, (weakreferene to) just the node Y . Otherwise, j ≤ k, where V[X,Y1] = 〈Yk, Y1〉. Thiswill also give orrelated N .� For inversely oherent V, if V[X,Y1] is strong, then V[X,Y ] has to be strong.Otherwise, j ≥ i, where V[X,Y1] = 〈Yi, Y1〉.� For uniformly oherent V, if V[X,Y1] is null (strong), then V[X,Y ] is weak (strong),that is, Y . Otherwise, j = k, where V[X,Y1] = 〈Yk, Y1〉.� For orrelated V, if V[Yn, Y ] is null, then V[X,Y ] must be null too. Otherwise,

j ≤ k, where V[Yn, Y ] = 〈Yk, Y 〉. This will also give oherent N .� For inversely orrelated V, j ≥ i, where V[Yn, Y ] = 〈Yi, Y 〉.� For uniformly orrelated V, if V[Yn, Y ] is null, then V[X,Y ] must be null too.Otherwise, j = k, where V[Yn, Y ] = 〈Yk, Y 〉.Steps to de�ne V[Y,X], that is, determining j in V[Y,X] = 〈Yj,X〉 :� V[Y,X] ould be null. In the following, we onsider non-null options.



Implementation Issues 81� For non-oherent V, j ould be any value between 0 and n + 1.� For oherent V, if V[Y, Yn] is null, then V[Y,X] has to be X, that is, (weak refereneto) just the node X. Otherwise, j ≥ i, where V[Y, Yn] = 〈Yi, Yn〉. This will alsogive orrelated N .� For inversely oherent V, if V[Y, Yn] is strong, then V[Y,X] has to be strong.Otherwise, j ≤ k, where V[Y, Yn] = 〈Yk, Yn〉.� For uniformly oherent V, if V[Y, Yn] is null (strong), then V[Y,X] is weak (strong),that is, X. Otherwise, j = k, where V[Y, Yn] = 〈Yk, Yn〉.� For orrelated V, if V[Y1,X] is null, then V[Y,X] must be null too. Otherwise,
j ≥ i, where V[Y1,X] = 〈Yi,X〉. This will also give oherent N .� For inversely orrelated V, j ≤ k, where V[Y1,X] = 〈Yk,X〉.� For uniformly orrelated V, if V[Y1,X] is null, then V[Y,X] must be null too ;otherwise, j = k, where V[Y1,X] = 〈Yk,X〉.Suh adjustments need to be made for every existing node X.3.4.2 Single Graph RepresentationWe would like to optimize the (visual) spae required to represent the visibilitiesof nodes in a hierarhy. Ideally, we would have a graph V[X,Y ] orresponding to eahpair of nodes X and Y in the hierarhy, whih may beome umbersome for a largehierarhy. As suh, we are interested in onditions under whih the visibilities (i) of anode over other nodes, and (ii) of all the nodes in a hierarhy, an be represented in asingle graph. First, we takle the former.Uniform oherene failitates representing SoVX , of a node X, in a single graph. Thegraph is obtained just by merging all the graphs in SoVX . We denote this graph as VX .We show the validity of suh representation in the following. The onneted omponentof VX ∩ H[X,Y ] that ontains Y is denoted VX [X,Y ]. In this work, we extend theuse of �⊆� to denote the subgraph relationship as well in the ontext of graphs. By anextension of a path 〈X,Y 〉 we mean a path 〈X,Z〉, for some Z, suh that 〈X,Y 〉 is asub-path of 〈X,Z〉.Proposition 3.2 For a uniformly oherent visibility assignment V, VX represents SoVXin a �lossless� fashion, that is, VX [X,Y ] equals V[X,Y ], for every Y .Proof For any Y , learly, V[X,Y ] ⊆ VX [X,Y ]. We show the equality. We need toonsider only the ase where VX [X,Y ] is non-null. We �rst show that V[X,Y ] is non-null. Assume the ontrary. Then, for some node Z in the extension of the path 〈X,Y 〉,

V[X,Z] must ontain the path 〈Y,Z〉. (Note that Z ould be Y or some other node.)Then, V[X,Z] ∩H[X,Y ] is non-null (ontaining at least the node Y ), and it should beequal to V[X,Y ], by uniform oherene. Thus, V[X,Y ] annot be null.If V[X,Y ] is strong, that is, 〈X,Y 〉, then learly, VX [X,Y ] is also 〈X,Y 〉. Nowsuppose V[X,Y ] is a proper subgraph of H[X,Y ], say 〈Y1, Y 〉 for some Y1 in the pathfrom X to Y . We laim that VX [X,Y ] does not ontain any more edges than in 〈Y1, Y 〉.
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Figure 3.13 � Illustration for the proof of Proposition 3.2.Suppose, on the ontrary, that for node Y2 preeding Y1 in the path from X to Y ,

VX [X,Y ] ontains the edge 〈Y2, Y1〉 also. Then, for some Y ′ in the extension of the path
〈Y2, Y1〉, V[X,Y ′] must ontain 〈Y2, Y

′〉. Now, Y ′ may be in 〈X,Y 〉 or in the extensionof 〈X,Y 〉, or may be in a ompletely di�erent path from Y1. (An instane of the lastase is illustrated in Fig. 3.13.) In all ases, V[X,Y ′] ∩ H[X,Y1] should equal V[X,Y1]by uniform oherene and hene ontain 〈Y2, Y1〉. However, again by uniform oherene,
V[X,Y ] ∩ H[X,Y1] should equal V[X,Y1] and so V[X,Y ] should inlude 〈Y2, Y1〉, aontradition to the assumption otherwise.

2Analogously, uniform orrelation also failitates single graph representation, but ofthe notieability SoNX of a node X. We give the proof in terms of oherene, thatis, we show that uniformly oherent notieability failitates merging all the subgraphsof SoNX , of a node X, into a single graph. The graph is denoted NX . The onnetedomponent of NX ∩ H[X,Y ] that ontains X is denoted NX [X,Y ].Proposition 3.3 For a uniformly oherent notieability assignment N , NX represents
SoNX in a �lossless� fashion, that is, NX [X,Y ] equals N [X,Y ], for every Y .Proof For any Y , learly, N [X,Y ] ⊆ NX [X,Y ]. We show the equality. We needto onsider only the ase where NX [X,Y ] is non-null. We �rst show that N [X,Y ]is non-null. Assume the ontrary. Then, for some node Z in (i) H[X,Y ] or (ii) itsextension, N [X,Z] must ontain at least the node X, that is, the path 〈X〉. In ase (i),
N [X,Y ] ∩ H[X,Z] is null and so not equal to N [X,Z], violating uniform oherene.In ase (ii), N [X,Z] ∩H[X,Y ] is non-null and should be equal to N [X,Y ] by uniformoherene, ontrary to the assumption.If N [X,Y ] is strong, that is, 〈X,Y 〉, then learly, NX [X,Y ] is also 〈X,Y 〉. Nowsuppose N [X,Y ] is a proper subgraph of H[X,Y ], say 〈X,Y1〉 for some Y1 in the
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Figure 3.14 � Illustration for the proof of Proposition 3.3.path from X to Y . We laim that NX [X,Y ] does not ontain any more edges thanin 〈X,Y1〉. Suppose, on the ontrary, that for a node Y2 following Y1 in the path from
X to Y , NX [X,Y ] ontains the edge 〈Y1, Y2〉. Then, for some Y ′ in the extension ofthe path 〈Y1, Y2〉, N [X,Y ′] must ontain 〈Y1, Y2〉. Now Y ′ may be in 〈X,Y 〉 or in theextension of 〈X,Y 〉, or may be in a ompletely di�erent path from Y2. The last aseis illustrated in Fig. 3.14. In all ases, N [X,Y ′] ∩ H[X,Y2] should equal N [X,Y2] byuniform oherene, and hene ontain 〈Y1, Y2〉. However, again by uniform oherene,
N [X,Y ]∩H[X,Y2] should equalN [X,Y2] and soN [X,Y ] must ontain the edge 〈Y1, Y2〉also, a ontradition to the assumption otherwise.

2Combining Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 with Proposition 3.1, we an state the following :Proposition 3.4 For a uniformly orrelated notieability assignment N , VX represents
SoVX in a �lossless� fashion, that is, VX [X,Y ] equals V[X,Y ], for every Y .Proposition 3.5 For a uniformly orrelated visibility assignment V, NX represents
SoNX in a �lossless� fashion, that is, NX [X,Y ] equals N [X,Y ], for every Y .We have shown that uniform oherene and orrelation failitate single graph repre-sentation of a node X. For di�erent Xs, the graphs VXs will also be di�erent. In theremaining part, we show that under ertain speial onditions, the SoVs of all nodesin H an be represented in a single graph. We need some additional de�nitions beforegiving the proposition.First, we de�ne a variation of the uniform oherene property. Reall that in uni-form oherene, if V[X,Z]∩H[X,Y ] is null, then V[X,Y ] must also be null. This mustbe so irrespetive of whether V[X,Z] itself is null or non-null. We envisage that, insome appliations, it is reasonable to have non-null V[X,Y ] when V[X,Z] is non-nullbut V[X,Z] ∩ H[X,Y ] is null. Note that this possibility is inluded in the oherene



84 Visibility Model for Hierarhial Web Servies Compositionsproperty de�nition beause the null graph is a subgraph of any graph. Also, this pos-sibility is ontrary to the intuitive notion of inverse oherene, namely, the visibility ofdistant nodes is stronger than that of nearby nodes. We de�ne a speial kind of uniformoherene that allows this possibility :De�nition 3.11 (Non-null Uniformly Coherent Visibility) A visibility assignment
V is non-null uniformly oherent if : for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and every node Yin the path from X to Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, if V[X,Z]∩H[X,Y ] is non-null,then it is equal to V[X,Y ].Proposition 3.2 is appliable for non-null uniform ohereny also as the proof onlyuses the �non-null� part of the de�nition. We explore the distintion between uniformand non-null uniform oherene with the help of Figures 3.15 and 3.16. Fig. 3.15 des-ribes some harateristis of VX , for a uniformly oherent visibility V. Essentially, ifa node T is visible to X with strength 〈T1, T 〉, then every node T ′ in the extension of
〈X,T 〉 is visible to X with strength 〈T1, T

′〉. In Fig. 3.15 :� Yi, for eah i, is visible with strength 〈X,Yi〉 ;� Z3, Z4 and Z5 are visible with strengths 〈Z3〉, 〈Z3, Z4〉, and 〈Z3, Z5〉, respetively.� Z8 is visible with strength 〈Z8〉 ;� V1 is visible with strength 〈V1〉 ; and� W1 and W2 are not visible.Fig. 3.16 illustrates non-null uniformly oherent visibility. Here, in addition to thenodes visible aording to Fig. 3.15, we have :� Z1 and Z6 are visible with strengths 〈X,Z1〉 and 〈X,Z6〉, respetively ; and� W1 is visible with strength 〈X,W1〉.Fig. 3.17(a) illustrates a non-null uniformly oherent SoV of the user U in Fig. 3.1.Note the hange in V[U,S-A] (for uniform oherene) and the addition of V[U,P ] (foroherene), ompared to the SoV of U shown in Fig. 3.2(e).On the same lines, we de�ne the �non-null� variant of uniformly orrelated property.De�nition 3.12 (Non-null Uniformly Correlated Visibility) A visibility assign-ment V is non-null uniformly orrelated if : for eah pair of nodes X and Z, and everynode Y in the path from X to Z in H, Y not equal to X or Z, if V[X,Z] ∩ H[Y,Z] isnon-null, then it is equal to V[Y,Z].Proposition 3.5 is appliable for non-null uniform orrelation as well (as the or-responding proof again uses only the �non-null� part of the de�nition). We explore thedistintion between uniform and non-null uniform orrelation with the help of Figures3.18 and 3.19. Fig. 3.18 desribes some harateristis of a uniformly orrelated visibility
V. Essentially, if a node X is visible to a node T with strength 〈T1,X〉, where T1 is not
T (not strong), then every T ′ in the extension of 〈X,T 〉 has visibility over X with thesame strength 〈T1,X〉. In Fig. 3.18, X is visible to :
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Figure 3.15 � Single graph representation - Uniformly oherent visibility.
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���� ����Figure 3.16 � Single graph representation - Non-null uniformly oherent visibility.
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	Figure 3.17 � Non-null uniformly oherent SoV of the user U in Fig. 3.1.� Y1 with strength 〈X,Y1〉 ;� eah Yi, for i > 1, with strength 〈X,Y2〉 ;� V1 with strength 〈X〉 ;� Zj, for j equal to 6, 7 and 8, with strength 〈X,Z6〉 ;� Zk, for k from 1 to 5, with strength 〈X,Z1〉 ; and� X is not visible to W1 and W2.Fig. 3.19 illustrates a non-null uniformly orrelated visibility. Note that X is notvisible to Z3, Z4 and Z5. Here, X may be visible to some nodes along a path (X,Y )and may beome invisible to Y . If that happens, then X will remain invisible to everynode Z in the extension of (X,Y ).As another example, onsider Fig. 3.5. For uniform orrelation, V[X2, Z], V[X1, Z]and V[X,Z] will be the same as V[X3, Z]. That is, the dereasing phase will not be there(the strength may inrease, then remain the same). With non-null uniform orrelation,the visibility may beome null at some point. If so, it will stay null from thereon.Replaing V[X2, Z] with null in Fig. 3.5 gives non-null uniformly orrelated visibility.Finally, we de�ne (strong) symmetri visibility.De�nition 3.13 (sv-symmetriity) A visibility assignment V is strong visibility sym-metri, abbreviated sv-symmetri, if for every pair of nodes X and Y , if V[X,Y ] is strong(that is, equals 〈X,Y 〉), then V[Y,X] is also strong (that is, equals 〈Y,X〉).Fig. 3.20 shows a strong symmetri visibility assignment. Note that the shown vi-sibility assignment is neither non-null uniformly oherent (V(X1,X3) ∩ H[X1,X2] isnot null, but V(X1,X3) ∩ H[X1,X2] 6= V(X1,X2)) nor non-null uniformly orrelated(V(X1,X3) ∩ H[X2,X3] is not null, but V(X1,X3) ∩ H[X2,X3] 6= V(X2,X3)). Basi-ally, under uniformly oherent visibility assignment, the single graph representing VXis impliitly a direted tree rooted at X, with edges direted towards X. Similarly, fora node Y di�erent from X, VY is a direted tree rooted at Y . When we try to representboth VX and VY in a single graph, the edges in the path from X to Y have to be
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Figure 3.18 � Uniformly orrelated visibility.�� �� ���� ���� ������ �� �� ��
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Figure 3.19 � Non-null uniformly orrelated visibility.
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Implementation Issues 89represented in both diretions. The sv-symmetriity property enables representing theedges in undireted form, in a single graph representation.We are now in a position to give the onditions required for single graph visibilityrepresentation of a hierarhy.De�nition 3.14 (Harmonious Visibility and Notieability) A visibility assignment
V is harmonious if it satis�es the following properties :� non-null uniform oherene ;� non-null uniform orrelation ;� sv-symmetriity ; and� if a node is visible to some node in H, then it is visible to every node in H.A notieability assignment N is harmonious if its orresponding visibility assignmentis harmonious.It turns out that for a harmonious visibility assignment, the visibility graph VX , forany node X, is the visibility graph for all nodes in H.Theorem 3.1 For a visibility assignment V, VX for any node X, represents V in a�lossless� fashion (that is, VX [Y,Z] = V[Y,Z] for any nodes Y and Z, where VX [Y,Z] =
VX ∩ H[Y,Z]) i� the visibility assignment is harmonious.Proof First, we show the su�ieny.If V[Y,Z] is null, then V[X,Z] is also null, by the last property in the statement ofthe proposition. Therefore, Z will not be in VX . In the following, we onsider the asewhere V[Y,Z] is non-null. Let VX [Y,Z] be 〈Z1, Z〉, where Z1 is a node in the path from
Y to Z. Note that Z1 ould be Y , Z, or some other node. We will show that V[Y,Z] isalso 〈Z1, Z〉.We onsider the various possibilities of the relative positions of X, Y and Z in H,illustrated in Fig. 3.21.(a) X is in an extension of the path 〈Z, Y 〉.Here, V[X,Z]∩H[Y,Z] is also 〈Z1, Z〉 and this equals V[Y,Z], by non-null uniformorrelation.(b) X is in the extension of the path 〈Y,Z〉.Here, V[X,Z1] ontains 〈Z,Z1〉. By non-null uniform orrelation, V[X,Z1]∩H[Z,Z1]equals V[Z,Z1]. By sv-symmetry, this equals V[Z1, Z]. Now, by non-null uniform orre-lation, V[Y,Z]∩H[Z1, Z] equals V[Z1, Z]. Therefore, V[Y,Z] inludes 〈Z1, Z〉. We showthat it indeed equals 〈Z1, Z〉. Suppose on the ontrary that V[Y,Z] has Z2 (preeding
Z1) and the edge 〈Z2, Z1〉, that is, it inludes 〈Z2, Z〉. Then, by uniform orrelation
V[Z2, Z] must be 〈Z2, Z〉 ; by sv-symmetry, V[Z,Z2] must be 〈Z,Z2〉 ; by uniform or-relation, V[X,Z2] ∩ H[Z,Z2] must be 〈Z,Z2〉 ; and so V[X,Z2] must inlude 〈Z2, Z〉,and hene the edge 〈Z2, Z1〉. Then, VX [Y,Z] will also have 〈Z2, Z1〉, ontraditing theassumption otherwise.
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Figure 3.21 � Senarios for the proof of Theorem 3.1.



Implementation Issues 91() X is in the path 〈Y,Z〉.Three subases arise :(i) Z1 is in the path 〈X,Z〉 and is di�erent from X. Then, by non-null uniformorrelation, V[Y,Z] ∩ H[X,Z] equals V[X,Z] whih is 〈Z1, Z〉. Therefore, V[Y,Z] is
〈Z1, Z〉.(ii) Z1 is in the path 〈Y,X〉 and is di�erent from X. Here, V[X,Z1] must be
〈X,Z1〉. By sv-symmetry, V[Z1,X] is 〈Z1,X〉. Also, V[Y,Z] ∩ H[X,Z] equals 〈X,Z〉,and therefore V[Z1, Z] is 〈Z1, Z〉. By non-null uniform orrelation, V[Y,Z]∩H[Z1, Z] is
V[Z1, Z]. Thus, V[Y,Z] inludes 〈Z1, Z〉. Suppose V[Y,Z] inludes another edge 〈Z2, Z1〉,for Z2 preeding Z1, as in the previous ase. Then, by non-null uniform orrelation,
V[Y,Z] ∩ H[Z2, Z] is 〈Z2, Z〉 ; by non-null uniform oherene, V[Z2, Z] ∩ H[Z2,X] is
〈Z2,X〉 ; by sv-symmetry, V[X,Z2] is 〈X,Z2〉. Therefore, the edge 〈Z2, Z1〉 must alsobe in VX , in ontradition to the assumption otherwise.(iii) Z1 is X. Here also, V[Y,Z]∩H[Z1, Z] is V[Z1, Z]. Thus, V[Y,Z] inludes 〈Z1, Z〉.The proof that V[Y,Z] does not ontain additional edges follows as in subase (ii) above.(d) X is neither in 〈Y,Z〉 nor in any of its extensions.Then, let W be the node in 〈Y,Z〉 ommon to the paths 〈X,Y 〉 and 〈X,Z〉. Twosubases arise.(i) Z1 is in the path 〈W,Z〉, and is di�erent from W . Then, V[X,Z] must be 〈Z1, Z〉.By non-null uniform orrelation, V[X,Z]∩H[W,Z] is V[W,Z] and is equal to 〈Z1, Z〉 ; bynon-null uniform orrelation, V[Y,Z]∩H[W,Z] is 〈Z1, Z〉. Therefore, V[Y,Z] is 〈Z1, Z〉.(ii) Z1 is W or is in the path 〈Y,W 〉. In this ase, by non-null uniform oherene,
V[Y,Z]∩H[Y,W ] is V[Y,W ]. Therefore, we need to show only that V[Y,W ] is 〈Z1,W 〉.This follows from ase (b), by substituting W in plae of Z.Next, we show the neessity of all four properties of a harmonious visibility assign-ment, for single graph representation. Neessity of :� non-null uniform oherene : Fig. 3.22(a) satis�es all, but the non-null uniformoherene property required for a harmonious assignment (as V[X,Z] ∩ H[X,Y ]is non-null, but not equal to V[X,Y ]). Then, VY [X,Z] 6= V[X,Z].� non-null uniform orrelation : Fig. 3.22(b) satis�es all, but the non-null uniformorrelation property (as V[X,Z] ∩ H[Y,Z] is non-null, but not equal to V[Y,Z]).Then, VX [Y,Z] 6= V[Y,Z].� sv-symmetriity : Fig. 3.22() satis�es all, but the sv-symmetriity property (as

V[Y,X] is strong, but V[X,Y ] is not strong). Then, VY [X,Z] 6= V[X,Z].� if a node is visible to some node in H, then it is visible to every node in H : Fig.3.22(d) satis�es all, but the fourth property required for a harmonious assignment(as Z is visible to Y , but not to X). Then, VY [X,Z] 6= V[X,Z].
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Figure 3.22 � Neessity of a harmonious visibility assignment for single graph representation.
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2The above proposition asserts that when the visibility assignment is harmonious, asingle graph an represent the visibility graph of every node, inluding those whih arenot visible to any node at all. The latter part follows from the fat that the proof of theproposition did not make use of whether X itself is visible (to every node) or not, andsimilarly with the visibility of Y .3.5 Disussion and Related WorksThe notion of SoV is based on the onept of Spheres of Control (SoC) introduedby [Dav78℄. A Sphere of Control enapsulates entities sharing a similar set of propertiesor having a dependeny relation. The dependeny relations onsidered in [Dav78℄ areatomiity, ommitment, resoure alloation, reovery, auditing, onsisteny, et. SoVlogially group the nodes (and their attributes) visible to another node in a hierarhy.Also, Davies [Dav78℄ onsiders homogeneous and non-autonomous systems where visi-bility is not an issue. Our work an be onsidered as omplementary to the work in[Dav78℄ to heterogeneous and autonomous systems.Later works have extended the initial onept of SoC to Spheres of Atomiity [AH00℄and Commitment [YS01℄. [AH00℄ utilize the properties of the proesses (pivot, ompen-sable and retriable) in a Sphere of Atomiity to determine if the sphere, as a whole,guarantees atomiity. [YS01℄ apply the onept of SoC to Multi-Agent Systems (MAS)to struture agents based on their ommitment guarantees. These works are not diretlyrelated to the work presented in this thesis. We mention them for the sake of omplete-ness. Some other works whih have touhed upon the visibility aspet : [Mof98℄ identi�esreal-life senarios where there might be a need to deviate from the inheritane of aessrights upwards through the hierarhy in a role-based aess ontrol. [Fie05℄ onsiders vi-sibility with respet to sending publish/subsribe noti�ations for event based systems.However, none of them onsider the e�et of relationships whih might exist among thevisibilities of di�erent entities of a system.From a seurity standpoint, SoV seems lose to the Role Based Aess Control(RBAC) mehanism [Mof98℄. In RBAC, the possible roles of an organization are a-tegorized into a hierarhy, where eah role has ertain permissions/restritions withrespet to aessing resoures (objets) of the organization. Eah employee (subjet) ofthe organization is assigned a role. Thus, whether a subjet an aess an objet dependson the subjet's role's aessibility over the objet. Also, aessibility relations in RBACare inherited, that is, parents inherit the permissions of their hildren while hildreninherit the restritions of their parents. Deviations to inheritane an be modeled as ex-eptions in RBAC. In a SoV ontext, inheritane orresponds to �orrelated� visibility,and we also onsider other aessibility relations, e.g., oherene. And, �exeptions� areaommodated as �rst lass itizens in the SoV formalism.The other ommonly used aess ontrol mehanism is Disretionary Aess Control(DAC) [RS00℄. In DAC, a system onsists of subjets and objets. Subjets an only



94 Visibility Model for Hierarhial Web Servies Compositionsaess those objets over whih they have aess rights. By default, subjets have fullaess rights over the objets they reate ; they are owners of those objets. The ownersan then give (full or partial) aess rights over their objets to other subjets. Onea subjet has reeived aess rights over an objet, the question of whether it anpropagate it further to other subjets arises. In pratie, aess ontrol mehanismsare usually implemented using a pair of operations suh as SQL Grant/Revoke whihfailitate both giving aess rights on objets to subjets and allowing the subjets topropagate the aess rights to other subjets. In our formalism, aess rights, subjetsand objets orrespond to visibility, nodes and their attributes, respetively. Referringto Fig. 3.3 again, suppose V[X,Z] is 〈Y,Z〉. This an be interpreted to imply that1. Y has aess rights over Z's objets,2. Z has permitted Y to propagate those rights to X, and3. Y has no objetions in doing so.Then, if V[W,Z] does not have Y , it ould be due to any of the above properties (with
W in plae of X) not being true. With SQL Grant/Revoke operators, only (1) an beontrolled. (2) annot be ontrolled as SQL operators do not provide the neessary �negrained ontrol where a subjet is allowed to propagate a reeived aess right to some,but not all. The extensions proposed in [RS00℄ allow SQL operators to ontrol (2), butstill not (3). There are no provisions for a subjet s3 to ontrol the giving/propagatingof aess rights to s2 by another subjet s1. Of ourse, we an impose suh restritionsin our formalism. Also, in the above ase, where V[X,Z] is 〈Y,Z〉, not only Y but alsoevery node in the path 〈Y,Z〉 satis�es all the above three properties. This restritionannot be imposed with SQL operators. There, the properties of the nodes are notinterdependent. Similarly, revoation of aess rights an also be done in a �ne-grainedway with our formalism but in a hierarhial setup. An additional bene�t with ourformalism is keeping trak of aess privileges and propagation rights in a distributedfashion. For example, in eah node, the aess rights over the objets reated in thatnode an be reorded and updated in its SoN.Other related senarios inlude privay preserving appliations suh as DARPA'sTotal Information Awareness (TIA) [TIA℄ or Mirosoft's MyLifeBits Projet [Lif℄. Theobjetive of both, and similar, appliations are to build haystaks of eletroni infor-mation about people. The needle in suh haystaks orresponds to information about apartiular person, e.g., that of a terrorist in the ase of TIA. Here, the hallenge is toreturn information only spei� to the queried person. It should not be possible to de-rive information about others (to protet their privay) from the returned information.Thus, there is a need to analyze the sphere of notieability (of a piee of information)of a person over others.From a programming language point of view, Aspet Oriented Programming (AOP)deserves speial mention here. �Separation of Conerns� is an important harateristi ofAOP, and aording to Filman and Friedman [FF01℄, AOP an be di�erentiated fromother programming languages based on the following two parameters : quanti�ation



Disussion and Related Works 95and obliviousness. Roughly, quanti�ation orresponds to the restritions a lass A im-poses on another dependent/related lass B. Obliviousness orresponds to the degreeof independene with whih (the dependent/related) lass B an be programmed (obli-vious of the restritions imposed upon it by A). AOP justi�es two basi harateristisof our model : (i) nodes other than X and Y an have a say in whether X is visible to Yand (ii) asymmetri visibility (X is visible to Y does not imply that Y is also visible to
X), or in other words, why we study SoV and SoN separately as two omplementarynotions. However, there are some underlying di�erenes as well. While AOP relies on an�intelligent� run-time environment to resolve any visibility issues (inluding on�its) atrun-time, we onsider a more stati senario where all visibility requirements/on�itshave been resolved (disussed in Setion 3.4), and the main hallenge is to model theassigned visibility/notieability.
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99IntrodutionIn the previous part, we disussed how to model visibility. We assumed that thevisibility requirements and restritions have already been negotiated, and we were onlyinterested in apturing and representing visibility. In this part, we onsider the orthogo-nal problem of determining the visibility requirements in a restrited visibility environ-ment. To be more preise, we disuss the minimal visibility required for a hierarhialWeb servies omposition, suh that atomiity (see Setion 1.6) is guaranteed for anyexeution. The visibility attribute here orresponds to the exeution logs maintainedloally by eah servie in the hierarhy. We disuss two types of visibility requirementsin this part : First, we disuss the visibility required over logs of servies from a globalperspetive, that is, the visibility required by say a global o-ordinator over loal servielogs to provide atomiity. Later, we disuss a more seure visibility requirement, whereit is su�ient for a pair of parent-hild servies to have visibility over some attributes ofeah other. The work is thus also relevant towards the long term objetive of providinga transational framework for Web servies [Bis04, BK08, Bis08, VV04, WST℄.Let us onsider the hierarhial omposition senario as shown in Fig. 3.23. Theexeution proeeds in a hierarhial fashion downwards, starting from the root, sub-sequent parents invoking their hildren, and so on, until all leaves have �nished exeu-tion suessfully. Note that any funtionality is provided by the leaf servies, all othersare virtual. We assume that all leaf servies have orresponding ompensating servieswhih an be invoked to annul their e�ets. Given this, in the event of a servie failureat any stage of the exeution, atomiity is ensured by ompensation, that is, by invokingthe ompensating servies of all exeuted leaf servies till then, in their reverse order.As the exeution order is important here, we need a more desriptive representation ofservie ompositions, one whih re�ets any ontrol �ow dependenies between servieinvoations. Thus, we swith to a behavioral desription, where a omposite servie isrepresented as a FSM and a hierarhial omposition as a hierarhial or distributedFSM (depending on the type of omposition : top-down or bottom-up). For example,the hierarhial FSM M in Fig. 3.24 ould be the orresponding behavioral desriptionof the hierarhial omposition in Fig. 3.23. The hierarhial FSM in Fig. 3.24 is asimple extension of the work�ow logi in Fig. 1.11 (levels 2 and 3 orrespond to theTravel Funds and Deliver Cheque servies respetively). With suh a representation,eah transition orresponds to a servie invoation (indiated by the letters in squarebrakets in Fig. 3.24). In reality, some may orrespond to loal ations as well. Howe-ver, to maintain uniformity, we assume that eah transition orresponds to a servieinvoation with loal ations orresponding to loal servie invoations. Note that inontrast to the tree representation of a hierarhial omposition in Chapter 3, here allhildren servies of a node at any level may not get invoked (hoie), and even if theydo, they may not be invoked onurrently, but in the order given by its orrespondingbehavioral desription FSM.With this infrastruture, if a servie S fails, the failure is deteted by the ompositeservie whih had invoked S, and propagated to the root servie or global o-ordinatorresponsible for failure reovery. As mentioned earlier, failure reovery is via ompensa-
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Figure 3.24 � Hierarhial FSM orresponding to the omposition in Fig. 3.23.



101tion, that is, invoking the ompensating servies of all exeuted leaf servies in reverseorder. With referene to Fig. 3.24, assuming servie N failed and the path GHJK wasexeuted at level 2, then the ompensating servies of the following servies need tobe invoked in the order MKJHG. Thus, to be able to perform ompensation, the glo-bal o-ordinator needs to be able to reonstrut the omplete exeution sequene (ofexeuted leaf servies). The usual way of traking exeution is of ourse to log detailsof exeuted servies. However, logging is learly expensive in terms of both spae andtime. Also, servies may be provided by di�erent providers maintaining logs in di�erentformats, rendering some of them inomprehensible. Finally, we are in a limited trustenvironment, where we start with zero visibility and only assign as muh visibility asis absolutely required. Thus, we would like to determine a minimal set of leaf servieswhose exeution logs need to be visible, to be able to perform ompensation (guaranteeatomiity) in the event of a failure. For example, again with referene to Fig. 3.24, aminimal set of leaf servies whih need to be visible for ompensability is {G,J,O}.We formalize why the above set is su�ient and minimal for ompensability in the nextsetion. The visibility disussion till now an be onsidered as global, where the minimalset of servies {G,J,O} one determined, are visible to all others in the hierarhy. Wedisuss a more seure deentralized mehanism in Setion 4.1.2, where it is su�ientfor parent and hild servies to have partial visibility over some attributes of eah other(visibility over servie desriptions or logs is not needed).From an implementation perspetive, the problem we are trying to solve is a midd-leware problem, whih would be relevant to say a BPEL exeution engine. In BPEL, asmentioned earlier, eah invoke operation an be ompensated. In pratie, eah invokeoperation impliitly reates a sope and ompensating operations are assoiated with thesope. Taking a partiular BPEL exeution engine implementation, namely AtiveBpel[ABp℄, a sope is implemented by the lass AeAtivitySopeImpl and the informationwhih might be needed to ompensate it is stored in a lass variable mCompInfo oftype AeCompInfo. On suessful ompensation of a sope, its ompensation informa-tion mCompInfo is passed to its parent. An AeCompInfo objet basially ontains (i) areferene to the sope that ompleted, and (ii) a variable snapshot objet to reord thestate of all of its variables. In our work, we di�erentiate between the two parts expli-itly. We are mainly interested in the �rst part, referred to as the exeution log of aninvoation, as visibility over it is needed to determine the exeution sequene (similarto funtionality of the method getMathingSopes() of lass AeAtivityCompensateImplwhih determines the list of sopes to be ompensated) in the event of a failure. Ofourse, in ase of AtiveBpel, all exeuted sope referenes are visible, and the fun-tionality of getMathingSopes() is simply to traverse the hierarhy of sope referenesto generate the list of exeuted sopes. In our ase, the list of exeuted sopes wouldneed to be reonstruted from the visible sope referenes. And, the problem is then todetermine a minimal set of sopes whose referenes need to be visible, based on whihwe an always determine the omplete list of exeuted sopes. Finally, the seond partof an AeCompInfo objet (a snapshot reord of the sope variables), referred to as thedata log, is also important for ompensation. However, we do not deal with this part di-retly in our work. We assume that any suh required data is logged properly, is visible,



102and an be used by the ompensating servies as and when required.Formalizing CompensabilityWe de�ned a omposite servie as a FSM M = {Q, s0, sf ,T }. Under restritedvisibility, M may not have visibility over (the exeution logs of) all its transitions(invoations). Thus, we further need to onsider the subset of transitions T O ⊆ Tvisible to M . For an exeution sequene ρ of M , we all visibility projetion the exeutionvisibility we have after ρ was exeuted. We say that a visibility projetion σ is unertainif there exists at least two paths having the same projetion. The servie M is exeutionsequene detetable i� none of its visibility projetions are unertain.De�nition 3.15 For a servie M = {Q, s0, sf ,T }, let T O ⊆ T be the set of vi-sible transitions. The visibility projetion ObsO : T ∗ −→ T ∗
O is the morphism withObsO(a1 . . . an) = o1 · · · on with oi = ai if ai ∈ T O, and oi = ǫ if ai ∈ T \T O, with ǫ theempty word.That is, ObsO(ρ) is the subsequene of ρ obtained by eliminating from ρ everyourrene of a transition whih is not in T O. With suh a visibility projetion ObsO,the only way of having ompensability is to have every transition visible. Indeed, assoon as there exists even one invisible transition, the servie is non-ompensable. Else,let us take a path ρτ with the last transition τ /∈ T O. Then, ObsO(ρτ) = ObsO(ρ).A usual way to overome suh a problem is to ask for ertainty only up to the lastfew transitions of the sequene [OW90℄. However, this workaround does not make sensein our framework sine if we annot ompensate the very last transition, then thereis no point in ompensating any transition at all. As suh, we design a new visibilitymehanism, where the last state reahed before failure is monitored, even if the lasttransition is not logged. In pratie, it means that every state that is reahed is logged,and overwrite the previous state in a speial memory bu�er.De�nition 3.16 (Visibility Projetion) Let M = {Q, s0, sf ,T } be a servie, T O ⊆

T . The visibility projetion Obslast
O : T ∗ −→ (T ∗

O, Q) is the funtion Obslast
O (ρ) =

(ObsO(ρ), q) for all ρ ∈ P(M) ending in q.De�nition 3.17 (Compensability) Given a servie M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ), we all T O ⊆
T a ompensable set of transitions if the servie is exeution sequene detetable withObslast

O .We will stik with this de�nition of ompensability for the rest of this work. Asmentioned before, we are interested in minimal visibility, that is, visibility over as fewtransitions as possible.Problem statement. Given a servie M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ), we would like to determinea minimal set of transitions T O ⊆ T whih need to be visible suh that the system isstill ompensable.
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Figure 3.25 � Hierarhial Travel Funds servie.The ardinality of suh a minimal ompensable set T O of a servie M is referredto as its ompensable size MO(M) = |T O|. Note that as is usual with deision andomputation algorithms, given a servie, it is su�ient to have an algorithm whih givesits ompensable size. That is, we an derive in polynomial time a minimal ompensableset of the servie based on an orale algorithm given the ompensable size.For example, let us onsider the hierarhial Travel Funds work�ow and its FSMrepresentation in Figures 1.11 and 1.12 (reprodued here in Figures 3.25 and 3.26)respetively. Note that the FSM representation is a simpli�ation sine for instanethe hoie between the Team Leader or Supervisor approvals is not represented. Thereason is that they are both assoiated with an empty ompensating servie, heneknowing whih was hosen is not neessary to be able to perform ompensation. Ho-wever, it is neessary to know whih bank issued the heque in order to be able toompensate it, by a �Canel Amerian Express (Citibank) Cheque�. As mentionedearlier, we assume that eah servie logs any data whih might be required for itsompensation (e.g., heque amount and aount number), and that its ompensatingservie has visibility over any suh data logs. Now, let T O = {e2, e3, e9} and a fai-lure ours while proessing e8, that is, the heque is not issued or delivered orretly.Then, Obslast
O (e1e2e5e7) = (e2, s5) = Obslast

O (e1e2e4e6e7). Thus, we do not know if anAmerian Express or Citibank heque was proessed. With T ′
O = {e2, e6, e9}, we haveObslast

O (e1e2e5e7) = (e2, s5) 6= Obslast
O (e1e2e4e6e7) = (e2e6, s5) 6= Obslast

O (e1e2e4e6) =
(e2e6, s4), and T ′

O is a ompensable set of transitions.
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Figure 3.26 � Hierarhial FSM representation of the Travel Funds servie in Fig. 3.25.In the next setion, we disuss the omplexity of our problem.Problem HardnessWe �rst relate the problem of omputing MO(M) using our de�nition of visibi-lity projetions with other known problems. We state now that omputing a minimalompensable set is equivalent to the unionneted subgraph problem [GJ79℄, also al-led the minimal marker plaement problem [Mah76℄, in the meaning of the followingproposition.Proposition 3.6 Let M = {Q, s0, sf ,T } be a servie and T O a subset of transitions of
M . Denote by M ′ = {Q, s0, sf ,T \T O} the servie M obtained by deleting all transitionsbelonging to T O. Then, T O is a ompensable set of M i� there does not exist a pair ofstates q1 6= q2 in M ′ with more than one path between them.Proof First, we show that if there does not exist a pair of states q1 6= q2 in M ′ withmore than one path between them, then from any visibility projetion (σ, qn+1), wean reonstrut in a unique way the path ρ of M with Obslast

O (ρ) = (σ, qn+1) using thefollowing algorithm :Algorithm to reonstrut the exeution sequene from a given visibility projetion.Input. FSM M = {Q, s0, sf ,T }, visible subset T O ⊆ T , FSM M ′ = {Q, s0, sf ,T \T O}and visibility projetion (σ, qn+1).Output. The unique path ρ of M with Obslast
O (ρ) = (σ, qn+1).Initialization. Set ρ := ǫ, urrent state s := s0 and we use index i to iterate theprojetion σ = τ1τ2 · · · τn.if n = 0 (that is, no transitions were logged), then set ρ to the unique path onneting

s to qn+1 and return.elsebeginfor i = 1 · · · n doif τi is an outgoing transition of s, then append τi to ρ.



105else determine the unique path ρ1 of M ′ onneting s to ∗τi, and append ρ1τito ρ. (The unique path onneting s to ∗τi an be determined in linear time.)endifSet s := τ∗
i .endforif s = τ∗

n = qn+1, then return ρelse determine the unique path ρ1 onneting s to qn+1, append ρ1 to ρ, and thenreturn ρ.endifThe onverse is trivial. Clearly, if there exists more than one path between two states
q1 6= q2 of M ′, then we an �nd more than one exeution sequene orresponding to avisibility projetion whih passes through q1 and q2. 2The fat is that the marker plaement problem is an NP-omplete problem. Thequestion is then to know if there exists a strutural sublass of graphs whih has a tra-table algorithm to give the minimal ompensable size. We know from [Mah76℄ that theminimal marker plaement problem is NP-omplete even for ayli graphs. However,the proof uses a graph with unbounded (in and out) degree. We show that the problemis NP-omplete even if the graph is both ayli and the sum of its in and outdegreebounded by 3 (that is, indegree 2 and outdegree 1, or vie versa). The ore of the prooffollows the same strategy as [Mah76℄, but the enoding to get a unique starting andending point is both easier to understand and allows a lower in and outdegree.Theorem 3.2 Let M = {Q, s0, sf ,T } be a servie, and k a number. Knowing whether
MO(M) ≤ k is NP-omplete, even if the orresponding graph is ayli and the sum ofin and outdegree of every node bounded by 3.Proof Let M = {Q, s0, sf ,T } be a system. We redue Vertex Cover [GJ79℄ to theproblem of �nding a subset of transitions T O of M , suh that there are no two paths
ρ1 6= ρ2 beginning and ending at the same pair of states, and not using any transitionsof T O.Let us take an undireted graph (V,E) and a number k. We would like to knowwhether there exists a subset VO of V of size ≤ k, suh that for all (v,w) ∈ E, at leastone of v,w belongs to VO. This problem is NP-omplete even with (V,E) of degree 3.The �rst FSM M we build has a state spae S = V1∪V2∪E1∪E2 where Vi = {vi | v ∈ V }and Ei = {ei | e ∈ E}. Furthermore, for v,w ∈ V and e ∈ E, we have transitions :1. (e1, v1) ∈ T i� v ∈ e i� (v2, e2) ∈ T2. (v1, w2) ∈ T i� v = w.A graphial representation of M appears in Fig. 3.27. Assume that there is a subset
VO of V of size k, suh that for all (v,w) ∈ E, at least one of v,w belongs to VO. Then,
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. Figure 3.27 � Illustration for the proof of Theorem 3.2.de�ning T O = {(v1, v2) | v ∈ VO}, we have that there are no two paths ρ1 6= ρ2 with
ρ1 and ρ2 beginning and ending at the same pair of nodes, and not using transitionsof T O. By ontradition, else we would have ρ1, ρ2 both from some e1 ∈ E1 to some
f2 ∈ E2, and not using transitions of T O. By de�nition of T O, it means that for ρ1,there exists a node v ∈ e, v ∈ f , suh that v /∈ VO. Similarly, for ρ2 with a node w.Sine ρ1 6= ρ2, we have that v 6= w, hene e = (v,w) ontradits VO is a vertex over.Conversely, assume that there is a set of transitions T O of size k, suh that there donot exist two distint paths between a pair of nodes without using T O. We build theset of nodes VO = {v | (v1, v2) ∈ T O}∪{v | ∃e, (e1, v1) ∈ T O}∪{v | ∃e, (v2, e2) ∈ T O}.Clearly, |VO| ≤ |T O| = k. We prove now that V is a vertex over of (V,E). Assume byontradition that there exists an edge e = (v,w), suh that v,w /∈ VO. Then, we arguethat e1v1v2e2 and e1w1w2e2 are two paths not using T O, a ontradition.However, so far, the graph de�ned is not a system sine it has several nodes withindegree 0 (the (e1)e∈E), and several nodes with outdegree 0 (the (e2)e∈E). Moreover,the indegree of nodes (v1)v∈V and the outdegree of nodes (v2)v∈V an be 3 (the degreeof the undireted graph (V,E)). However, it is ayli. For the degree, one an safelytransform any node v1 with 3 inoming transitions from nodes e1, f1, g1 by having twonodes v1, v

′
1 with transitions (e1, v

′
1), (f1, v

′
1), (v

′
1, v1) and (g1, v1). Hene, all nodes haveindegree at most 2. The same an be done for outdegree. The size of the minimalompensable set of transitions will not hange with suh a transformation. Atually,with suh a tehnique, we ould start from an undireted graph of any degree.Making the graph a system is a little more involved. We use the graph G from Fig.3.26. It then su�es to reate a balaned binary tree of transitions with root si, suhthat there are |E| leaves. This tree has O(2|E|) nodes, that we add to the system Swe built from (V,E). The root of the tree is the unique initial node, and every leaf isonneted to a node (e1)e∈E through a opy of graph G. The same is done for nodes

(e2)e∈E onneted through opies of G to a balaned binary tree with root sf (theunique �nal node). This system has O(|V | + |E|) nodes, is ayli and of total degree3. Now, it is easy to show that if the minimal vertex over has k verties, then theminimal ompensable set of transitions is of size k + 4|E|. Indeed, there are 2|E| opiesof the graph G eah of whih requires 2 visible transitions. One these transitions havebeen deleted, the two balaned trees are totally disonneted from eah other and fromthe �rst system we had built (sine every path from the initial to the �nal node of the



107graph G uses one of the two visible transitions), and hene we need exatly k moretransitions to be visible. Note that onneting diretly the tree with S without using
G would not work sine it would potentially onnet s0, sf through two di�erent paths
s0 −→ e1 −→ e2 −→ sf and s0 −→ f1 −→ f2 −→ sf , with e, f ∈ E. 2This theorem does not mean that the problem is impossible to solve, but that itannot be solved for all possible servies. For instane, the omplexity of the brute foremethod whih generates every subset of transitions and tests whether it is ompensable,is O(2|M |) for a servie of size |M | transitions. There are usually two ways to approahan NP-omplete problem : (i) Determine strutural properties whih make the problemeasier to solve and often hold for (real-life) servies. We propose hierarhial servies asa andidate and study divide and onquer algorithms in Chapter 4. (ii) Approximatethe solution. We explore approximation algorithms for ompensability in Chapter 5.Related works are disussed (Setion 5.5) at the end of Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4Divide and ConquerTo reall, in a Web servies senario, the omponent servies of a omposite serviemay themselves be omposite leading to a hierarhial omposition. In this hapter,we propose divide and onquer algorithms for hierarhial servies omposed in bothtop-down and bottom-up fashion.4.1 Top-down Hierarhial ServiesFirst, we onsider hierarhial servies onstruted in a top-down fashion, repre-sented as a hierarhial FSM (see De�nition 1.2). For example, Fig. 3.24 depits ahierarhial servie H. Now, levels of a hierarhial servie desribe its funtionalityat di�erent levels of abstration. Thus, eah level of a hierarhial servie (exept theleaf) has at least one supertransition (omponent). The presene of omponents leadsus to think if we an apply �divide and onquer�, that is, try to determine the mini-mal ompensable set MO(H) of a hierarhial servie H by omputing MO(C) of itsomponents independently. For example, let us onsider the simple hierarhial FSM Hwith two levels shown in Fig. 1.5 (reprodued here in Fig. 4.1). The top level M1 hastwo states, one initial and one �nal, with two transitions a, b from the initial to the �nalstate. Transition a is a supertransition whih desribes a system M2 similar to M1, thatis, two transitions c, d from the initial to the �nal state (but without supertransitions).The set T2 = {c} is a minimal ompensable set of transitions of M2. Now, looking at M1as a normal FSM (without supertransitions), T1 = {b} is also a minimal ompensableset of transitions of M1. We have furthermore that T1 ∪ T2 is a minimal ompensableset of transitions of H. However, as expeted, suh a naive deomposition mehanismdoes not always work. If we take M2 to be the FSM desribed in Fig. 3.26 and theassoiated minimal ompensable set T2 = {e2, e6, e9} as shown in Fig. 4.2, then T1 ∪ T2is not a minimal ompensable set of transitions of H. The reason is that T2 is alreadya ompensable set of transitions of H beause all paths that pass through M2 use atleast one transition of T2, so they an be di�erentiated from the path b. That is, thefat that a subset of transitions is a minimal ompensable set of transitions is global tothe whole FSM, not loal. 109
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Figure 4.1 � A hierarhial FSM H and its orresponding H.In the following, we present a divide and onquer algorithm whih uses the hierarhi-al struture to ompute a minimal ompensable set. Basially, we show that it su�esto run the algorithm with slightly di�erent parameters on eah omponent.4.1.1 Simple Divide and ConquerWe onsider simple omponents of an FSM M , that is, omponents whih have onlyone initial and one �nal state.De�nition 4.1 (Simple Component) An FSM C = (Q′, s′0, s
′
f ,T ′) is a simple om-ponent of M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) if� Q′ ( Q and T ′ ( T ,� ∀q ∈ Q \ Q′, q′ ∈ Q′, we have (q, q′) ∈ T or (q′, q) ∈ T implies q′ ∈ {s′0, s

′
f}.For example, the servie M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) in Fig. 4.3 has a simple omponent

C = (Q′, s′0, s
′
f ,T ′). We say that a path ρ = τi|i=1···n passes through an FSM M =

(Q, s0, sf ,T ) if ∃τi, τi ∈ T . We say that a path ρ = τi|i=1···n belongs to an FSM M =
(Q, s0, sf ,T ) if ∀τi, τi ∈ T . We say that a path ρ = τi|i=1···n does not touh an FSM
M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) if ∀τi, τi /∈ T . Further, for an FSM M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) and subset oftransitions T O ⊆ T , we de�ne the following prediates : A path ρ is referred to as aninvisible path if it does not use any transitions of T O.� P0(M,T O) holds if there does not exist more than one invisible path between anytwo states s1 6= s2 ∈ Q (T O is a ompensable set of transitions).� P1(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds, and (ii) there does not exist an invisiblepath from s0 to sf . Basially, the existene of an invisible path from the initial
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Figure 4.2 � A hierarhial FSM H and its H with M2 orresponding to the FSM in Fig. 3.26(dashed arrows represent visible transitions).
 

 s2  s1  s'f  s'0  s0  sf 

Figure 4.3 � Servie M = (Q, s0, sf , T ) having simple omponent C = (Q′, s′0, s
′

f , T ′).
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���
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��������� ����	�Figure 4.4 � Signi�ane of (a) P1(M, T O) and (b) P1′(M ,T O).to �nal state of a omponent C might be a problem for the ompensability of theenlosing M , if there exists a pair of states s1 6= s2 of M with one path passingvia C and the other not touhing C as shown in Fig. 4.4(a) [beause then thereare two paths from s1 to s2℄.� P1′(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds, and (ii) there do not exist states s1,

s2 ∈ Q, suh that :� there is an invisible path from s0 to s2,� there is an invisible path from s1 to sf , and� there is an invisible path from s1 to s2.We refer to suh a ombination of states and transitions as an invisible reverseyli pattern between s1 and s2 (within M). Here also, the existene of an invi-sible reverse yli pattern within a omponent C of M , might be a problem withrespet to the ompensability of M , if there exists a path from the �nal to initialstate of C whih does not touh C as shown in Fig. 4.4(b) [beause then thereare two paths from s′1 to s′2 : (i) a diret path using (s′1, s
′
2) and (ii) a path via s′fand s′0℄.By de�nition, P1′(M ,T O) ⇒ P1(M,T O) ⇒ P0(M,T O), sine for all s, there alwaysexists a path from s to s. Let ǫ < 0 < 1 < 1′. We de�ne Best(M,T O) = x ∈ {ǫ, 0, 1, 1′},suh that Px(M,T O) holds but not Py(M,T O) with y > x, with the onvention

Pǫ(M,T O) is always true. Informally, Best refers to the best properties a given setof transitions an ensure, if visible. For instane, in Fig. 3.26 with T O = {e2, e6, e9},
P0(M,T O) holds beause T O is ompensable, P1(M,T O) holds beause every path from
s0 to sf uses at least one transition of T O, but P1′(M,T O) does not hold as there exists



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 113three invisible paths : e4 from s2 to s3 ; e1e3 from s0 to s3 ; e5e7e8 from s2 to sf . Thus,Best(M,T O = {e2, e6, e9}) = 1. For x ∈ {0, 1, 1′}, we de�ne MOx(M) as the smallest
|T O|, suh that Px(M,T O) holds.We are now in a position to present the main result of this setion.Proposition 4.1 Let C be a simple omponent of M , and T 1,T 2 be subsets of tran-sitions of C respetively, suh that Best(C,T 1) = Best(C,T 2). Then, for all subsets oftransitions T O of M \ C, we have Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = Best(M,T O ∪ T 2).Proof Let C = (Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′) and Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = x. Let us assume thatBest(M,T O ∪ T 2) = ǫ, that is, there exists a pair of states s1, s2 of M with invi-sible (for T O ∪ T 2) paths ρ1, ρ2 from s1 to s2, suh that the states traversed by ρ1 and

ρ2 are disjoint, but for s1 and s2. We show now that Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ.If both ρ1 and ρ2 do not touh C, then Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ. If both ρ1 and
ρ2 belong to C, then P0(C,T 2) does not hold, whih means P0(C,T 1) does not hold,implying Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ.If s1, s2 ∈ (Q \ Q′) ∪ {s′0, s

′
f}, and ρ = ρ1 or ρ2 passes through C, then there existsan invisible (for T 2) path from s′0 to s′f (a subpath of ρ). Given this, P1(C,T 2) does nothold, whih implies that P1(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists an invisible (for

T 1) path from s′0 to s′f , and an invisible (for T O ∪T 1) path ρ′ an be onstruted fromthis path and ρ. As suh, there are two disjoint paths invisible for T O ∪ T 1 between s1and s2 : Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ.If s1, s2 ∈ Q′, and ρ = ρ1 or ρ2 passes through C, then there exists an invisiblereverse yli pattern (for T 2) between s′0 and s′f . Given this, P1′(C,T 2) does not hold,whih implies that P1′(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists an invisible (for T 1)reverse yli pattern between s′0 and s′f , and an invisible (for T O ∪T 1) path ρ′ an beonstruted from this pattern and ρ. As suh, there are two disjoint paths invisible for
T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and s2 : Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ.The ases where s1 ∈ Q′ \ {s′0, s

′
f}, s2 /∈ Q′, or both ρ1, ρ2 pass through C, are notpossible beause then the paths would meet in s′0 and/or s′f .Hene, Best(M,T O ∪ T 2) = ǫ =⇒ Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = ǫ. By symmetry between

T 1 and T 2, we have the equivalene : Best(M,T O ∪ T 2)≥ 0 i� Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) ≥
0. Now, for all x ∈ {1, 1′}, we an enrih M to Fx(M) with Best(M,T O) ≥ x i�Best(Fx(M),T O) ≥ 0. Applying it to M , we get Best(M,T O∪T 2) = Best(M,T O∪T 1).The funtions Fx are given shematially in Fig. 4.5

2For an FSM M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) and x ∈ {0, 1, 1′}, we de�ne T x(M) as a smallestsubset T O of transitions of M , suh that Px(M,T O) holds. For a subset of transitions
T of a omponent C = (Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′) of M , we also denote by T T,C

x (M) a smallest set
T O, suh that T O ∩ T ′ = T and Px(M,T O) holds. It is learly faster to ompute aminimal ompensable set of M if we know a subset of M 's transitions that ontributeto its ompensability, rather than starting with a knowledge of ∅ suh transitions. Assuh, we start with a subset T of omponent C's transitions, and ompute T T,C

x (M)
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Figure 4.5 � Computation of (a) F1(M) and (b) F1′(M).disallowing to selet any new transitions of C, and this is faster than omputing T x(M)as we do not need to hoose among the transitions of C. As proved in Proposition4.1, the size of T O is onstant for several T , suh that Best(C, T ) = y. If |T ′| > |T |with Best(C, T ) = Best(C, T ′), then |T T ′,C
x (M)| > |T T,C

x (M)|. We an use this idea toompute T x(M) in a ompositional manner, for a servie M having simple omponent
C :Algorithm MinimalDeomposition(M,C) :1. Compute a minimal ompensable set T y(C) of transitions of C, ∀y ∈ {0, 1, 1′}.2. Compute a minimal ompensable set T Ty(C),C

0 (M) of transitions of M , for all y.3. Output a set of smallest size among T
Ty(C),C
0 (M).For example, let us onsider the servie M having simple omponent C in Fig. 4.3.1. A minimal set T 0(C) = {(s′0, s2), (s1, s
′
f )}, T 1(C) = {(s′0, s1), (s2, s

′
f )}, and T 1′(C) =

{(s′0, s2), (s1, s
′
f ), (s1, s2)}.2. The orresponding ompensable sets of M : T T0(C),C

0 (M) = {(s′0, s2), (s1, s
′
f ),

(s0, sf )} of size 3, T T1(C),C
0 (M) = {(s′0, s1), (s2, s

′
f )} of size 2, and T

T
1′

(C),C
0 (M) =

{(s′0, s2), (s′1, sf ), (s1, s2)} of size 3.3. T
T1(C),C
0 (M) is a minimal ompensable set of M .The next theorem states the omplexity of the above algorithm.Theorem 4.1 Let H = (Mi)

n
i=1 be a hierarhial servie. It is NP-omplete in the sizeof H to ompute MO(H). Moreover, it takes at most time O(

∑n
i=1 2|Mi|).



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 115Proof It su�es to ompute a minimal set T v(Mi) of transitions of Mi, for all
v ∈ V = {0, 1, 1′}. These ations are performed from bottom of the hierarhy totop. To ompute T v(Ci) for a module Mi using Mj ,Mk, j, k > i, we use T v′(Mj) and
T v′′(Mk) whih have already been omputed. Indeed, it su�es to ompute a minimalset T

Tv′(Mi)∪Tv′′ (Mk),Mj∪Mk
v (M) of transitions of M , for all valuations v′, v′′. Then, itsu�es to output a set among T

Tv′ (Mi)∪Tv′′ (Mk),Mj∪Mk
v (M) of minimal size. For moredetails, the interested reader is referred to Theorem 4.3. 2It is important to note that sine a servie is in reality a hierarhial servie (withhierarhy height of 1), we know that the problem is at least NP-hard. However, theomplexity ould be exponentially worse for hierarhial graphs, sine a small hierar-hial graph an represent an exponentially bigger �at graph. We prove that this is notthe ase. Moreover, we prove that the omplexity is linear in the number of hierarhylevel, and exponential only in the size of eah omponent. That is, we prove that witha smart algorithm, one an ompute e�iently the absolute minimal ompensable sizeeven for huge hierarhial systems, as long as eah omponent is small enough. The bestase omparison is with respet to a hierarhial servie of diameter O(2n), having nomponents of size 2. The brute fore non-ompositional method run on H takes time

O(22n

), while our method takes O(n), that is a doubly exponential improvement (oneexponential due to the reuse of omponents and another due to deomposition).An obvious drawbak of the above algorithm is that it does not atually reduethe size of M on whih to ompute MO(M). While it is de�nitely faster to ompute
MO(M) with a �xed set T of transitions of its omponent C, the hek whether a subsetof transitions satis�es the prediates P0, P1, P1′ is still not linear with respet to |M |.We experiened it during our experimental evaluations as well (see Setion 4.1.4). Thus,in the sequel, we present a mehanism whih uses Proposition 4.1 to atually reduethe size of M on whih to ompute MO(M), by allowing us to substitute a omponent
C of M by a muh smaller D.Given a simple omponent C = (Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′) of M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) and D =

(Q′′, s′′0, s
′′
f ,T ′′), we denote by MC(D) the FSM obtained on substituting C by D, thatis, MC(D) = (Q̄, s̄0, s̄f , T̄ ) with� Q̄ = Q \ Q′ ∪ Q′′,� if s0 ∈ Q̄ then s̄0 = s0, else s̄0 = s′′0,� if sf ∈ Q̄ then s̄f = sf , else s̄f = s′′f ,� T̄ = T \T ′ ∪ T ′′ ∪ I, where I = {(q, s′′y) | (q, s′y) ∈ T ∧y ∈ {0, f}} ∪ {(s′′y , q) |

(s′y, q) ∈ T ∧y ∈ {0, f}}.Note that MC(C) = M for all C. Also, note that |MC(D)| = |M | − |C| + |D|. Wenow de�ne the ommon harateristis C and D should have, suh that we an safelyreplae C by D.Theorem 4.2 Let C be a simple omponent of an FSM M = MC(C). We selet anFSM D, suh that ∀x ∈ {0, 1, 1′}, MOx(D) − MO(D) = MOx(C) − MO(C). Then,
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MO(M) = MO(MC(D)) + MO(C) − MO(D).Proof Let M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) and C = (Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′). Further, let T OM be a minimalompensable set of MC(C). Then, T OM an be partitioned as follows : T OM = T 1

O ⊎
T OC , where T 1

O = {t | t ∈ T OM ∧ t ∈ (T \T ′)} and T OC = {t | t ∈ T OM ∧ t ∈
T ′}. Let Best(C,T OC) = x. By de�nition, |T OC | ≥ MOx(C). Now, we onsider a set
T OM ′ = T 1

O ⊎ T OD, where Best(D,T OD) = x and T OD is a minimal set suh that
Px(D,T OD) holds, that is, |T OD| = MOx(D). Then, by Proposition 4.1, T OM ′ is atleast a ompensable set of MC(D), and T OM ′ ≥ MO(MC(D).Given this, applying the hypothesis

MOx(D) − MO(D) = MOx(C) − MO(C)

⇒ |T OD| − MO(D) ≤ |T OC | − MO(C) (as MOx(D) = |T OD| and MOx(C) ≤
|T OC |)

⇒ |T 1
O|+ |T OD| − MO(D) ≤ |T 1

O| + |T OC | − MO(C) (adding |T 1
O| on both sides)

⇒ |T OM ′ | − MO(D) ≤ |T OM | − MO(C)
⇒ MO(MC(D)) − MO(D) ≤ MO(M) − MO(C) (as MO(MC(D) ≤ |T OM ′ | and

|T OM | = MO(M)).Symmetrially, D is a omponent of N = MC(D), and we have with the same rea-soning MO(ND(C))−MO(C) ≤ MO(N)−MO(D). Noting that ND(C) = M , we get
MO(M) = MO(MC(D)) + MO(C) − MO(D). 2We now give exhaustively every possible FSM D one an need to replae a simpleomponent C. We may need an FSM D having one of the following harateristis :� MO1′(D) − MO(D) = 0 (whih implies MO1(D) − MO(D) = 0).� MO1′(D) − MO(D) = 1 and MO1(D) − MO(D) = 0. The servie in Fig. 3.26exhibits this harateristi.� MO1′(D)−MO(D) = 1 and MO1(D)−MO(D) = 1. It is the ase for the servie

D = ({s1, s2}, s1, s2, {(s1, s2)}).� MO1′(D)−MO(D) = 2 and MO1(D)−MO(D) = 1. The servie D = (Q, s1, s4,T )where Q = {s1, s2, s3, s4} and T = {(s1, s3), (s1, s2), (s2, s3), (s2, s4), (s3, s4), (s1, s4)}is suh an example.Indeed, for all C,MO1(C) − MO(C) ≤ 1. Moreover, if MO1′(C) − MO1(C) ≥ 1,it is su�ient to onsider a D having MO1′(D) − MO1(D) = 1. Basially, for a simpleomponent C of M , the presene of several invisible reverse yli patterns within C is anissue with respet to the ompensability of M , i� there exists an invisible path ρ of MConneting the �nal state of C to its initial state. However, suh a path ρ is unique and itis su�ient for a transition τ of ρ to be visible, irrespetive of the atual number (≥ 1) ofinvisible reverse yli patterns within C. For example, let us onsider the FSM MC(C)in Fig. 4.6 having omponent C as shown in Fig. 4.7. A minimal ompensable set of C isshown by dashed arrows in Fig. 4.7. Then, for C, MO(C) = 11,MO1(C)−MO(C) = 0and MO1′(C)−MO(C) = 2. Fig. 4.8 shows MC(D) on substituting omponent C witha suitable D = (Q′, s′i, s
′
j, {a

′, b′, c′, d′, e′}). Now, MO(D) = 2, and MO(MC(D)) = 4
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Figure 4.6 � Sample MC(C).as shown by the dashed arrows in Fig. 4.8. Then, applying Theorem 4.2, MO(M) =
MO(MC(D)) + MO(C) − MO(D) = 4 + 11 − 2 = 13.Hene, we an state the following proposition :Proposition 4.2 There exists a (small) onstant Cst suh that for all FSMs C, thereexists an FSM D with |D| ≤ Cst and MOx(D) = MOx(C) for all x ∈ {0, 1, 1′}. Also,
MOx an be omputed e�iently using an algorithm omputing MO.Proof It remains to show how to ompute MO1 and MO1′ . We simply extend Mto FSMs M1 and M1′ , suh that, MO1(M) = MO(M1) and MO1′(M) = MO(M1′)respetively. The orresponding M1 and M1′ to ompute MO1(M) and MO1′(M), areshown in Fig. 4.5(a and b) respetively. 24.1.2 Hierarhial ReoveryThe visibility requirement disussed so far in this setion an be onsidered as globalwhere we needed omplete visibility over the servie desriptions and logs of all des-endents (the minimal ompensable set was omputed based on the �at representation
H of the given hierarhial omposition H). Here, we present a more seure frameworkon the lines of Chapter 3, with servies in a hierarhy having only as muh visibilityover others as required. We disuss the information sharing (visibility) required between
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Figure 4.7 � Component C of M in Fig. 4.6 (the dashed arrows show a minimal ompensable setof C).
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Figure 4.8 � FSM D and MC(D) orresponding to the MC(C) in Fig. 4.6 (the dashed arrows showa minimal ompensable set of D and MC(D)).



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 119servies in suh a restrited visibility environment. During omputation of the minimalompensable size (Setion 4.1.1), the interations our in a bottom-up fashion withhildren sharing information with their parents. Then, the servies assign a minimalompensable set of transitions as visible in a top-down fashion. Finally, the atual exe-ution, inluding any ompensation required in the event of a failure, also proeeds in atop-down fashion. Here, we only need parent-hild interations (no interation neededwith anestors or desendents), whih an be onsidered as a basi visibility assignmentof Chapter 3. To ease illustration, we only present the information sharing (visibility)required between a pair of parent MC(C) = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) and hild C = (Q′, s′0, s
′
f ,T ′)servies of a hierarhy H :Computation Stage : By omputation stage, we refer to the stati omputation ofa minimal ompensable set T O of M , and assigning the transitions in T O as visible.During omputation of MO, using Theorem 4.2, it is su�ient if a hild C only shares

∀x ∈ {1, 1′}, MOx(C)−MO(C) with its parent M . One MO(M) has been omputedusing D = (Q′′, s′′0, s
′′
f ,T ′′) as the substitute FSM, let T O′ be a minimal ompensableset of MC(D). Then, T O′ an be partitioned as follows : T O′ = T O1 ⊎ T O2, where

T O1 = {t ∈ T O′ | t ∈ T \T ′′} and T O2 = {t ∈ T O′ | t ∈ T ′′}. Then, it is su�ient for Mto assign the transitions in T O1 as visible (will be logged on exeution). Note that Mdoes not need visibility over the servie desription of C as T O1 was omputed basedon MC(D). The subset of transitions whih C needs to assign as visible depends on theharateristis of D with visible set T O2, that is, if Best(D,T O2) = x ∈ {0, 1, 1′}, then
C should have visibility over a minimal subset T OC ⊆ T ′ whih satis�es Px(C,T OC).Reall that we substitute a omponent C, for whih MO1′(C) − MO1(C) ≥ 1, withan FSM D having MO1′(D) − MO1(D) = 1. Thus, we need to make an exeption tothe above visibility requirement of C : if Best(D,T O2) = 1′ and MO1′(C) > MO1(C),then we need to add a transition τ of the invisible path of M onneting �nal state s′fto initial state s′0 of C, to T O1 (make τ visible). And, with this addition, it is su�ientfor C to have visibility over a minimal subset T OC ⊆ T ′ whih satis�es P1(C,T OC).Exeution Stage : In this stage, we disuss the interations required to reonstrutthe atual exeution sequene from the log (or observation projetion) in the event ofa failure, and performing the atual ompensation. Without global visibility, the logsor visibility projetions are maintained loally by eah servie, and are visible onlyto that servie. Other servies, inluding even their parents or hildren, do not havediret visibility over the logs. Given this, we need some mehanism to synhronizethe logs of at least parent-hild servies. For example, let us onsider the FSM M inFig. 4.9 with omponent C = ({s′0, s

′
f}, s

′
0, s

′
f , {f}) and a minimal ompensable set

{c, d, e, j} visible. Then, for the exeution sequene abcdehibcghjbfehibcghibfehk, theloal visibility projetions at M and C would be j and cdecece respetively. Withthese visibility projetions, we know that C was invoked �ve times, but we need somesynhronization mehanism to know how many times C was invoked (the invisible iloop was repeated) before j's exeution, and after its exeution. To overome this,we assume the use of global timestamps to synhronize parent-hild logs (alternatestrategies are disussed later). First, we give the exeution sequene reonstrutionalgorithm. One the exeution sequene of M has been omputed, M ompensates its
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Figure 4.9 � Sample FSM MC(C) to show the need for log synhronization.exeuted transitions in the reverse order. For eah invoation of omponent C, it asks
C to perform the neessary ompensation, whih would again involve C omputingthe exeution sequene orresponding to that invoation of itself, and ompensating itsexeuted transitions.Exeution sequene reonstrution algorithm under limited visibility.Input. FSM MC(C) = {Q, s0, sf ,T }, C = {Q′, s′0, s

′
f ,T ′}, visible set T O1 of MC(as de�ned above), and visibility projetion (σ = τ1τ2 · · · τn, qn+1). We assume that

qn+1 = sf if a failure did not our with respet to M (but failure ourred at a higherlevel, and the suessful exeution of omponent FSM M needs to be ompensated).Output. The unique path ρ to be ompensated with Obslast
O (ρ) = (σ, qn+1).Initialization. Set ρ := ǫ, index i := 1, urrent state scurr := s0. The next state

snext := qn+1 if n = 0 (that is, no transitions were logged), else snext :=∗ τ1 where
σ = τ1τ2 · · · τn.FSM M ′ = {Q \ Q′ ∪ {s′0, s

′
f}, s0, sf , T \(T ′ ∪ T O1) ∪ {(s′0, s

′
f )}}.while (scurr 6= qn+1) doDetermine the exeuted path ρ1 from scurr to snext.� If there exists only one path ρ2 of M ′ onneting scurr to snext, then set ρ1 := ρ2.Note that ρ1 ould ontain (s′0, s

′
f ), whih implies that the omponent C will beasked to ompensate its exeution orresponding to that invoation later duringompensation (after the exeution sequene has been reonstruted).� If there exists two paths ρ2 6= ρ3 of M ′ onneting scurr to snext, with ρ3 ontainingthe transition (s′0, s

′
f ). Then, M needs to ask C if C was invoked. If so, set ρ1 := ρ3,otherwise set ρ1 := ρ2.� If there exists more than two paths, then it implies the existene of a yle scurr

ρ4

→

sc
ρ5

→ s′0
(s′

0
,s′

f
)

→ s′f
ρ6

→ sc with respet to an intermediate state sc, and let ρ7 be thealternate path onneting s′f to snext. Given this, M needs to hek with C thenumber of times (say m ≥ 0) C was invoked. If� m = 0 : Set ρ1 to the alternate path onneting scurr to snext, whih does notpass via C.� m = 1 : Set ρ1 := ρ4ρ5(s
′
0, s

′
f )ρ7.� m > 1 : Set ρ1 := ρ4ρ5(s

′
0, s

′
f )ρ6 · · · [ρ5(s

′
0, s

′
f )ρ6]m−1ρ5(s

′
0, s

′
f )ρ7.



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 121Append ρ1 to ρ. Further, append τi to ρ if n 6= 0.if snext = qn+1, then set scurr := qn+1 (to terminate).elseSet scurr := τ∗
i . If i < n, then inrement i and set snext :=∗ τi, else set snext :=

qn+1.endifendwhileProposition 4.3 With referene to the exeution sequene reonstrution algorithm, ifthere exists more than one path between a pair of states τ∗
1 6=∗ τ2, τ1, τ2 ∈ T O1 of M ′,then C an determine the number of times m ≥ 0 it was invoked between an exeutionof τ1 followed by τ2.Proof If there exists two paths between τ∗

1 6=∗ τ2, then T OC satis�es at least P1(C,
T OC). Otherwise, Best(D,T O2) = 0, and there exists two paths between τ∗

1 6=∗ τ2 in
MC(D) as well with T O′ visible. The impliation of T OC satisfying at least P1(C, T OC)is that at least one transition of C is logged eah time it is invoked. Given this, C ananswer the number of times m ≥ 0 it was invoked between an exeution of τ1 followedby τ2, based on its log between the logged times (global timestamps) of τ1 and τ2.

2Finally, M needs to ompensate the reonstruted exeution sequene ρ. M startsompensating in the usual reverse manner. As soon as it enounters a (s′0, s
′
f ), itasks C to perform the neessary ompensation. As Best(C,T OC) ≥ 0 (otherwise,Best(D,T O2) < 0 and there exists greater than one path between a pair of statesin D with T O2 visible), C an determine its exeution sequene orresponding to aninvoation based on its loal synhronized log, and perform the neessary ompensation.If global timestamps are infeasible, an alternate strategy would be as follows : TheFSM M , in addition to logging the transitions in T O1, also inserts a speial mar-ker (say X) in its loal log eah time it invokes omponent C. For example, for theFSM M in Fig. 4.9 with ompensable set {c, d, e, j} visible, the exeution sequene

abcdehibcghjbfehibcghibfehk would lead to logging XXjXXX at M . Note that thisis equivalent to having (s′0, s
′
f ) visible in M ′, and learly, if we delete (s′0, s

′
f ) from M ′,then there does not exist greater than one path between any pair of states in M ′.The use of markers leads to some redundany, and as our goal is learly to minimizelogging, we give another strategy below whih in most ases leads to a shorter ombinedlog. With this strategy, M no longer needs to log a marker X eah time it invokes C.Rather, for eah invoation of C, M logs a marker X stamped with its loal time (orsome unique loal identi�er) only if the last element in its log is a visible transition(and not another marker). For the example senario (Fig. 4.9), it would lead to the log

XjX at M . With logs XjX at M and cdecece at C, we still do not know how manytimes C was invoked before and after the exeution of j, and hene annot reonstrutthe exeution sequene. To overome this, for eah invoation of C that M inserts a



122 Divide and Conquermarker X in its loal log, it passes the same to C, and C also inserts X in its loal log(before logging anything orresponding to that invoation). For our example senario,this would lead to the logs XjX and XcdecXece. Given this, eah time a marker Xis enountered while parsing M 's log, we know that the portion of C's log between Xand the next marker (or end of the log) orresponds to the exeution between that ofthe visible transitions t1 and t2, logged before and after X in M 's log respetively, andhene an determine the number of times C was invoked between t1's and t2's exeution.Finally, we give a sample run of the hierarhial reovery mehanism outlined inthis setion on the hierarhial system in Fig. 3.24. We refer to the FSMs at levels 1, 2and 3 as M,M1 and M2, respetively. To start with (in a bottom-up fashion), M2 om-putes x ∈ {0, 1, 1′},MOx(M2), and sends the di�erenes MO1′(M
2) − MO(M2) =

MO1(M
2) − MO(M2) = 1 to M1. Then, M1 substitutes e17 with an FSM D =

{{s′0, s
′
f}, s

′
0, s

′
f , {(s′0, s

′
f )}} having similar harateristis (by Theorem 4.2), that is,

MO1′(D)−MO(D) = MO1(D)−MO(D) = 1. Let the substituted M1 be M ′, then itomputes x ∈ {0, 1, 1′},MOx(M ′), and sends the di�erenes MO1′(M
′)−MO(M ′) = 1and MO1(M

′) − MO(M ′) = 0 to M . On reeiving this, M substitutes e2 by the FSM
E = (Q′′, s′′0, s

′′
f ,T ′′) where Q′′ = {s′′0, s

′′
1 , s

′′
2, s

′′
f} and T ′′ = {(s′′0 , s

′′
1), (s′′0, s

′′
2), (s′′1, s

′′
2),

(s′′1, s
′′
f ), (s′′2, s

′′
f )} (for whih MO1′(E)−MO(E) = 1 and MO1(E)−MO(E) = 0). Letthe substituted FSM M be M ′′, then we have a minimal ompensable size MO(M ′′) = 2.One the minimal ompensable size has been omputed, the next step is to assignthe ompensable sets, whih proeeds in top-down order. Let T O = {(s′′0, s

′′
1), (s

′′
2 , s

′′
f )}be a minimal ompensable set of M ′′. Given this, M does not need to assign any ofits transitions as visible. As Best(E, {(s′′0 , s′′1), (s

′′
2 , s

′′
f )}) = 1, then M1 needs to assign aminimal set T O1 as visible, suh that Best(M1,T O1) = 1, say T O1 = {e11, e15}. On thesame lines, with only the transitions in T O1 of M1 visible, none of D's transitions arevisible, as suh Best(D, ∅) = 0. Then, M2 only needs to assign a minimal set T O2 asvisible, suh that Best(M2,T O2) = 0, say T O2 = {e23}. The hierarhial system, withthe visible transitions denoted by dashed arrows, is shown in Fig. 4.10.Now, let us assume that a failure ours while exeuting e4, and the exeutionsequene till then is e1e11e14e16e21e22e24. For simpliity, we also assume that globaltimestamps are used. Then, the logs at M,M1 and M2 are s3 (the state before failure),

e11 and empty, respetively. Given this, M starts the exeution sequene reonstrution.There exists two paths e1e3 6= e1e2 between the states s1 and s3, one ontaining thesupertransition e2. Then, the omponent M1 orresponding to e2 is asked to hek thenumber of times it was invoked between the start time and logging time of s3. M1 heksits log, �nds e11 logged during that time, and replies that it was invoked one. So, theexeution sequene at M is set to e1e2, and M starts ompensation in the reverse order.As the �rst transition to be ompensated e2 is a supertransition, the orrespondingomponent M1 is asked to ompensate its exeution �rst. Before it an ompensate,
M1 also �rst needs to reonstrut its exeution sequene. As the �rst logged transition
e11 is an outgoing of its initial state s11, e11 is appended to its exeution sequene
ρ. Then, it heks for paths between e∗11 = s12 and its �nal state s16. Reall that it isheking for paths in the FSM M1 from whih the visible transitions (inluding e15) have
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Figure 4.10 � Visibility assignment of the hierarhial system in Fig. 3.24 (visible transitions denotedby dashed arrows).



124 Divide and Conquerbeen deleted. As there exists only one suh path e14e16e17, it is appended to ρ, leadingto the exeution sequene e11e14e16e17. With the exeution sequene determined, M1starts ompensation in the usual reverse order. As the �rst transition to be ompensated
e17 is again a supertransition, it asks the orresponding omponent M2 to ompensateits exeution �rst. For M2, its log is empty and there exists only one path e21e22e24(after the visible transition e23 has been deleted) between its initial state s20 and �nalstate s24, leading to the exeution sequene e21e22e24. The rest of the proess is simplyinvoking the respetive ompensating transitions of the transitions in the determinedexeution sequenes.4.1.3 ExtensionsHere, we address the problem that a servie may have been onstruted hierar-hially, but the hierarhial struture speifying the omponents at eah level is notavailable (or aessible) anymore. That is, given a (�at representation of a) ompositeservie, we would like to reover the hierarhial struture from it. Also, the e�etive-ness of our divide and onquer algorithms (Setion 4.1.1) are learly proportional to thesize the omponents, that is, the larger the omponents the better as large omponentsan possibly be re�ned further (whih would imply that we should be interested in thesmallest omponent C, however then the MC would be large). Towards this end, weshow how to reover the largest simple omponent from a given omposite servie M inSetion 4.1.3.1. The algorithm an then be alled indutively to obtain the hierarhialstruture of M . We also extend the divide and onquer algorithms to handle omplexomponents (having more than one initial and �nal states) in Setion 4.1.3.2.4.1.3.1 Computing the Largest Simple ComponentFirst, we present a linear time (in the number of transitions) algorithm to omputea smallest simple omponent C of an FSM M , knowing its initial state, �nal state andan outgoing transition of the initial state.Algorithm to ompute a smallest simple omponent C of the given servie M .Input. A servie M = (Q, s0, sf , T ), τ = (s, s1) ∈ T and t ∈ Q.Output. A smallest simple omponent C = (Q′, s, t,T ′) of M with τ ∈ T ′.Initialization. T ′ = φ, S = {τ}, Q′ = {s, s1, t}.1. Selet a transition τ ′ = (s′1, s

′
2) ∈ S. If s′2 6= t, then S = S ∪ {(s′2, s

′
3) | (s′2, s

′
3) ∈

T \T ′}. If s′1 6= s, then S = S ∪ {(s′3, s
′
1) | (s′3, s

′
1) ∈ T \T ′}. Finally, S = S \ {τ ′},

T ′ = T ′ ∪ {τ ′}, and Q′ = Q′ ∪ {s′1, s
′
2}.2. If S 6= ∅, repeat step 1.3. If (s 6= s0 ∧ s0 ∈ Q′) ∨ (t 6= sf ∧ sf ∈ Q′), then return that a simple omponentbetween s and t with respet to τ does not exist. Else, return C.
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Figure 4.11 � Servie M = (Q, s0, sf , T ) having omplex omponent C′ = (Q′, s′0, s
′

f1
, s′f2

, T ′).The above algorithm an be iteratively invoked to ompute the set SC of all simpleomponents of an FSM M . We now give an algorithm to ompute a largest simpleomponent of M .Algorithm to ompute a largest simple omponent C of the given servie M .1. For a pair of omponents D, E ∈ SC , if D is a subgraph of E, delete D.2. For a pair of omponents D = (Q′, s′0, s
′
f ,T ′) and E = (Q′′, s′′0, s

′′
f ,T ′′) of SC , if

s′0 = s′′0 and s′f = s′′f , then reate a new omponent F = (Q′∪Q′′, s′0, s′f , T ′∪T ′′).If F 6= M , then delete D and E from SC , and add F to SC .3. Return the biggest C ∈ SC .Using the above algorithm, a largest simple omponent of given servie M anomputed in quadrati time. The algorithm an thus be alled indutively until thereare no more omponents in the determined omponent FSM N of a level, and then thehierarhial struture of M has been obtained.4.1.3.2 Complex Divide and ConquerIn this setion, we try to extend the divide and onquer algorithms presented inSetion 4.1.1 to omplex omponents, that is, FSMs having more than one initial and/or�nal states. We refer to initial and �nal states as port states in general, in this setion.For example, the servie M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) in Fig. 4.11 has a omplex omponent
C ′ = (Q′, s′0, s

′
f1

, s′f2
,T ′) with two �nal states s′f1

and s′f2
.We onsider servies M = (Q, s01

, · · · , s0b1
, sf1

, · · · , sfb2
,T ) having a set P of b =

b1 + b2 port states, onsisting of b1 initial and b2 �nal states. Let T O be a subset oftransitions of M . We de�ne b2+1 prediates P0(M,T O), Pp1,p2
(M,T O) for all p1, p2 ∈ P .� P0(M,T O) holds if there does not exist more than one invisible path between anytwo states s1 6= s2 ∈ Q (T O is a ompensable set of transitions).
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����� ��

� �� ����
���
���Figure 4.12 � Signi�ane of Pp1,p2

(M, T O) where both p1 and p2 are (a) initial and (b) �nal states.� if p1 is an initial and p2 is a �nal state : Pp1,p2
(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds,and (ii) there does not exist an invisible path from p1 to p2. The signi�ane of

Pp1,p2
(M,T O) is analogous to that of prediate P1(M,T O) for simple omponents.� if p1 is a �nal and p2 an initial state : Pp1,p2

(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds,and (ii) there do not exist states s1, s2 ∈ Q, suh that (a) there is an invisiblepath from p2 to s2, (b) there is an invisible path from s1 to p1, and () there isan invisible path from s1 to s2. The signi�ane of Pp1,p2
(M,T O) is analogous tothat of prediate P1′(M,T O) for simple omponents.� if p1, p2 are two initial states : Pp1,p2

(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds, and(ii) there does not exist a state s in M with invisible paths from both p1 and p2 to
s. If Pp1,p2

(C,T O) does not hold for a omponent C with visible set of transitions
T O, then it might be a problem for the ompensability of the enlosing M if thereexists a state s1 of M with invisible paths to both p1 and p2 as shown in Fig.4.12(a).� if p1, p2 are two �nal states, Pp1,p2

(M,T O) holds if (i) P0(M,T O) holds, and (ii)there does not exist a state s in M with invisible paths from s to both p1 and p2.If Pp1,p2
(C,T O) does not hold for a omponent C with visible set of transitions

T O, then it might be a problem for the ompensability of the enlosing M if thereexists a state s1 of M with invisible paths from both p1 and p2 to s1 as shown inFig. 4.12(b).Note that some prediates imply others as Pp1,p2
= Pp2,p1

for two initial or �nalstates, and Pp1,p2
=⇒ Pp2,p1

for p1 and p2 a �nal and initial state respetively. However,we do not have a total order between prediates. That is, we de�ne Best(M,T O) : P 2 →
{0, 1} as a funtion with Best(M,T O)(p1, p2) = 1 i� Pp1,p2

(M,T O). We an then extendProposition 4.1.



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 127Proposition 4.4 Let C be a omponent of M , and T 1,T 2 be subsets of transitionsof C, suh that Best(C,T 1) = Best(C,T 2). Then, for all subset of transitions T O of
M \ C, we have Best(M,T O ∪ T 1) = Best(M,T O ∪ T 2).Proof Let C = (Q′, s′01

, · · · , s′0b1
, s′f1

, · · · , s′fb2
,T ′). Let us assume that P0(M,T O ∪

T 2) does not hold, that is, there exists a pair of states s1, s2 of M with invisible (for
T O ∪ T 2) paths ρ1, ρ2 from s1 to s2, suh that the states traversed by ρ1 and ρ2 aredisjoint, but for s1 and s2. We now show that P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If both ρ1 and ρ2 do not touh C, then P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold. If both ρ1and ρ2 belong to C, then P0(C,T 2) does not hold, whih means P0(C,T 1) does nothold, implying P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If s1, s2 /∈ Q′, and ρ = ρ1 or ρ2 passes through C, then there exists an invisible(for T 2) path from an initial p1 to �nal p2 (a subpath of ρ). Given this, Pp1,p2

(C,T 2)does not hold, whih implies that Pp1,p2
(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists aninvisible (for T 1) path from p1 to p2, and an invisible (for T O ∪ T 1) path ρ′ an beonstruted from this path and ρ. As suh, there are two disjoint paths invisible for

T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and s2 : P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If s1, s2 ∈ Q′, and ρ = ρ1 or ρ2 passes through C, then there exists an invisible reverseyli pattern (for T 2) between a �nal p1 and initial state p2. Given this, Pp1,p2
(C,T 2)does not hold, whih implies that Pp1,p2

(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists aninvisible (for T 1) reverse yli pattern between p1 and p2, and an invisible (for T O∪T 1)path ρ′ an be onstruted from this path and ρ. As suh, there are two disjoint pathsinvisible for T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and s2 : P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If s1 ∈ Q′ and s2 /∈ Q′, then there exists invisible (for T 2) paths from s1 to apair of �nal states p1 and p2. Given this, Pp1,p2
(C,T 2) does not hold, whih impliesthat Pp1,p2

(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists invisible (for T 1) paths from s1 toboth p1 and p2, and two disjoint paths invisible for T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and s2 an beonstruted : P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If s1 /∈ Q′ and s2 ∈ Q′, then there exists invisible (for T 2) paths from a pair ofinitial states p1 and p2 to s2. Given this, Pp1,p2
(C,T 2) does not hold, whih implies that

Pp1,p2
(C,T 1) does not hold. Hene, there exists invisible (for T 1) paths from both p1and p2 to s2, and two disjoint paths invisible for T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and s2 an beonstruted : P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.If s1, s2 ∈ Q′, and both ρ1, ρ2 pass through C, then there exists invisible (for T 2)paths from an initial p1 to �nal p2, and from another initial p3 to �nal p4. Given this,both Pp1,p2

(C,T 2) and Pp3,p4
(C,T 2) do not hold, whih implies that Pp1,p2

(C,T 1) and
Pp3,p4

(C,T 1) do not hold. Hene, there exists invisible (for T 1) paths from p1 and p3to p2 and p4 respetively, and two disjoint paths invisible for T O ∪ T 1 between s1 and
s2 an be onstruted : P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold.Hene, P0(M,T O ∪ T 2) does not hold =⇒ P0(M,T O ∪ T 1) does not hold. Bysymmetry between T 1 and T 2, we have the equivalene : At least P0(M,T O ∪ T 2)holds i� at least P0(M,T O ∪T 1) holds. Now, ∀p1, p2 ∈ {s′01

, · · · , s′0b1
, s′f1

, · · · , s′fb2
}, wean enrih M to Fp1,p2

(M) with Best(M,T O)(p1, p2) = 1 i� P0(Fp1,p2
(M),T O) holds.



128 Divide and ConquerApplying it to M , we get Best(M,T O ∪ T 2) = Best(M,T O ∪ T 1). 2We an use the above theorem to ompute a minimal ompensable set of an FSM
M having omponent C as follows :Algorithm MinimalDeomposition-Complex(M,C) :1. Compute a minimal set T v(C) of transitions of C, for all valuation v : P 2 → {0, 1}.2. Compute a minimal set T Tv(C),C

0 (M) of transitions of M , for all v.3. Output a set of smallest size among T
Tv(C),C
0 (M).It allows to extend the previous result on simple omponents, for hierarhial ser-vies, where eah omponent uses at most p ports :Theorem 4.3 Let p ≥ 1. It is NP-omplete in the size of a hierarhial servie H =

(Mi)
n
i=1 using at most p ports to ompute MO(H), with p �xed. Moreover, it takes timeat most O(23p2 ∑n

i=1 2|Mi|).Proof Let us onsider a hierarhial servie (Ci)i=1,··· ,n. The time omplexity omesdiretly from Proposition 4.4. It su�es to ompute a minimal set T v(Ci) of transitionsof Ci, for all valuation v : P 2 → {0, 1}. We all V the set of valuations. These ations areperformed from bottom of the hierarhy to top. To ompute T v(Ci) for a omponent Ciusing Cj , Ck, j, k > i, we use T v′(Cj) and T v′′(Ck) whih have already been omputed.Indeed, it su�es to ompute a minimal set T Tv′(Ci)∪Tv′′ (Ck),Cj∪Ck
v (M) of transitions of

M , for all valuations v′, v′′. Then, it su�es to output a set of minimal size among the
T

Tv′(Ci)∪Tv′′ (Ck),Cj∪Ck
v (M) omputed. Note that unlike the non-deompositional algo-rithm, this algorithm an very e�iently parallelize the load up to 23p2 proessors.Let us turn now to the NP-omplete proof. The NP-hard part follows from the NP-hardness in the non-hierarhial ase. We give a proof that an be heked in polynomialtime, whih proves the NP inlusion. A proof that MO(H) ≤ k is given by n2p2 data

f(i, v) = (T, v′, v′′), where T is a subset of transitions of Ci, and v′, v′′ two valuations.The proof is orret if we have :� size(1, v = 0) ≤ k, where size is de�ned indutively as size(i, v) = |T | +
size(j, v′) + size(k, v′′), where f(i, v) = (T, v′, v′′) and Ci uses omponents Cjand Ck,� for all i, v, if f(i, v) = (T, v′, v′′), then deleting from Ci transitions of T , theresulting graph has property Pv assuming that the two supertransitions haveproperties Pv′ and Pv′′ respetively. We say that a graph has properties Pv when
Pp,q is true whenever v(p, q) = 1.



Top-down Hierarhial Servies 129Indeed, if we have suh a proof, then we an hoose a ompensable alphabet for
(Cn, v) of size size(n, v), and so on until an alphabet of size(1, v = 0). The orretnessof suh a proof an be heked in polynomial time.Assume that MO(H) ≤ k. It remains to prove that there exists suh a proof. Let
|T O| ≤ k be a ompensable alphabet of H. Then, on eah omponent C of H whihorresponds to some Hi, we an ompute Best(C,T O|C) = v. We do the same with its(sub)omponents D,E, Best(D,T O|D) = v′,Best(E,T O|E) = v′′. Then, we input inthe proof f(i, v) = (T O|C\(D∪E), v

′, v′′).The problem is that there are many omponents C orresponding to Hi, and severalan have the same best properties v. We �ll the entry with some omponent C havingthe smallest T O|C . The reason why we an do it is given by Proposition 4.4, that iswe an replae any set of transitions by another one, provided we keep the same bestproperties. Taking the smallest set ensures that the proof will show an alphabet of sizeat most |T O|.If there are some empty initial states, e.g. omponent Hi for whih we never �ndBest(Hi,T O|Hi
) = (x, y, z), then it is irrelevant, and hene useless in the proof. 2A simple rule of thumb to know whether it is worth applying our tehnique on aomponent is when it has a large number of transitions with respet to the square ofthe number of its ports. In order to �nd omponents having few ports, one an useheuristis on graph partitioning, for instane [KL70℄.Unfortunately, the divide and onquer algorithm by replaement is not salable toomplex omponents as the addition of even one more initial or �nal state makes it muhmore ompliated. We disuss the di�ulty by onsidering omplex omponents havingtwo �nal states (e.g., Fig. 4.11). As the omponent has two �nal states, in addition tothe prediates P0, P1 and P1′ , we would also need to onsider the following prediate :

P 1(M,T O) holds for a omplex FSM M = (Q, s0, sf1
, sf2

,T ) and visible subset oftransitions T O if : (i) P0(M,T O) holds, and (ii) there does not exist a state s of Mwith invisible paths to both the �nal states sf1
and sf2

. Let MO1(M) denote a minimalsubset of transitions T O, suh that P 1(M,T O) holds.Then, we might need to �nd a replaement for a omplex omponent C ′ = (Q′, s′0,
s′f1

, s′f2
, T ′), for whih MO1(C ′) − MO(C ′) > 1. Now, the e�et of the existene ofa state s′ ∈ Q′ with invisible paths to both s′f1

and s′f2
, on the ompensability of theenlosing M , depends on the number of distint pairs of paths in MC′(C ′) onneting

s′f1
and s′f2

to a ommon state s of M . That is, if MO1(C ′) − MO(C ′) = m, then
MO1(D′) − MO(D′) also needs to be equal to m, meaning that D′ annot have aonstant number of states (whih implies that suh a replaement may not always leadto a signi�ant redution in the size of M). For example, let us onsider the FSM
M having omplex omponent C ′ = (Q′, si, sj, sk, T ′) in Fig. 4.13(a). Now, for C ′,
MO(C ′) = 1 and MO1(C ′)−MO(C ′) = 2. Given this, if we replae C ′ by a D′ = (Q′,
sx, sy, sz, T ′) as shown in Fig. 4.13(b), for whih MO1(D′) − MO(D′) = 1. Then,
MO(M) = 4 6= MO(MC′(D′)) + MO(C ′) − MO(D′) = 2 + 1 − 0 = 3.
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Figure 4.13 � Sample (a) MC′(C′), for whih MO1(C′) − MO(C′) > 1, and (b) MC′(D′) (thedashed arrows represent a minimal ompensable set of M and MC′ (D′)).4.1.4 Experimental EvaluationWe tested our divide and onquer algorithms on hierarhial graphs. First, we hoosea number (between one and nine) of base subomponents in the graph. Then, we gene-rate eah of them randomly using the Syntheti DAG generation tool [dag℄. We thengenerate indutively a hierarhial graph having these base subomponents randomlyusing the same tool, by assigning two edges to these omponents. There is no reuse ofomponents. For eah value, we generate eah hierarhial graph and eah base sub-omponent �ve times to ompute the mean values (beause of variation in graph size,runtime and ompensable size). We then unfold the hierarhial graphs as (�at) graphs,whose size is linear in the number of base omponents. We then run both a brute forealgorithm and our hierarhial algorithms on these graphs. We do not input the hierar-hial struture of the graph, instead it uses the polynomial time algorithm presentedin Setion 4.1.3.1 to determine the hierarhial struture.Fig. 4.14 shows the times (in logarithmi sale) needed to ompute a minimal om-pensable set using brute fore and our divide and onquer algorithm based on bestproperty (Proposition 4.1) and replaement (Theorem 4.2) with respet to the numberof edges (whih is linear with respet to the number of base subomponents). In Fig.4.14, Deomposition 1 and Deomposition 2 refer to the divide and onquer algorithmsby best property and replaement, respetively. The best property algorithm is learlymuh faster than the brute fore algorithm. While the brute fore is exponential in thenumber of edges, already timing out at a little over 40 edges, the best property algo-rithm on an average takes 17s for 106 edges. However, it is still not polynomial timewith respet to the number of base subomponents/number of edges (on an average,
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Figure 4.14 � Exeution time vs. Number of subomponents/edges of the brute fore, deompositionby best property and replaement algorithms.
0.17s for 18 edges and 17.6 for 106 edges). Now, let us onsider the test timings ofour divide and onquer algorithm by replaement. The replaement algorithm is indeedlinear time with respet to the number of base subomponents/number of edges (onan average, 0.14s for 18 edges and 0.73s for 108 edges). For one subomponent, theoverhead of our method makes the deomposition slightly worse than the brute foremethod.Fig. 4.15 shows the perentage of edges needed to be visible among all the edges. Asexpeted, both the brute fore and our divide and onquer algorithms answer the samenumber on the same graphs but there is a large variation among graphs, from one outof 4 edges needing to be logged to one out of 15 edges. The mean value seems to tendto one out of 6 edges. This implies that logging only (exeution details of) the visibletransitions an lead to signi�ant spae savings.4.2 Bottom-up Hierarhial ServiesIn this setion, we takle hierarhial servies omposed in a bottom-up fashion.Reall that omposite servies formed in a bottom-up fashion are desribed as a produtof their omponents' FSMs (see De�nition 1.1). As in Setion 4.1, here also we wouldlike to use knowledge of minimal ompensable sets of the omponents to determinea minimal ompensable set of the omposite servie. The visibility (logging) of eahservie is done loally. Hene, our divide and onquer algorithms annot be applied onthe produt sine hoosing to make a transition visible in a omponent of the produtmight fore it to be visible in another as well (if the same omponent is reused).We �rst onsider servies having no interation between them. We explain laterhow to deal with interating servies (having a non-interating omponent). For non-interating omponent servies M,N , they do not have any shared transitions or needfor synhronization, and hene SyncM,N = ∅.
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Figure 4.15 � Perentage of edges needed to be visible.De�nition 4.2 (Commutativity) Given servies M = (Q1, s1, s2,T 1) and N = (Q2,

s3, s4, T 2), two onseutive transitions τi and τi+1 of a path ρ of M ×N an ommuteif τi ∈ T 1 and τi+1 ∈ T 2, or vie versa.Let us onsider a produt M × N of non-interating FSMs M and N as shown inFig. 4.16. Now, T OM = {e} and T ON = {f} are minimal ompensable sets of M and
N respetively. Fig. 4.17() shows the M ×N after the visible transitions e and f havebeen deleted. Note that while there still exists greater than one path between statesin Fig. 4.17(), we ontend that they are equivalent from a ompensation perspetiveas �strit� exeution sequene detetion is not required for ompensation. We formalizethis in the sequel.De�nition 4.3 (Equivalene) Two paths ρ1 6= ρ2 of M × N are equivalent ρ1 ≡ ρ2,if ρ1 = ρ2 after a �nite sequene of ommutations on ρ1 (or ρ2).Again, with referene to the M ×N in Fig. 4.17(), the invisible paths acd, cad, cdabetween states (s1, s4) and (s2, s6) are equivalent. The paths are equivalent from aompensability perspetive as :� they onsist of the same set of distint transitions {a, c, d} to be ompensated,and� the exeution order of transitions with respet to eah omponent FSM is main-tained (c always ours before d in all three invisible paths).Intuitively, if something was exeuted onurrently, then it an also be ompensatedonurrently. To integrate the above notion of equivalent paths into the ompensabilityde�nition, we extend De�nition 3.17 as follows :
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Figure 4.16 � Produt M × N of non-interating FSMs M and N .
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Figure 4.17 � Produt M×N of non-interating FSMs M and N , after deleting the visible transitions(dashed arrows represent a minimal ompensable set of M and N).



Bottom-up Hierarhial Servies 135De�nition 4.4 (Compensability for Produt FSMs) Given FSMs M,N , their pro-dut M ×N is ompensable with T 1 in M and T 2 in N visible, if for all paths ρ1, ρ2 of
M × N , suh that Obslast

T1∪T2
(ρ1) = Obslast

T1∪T2
(ρ2), we have ρ1 ≡ ρ2.Given this, ompensation an be performed using any of the equivalent (reversed)exeution sequenes, this will result in the same onsistent state. We then have thefollowing desirable property :Proposition 4.5 For a pair of non-interating FSMs M,N , and any of their respetiveminimal ompensable sets T OM and T ON , T OM ∪ T ON is a minimal ompensable setof M × N .Finally, we onsider the more general ase where M and N interat. Clearly, Pro-position 4.5 annot be extended to interating systems. However, we an still state thefollowing desirable property if one of the servies M has a omponent C that does notinterat with N .Proposition 4.6 Given interating FSMs M = (Q1, s1, s2,T 1) and N = (Q2, s3, s4,

T 2), let M have a omponent C = (QC , s0, sf , T C), suh that T C ∩ T 2 = ∅. Further,let T OC and T O1 be minimal ompensable sets of C and M \C ×N respetively. Then,
T OC ∪ T O1 is a minimal ompensable set of M × N .For example, let us onsider the FSMs M = (Q1, s1, s5,T 1), N = (Q2, s6, s9, T 2)and their produt M × N in Fig. 1.13 (reprodued in Fig. 4.18). Now, the FSM Mhas a simple omponent C = (QC , s1, s2,T C) (shown by the dashed oval in Fig. 4.19),suh that T C ∩ T 2 = ∅. Then, let us onsider minimal ompensable sets T OC = {a}and T O1 = {e} of C and M \C ×N respetively. Given this, T OC ∪ T O1 is a minimalompensable set of M ×N . Fig. 4.19() shows M ×N after the visible transitions havebeen deleted. As before, while there still exists greater than one path between states in
M × N , they are equivalent.
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Chapter 5ApproximationIn this hapter, we study heuristis to solve the minimal ompensability problem.The need for heuristis mainly arises from the fat that the problem is NP-ompleteeven for very restrited graphs. The divide and onquer strategy proposed in Chapter4 is not always appliable as all omplex servies annot be deomposed hierarhially.Also, in ases where the ost of logging is not prohibitive, logging a few more transitionsis generally aeptable to the omputationally expensive proess of omputing the exatminimum. We propose two heuristis in the sequel, and experimentally analyze theiromplexity and loseness to the absolute minimum.We present our �rst heuristi in Setion 5.1. The underlying idea is to log the tran-sitions required to (positively) disriminate the ourrene of a path from the remainingpaths. Note that the ourrene of a visible transition also implies non-ourrene ofsome paths, that is, it also allows to distinguish several paths. Thus, our seond idea, pre-sented in Setion 5.3, is to optimize a ompensable set, suh that eah visible transitionimplies the non-ourrene of a maximum number of paths (not using that transition).We test both heuristis experimentally in Setion 5.4. The results shows that the distin-guishing algorithm gives result from 1 (at least as good, whih we prove theoretially)to 10 times smaller than the disriminating algorithm, with an average of 1.9 timessmaller.5.1 (Positively) Disriminating AlgorithmOur �rst idea is to use visibility as a disriminator. A path an be (positively)disriminated from other paths if, for all (intermediate) states it passes through, weknow the outgoing transition whih was exeuted. Clearly, for intermediate states havingone outgoing transition, the hoie is unique and obvious. For intermediate states having
n > 1 outgoing transitions, it is su�ient if n − 1 are visible. Below, we present thepolynomial time disriminating algorithm :Disriminating Algorithm.Input. FSM M = (S, s0, sf ,T ). 139
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Figure 5.1 � (a) Sample FSM M and (b) after deleting the transitions in T O = {a, c, e} from M .Output. A ompensable set T O ⊆ T .Initialization. T O = ǫ.for eah state s ∈ Sif (s∗ = {τ1 · · · τn}, n > 1)then T O = T O ∪ {τ1 · · · τn−1}.endifendforFor example, let us onsider the FSM M in Fig. 5.1(a). An output T O of thedisriminating algorithm with M as input would be {a, c, e}. Fig. 5.1(b) shows M afterthe transitions in T O have been deleted from M , and is indeed a ompensable set of
M .Proposition 5.1 For a given FSM M = (S, s0, sf ,T ), the output T O of the disrimi-nating algorithm is a ompensable set of M . And, |T O| = |T | − |S| + 1.Proof The ompensability of T O follows from the fat that at termination of the al-gorithm, all states (exept the �nal) of M are left with exatly one outgoing transition.Then, |T | − |T O| = |S| − 1, and the ompensable size |T O| = |T | − |S| + 1. 2While the disriminating algorithm is simple, it is not so easy to better the ompen-sable size |T |−|S|+1 omputed by it. To illustrate, we present a muh smarter algorithmin the next setion (taken from [Gaz07, BGG08℄), but whih still gives ompensable size
|T | − |S| + 1.
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a b c d e f g h

s0 −1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
s1 0 1 0 0 −1 −1 0 0
s2 1 0 −1 −1 0 0 0 0
s3 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 −1
s4 0 0 1 1 0 0 −1 0
sf 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
e 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0Figure 5.2 � Matrix of the FSM M in Fig. 5.1(a) and TO = {a, c, e}.5.2 Matrix AlgorithmHere, we try to haraterize the seleted ompensable set of transitions algebraially.Let us de�ne an extension of the lassial inidene matrix of a direted ayli graph(and of a FSM seen as a direted graph), whih enodes a direted graph in a matrix.Its �rst rows express the direted graph, and its last rows express the visibility from aompensable set of transitions TO. For onveniene, we index the matrix by states andtransitions rather than numbers.De�nition 5.1 (extended inidene matrix) Let M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) be an FSMand TO ⊆ T be a subset of transitions of M . The inidene matrix of M , relative to TOis a matrix AM,TO

of size (|Q| + |TO|) × |T | de�ned as follows :For every (s, τ) ∈ Q × T :� AM,TO
[s, τ ] = 1 if τ ends in s ;� AM,TO
[s, τ ] = −1 if τ starts from s ;� AM,TO
[s, τ ] = 0, otherwise.For every (τ, τ ′) ∈ TO × T :� AM,TO
[τ, τ ] = 1 ;� AM,TO
[τ, τ ′] = 0, if τ ′ 6= τ .The �rst |Q| rows of this matrix orrespond exatly to the lassial inidene matrix.We just append to it a (almost identity) |TO|×|T | matrix in order to obtain an extendedinidene matrix. For example, the matrix orresponding to the FSM M in Fig. 5.1(a)and TO = {a, c, e}, is shown in Fig. 5.2.Furthermore, as we translated an FSM M = (Q, s0, sf ,T ) into an algebrai objet

AM,TO
, we do now transform a path ρ of P(M) into an algebrai objet. Let us denote by

χ(ρ) the vetor in {0, 1}|T |, suh that χ(ρ)[τ ] = 1 if τ is �red in ρ, otherwise χ(ρ)[τ ] = 0.Note that χ(ρ) haraterizes any path ρ of an ayli graph (the order of transitionsan be reovered unambiguously). We now de�ne the observation VM,TO
(X) assoiatedwith a vetor X in {0, 1}|T | representing a path.



142 ApproximationDe�nition 5.2 (visibility vetor) The visibility of a vetor X in {0, 1}|T |, relativeto TO is a vetor VM,TO
(X) of size |Q| + |TO|, suh that for every s ∈ Q� VM,TO

(X)[s] = −1 if X starts from s ;� VM,TO
(X)[s] = 1 if X ends in s ;� otherwise VM,TO

(X)[i] = 0.Moreover, for every τ ∈ TO, we have :� VM,TO
(X)[τ ] = 1 if X[τ ] = 1 ;� otherwise VM,TO

(X)[τ ] = 0.Clearly, TO is a ompensable set of transitions i� there does not exist X 6= Y with
VM,TO

(X) = VM,TO
(Y ). We use now the algebrai haraterization.Proposition 5.2 Let X,Y ∈ {0, 1}|T |. Then we have :

VM,TO
(X) = VM,TO

(Y )

⇔

AM,TO
· Y = VM,TO

(X) = AM,TO
· XUsing proposition 5.2, we obtain that AM,TO

is injetive implies that TO is a om-pensable set of transitions. It an be shown that the disriminating algorithm gives aminimal set for whih AM,TO
is injetive, thus giving us the algebrai haraterizationwe were looking for.Now, it is well known that a matrix is injetive i� its kernel has dimension 0. Inour ase, it is also well known [GR01℄ that the kernel of the inidene matrix AM,∅orresponds exatly to the so-alled yle spae of M . Moreover, the dimension of theyle spae (also known as the ylomati number) of a graph with n verties, m edgesand K onneted omponents (onsidering edges are unoriented) is exatly m−n + K.That is, it su�es to log m−n+K edges to have an injetive matrix (and equivalentlya ompensable set of transitions).The disriminating and matrix algorithms are very fast to give an approximationof the ompensable size, sine it su�es to ount |T | − |S| + 1 of the input FSM M =

(S, s0, sf ,T ), whih is an immediate number to ompute. For instane, in the example ofFig. 5.1, |T |− |S|+1 = 8−6+1 = 3. However, note that the minimal ompensable sizeof M is 2 (for example, {a, h} is a minimal ompensable set of M). Our experimentalevaluations (Setion 5.4) also reveal that the disriminating/matrix algorithm leads to
20% more transitions being logged in the worst ase, 6% in mean value. In the nextsetion, we present an alternate heuristi whih is always better (though slower).5.3 Distinguishing AlgorithmClearly, thinking in terms of positive disrimination is not always good. For example,for the FSM M in Fig. 5.1, observing any of the transitions in {c, d, e, f} leads to aompensable size greater than 2. Thus, we need an alternate strategy.



Distinguishing Algorithm 143We �rst remark that the deletion of a transition from the given FSM M , an leadto M having more than one initial and/or �nal state. We all initial (�nal) state a statewhih has no inoming (outgoing) transitions. For example, in Fig. 5.1(b), s2 beomesan initial state after the deletion of transition a. The strategy we propose in this setionis to selet transitions whih, for a pair of initial and �nal states s1 6= s2 onneted bya path using transition τ , maximize the number of paths not using τ but onneting
s1 to s2. That is, we now want to maximize the number of paths distinguished by avisible transition. For example, let us onsider the FSM M in Fig. 5.3(a). {b, h, i, j, p} isa minimal ompensable set of M , and Fig. 5.3(b) shows M after those transitions havebeen deleted. Thus, at an intermediate stage Fig. 5.3(), we would like to hoose one of
g, h, i, j, as seleting any of the remaining inadvertently leads to a ompensable size 6.Now, let us apply the above heuristi. With respet to say i and pair of initial and �nalstates s0, sf , there are three paths onneting s0 to sf without using i. The three pathsare adjmo, acgko and achmo. However, with respet to say k and s0, sf , there are onlytwo paths onneting s0 to sf without using k : adjmo and achmo. Thus, our heuristiwould lead to hoosing i over k, whih is what we want. However, omputing exatlythat number of paths is really ine�ient. We thus present an e�ient but slightly lessaurate version is the sequel.We want to hoose a transition τ whih maximizes the number of initial (�nal) statesfrom (to) whih the following ondition holds : For an initial (�nal) state s1, there existsa �nal (initial) state s2 with at least two paths from s1 to s2 (s2 to s1), one using τ andone not using τ . Clearly, if a transition τ does not �gure in one of two suh paths withrespet to any initial or �nal state, then it is useless for ompensability.We present the algorithm Count based on Depth First Searh (DFS). Starting DFSfrom an initial state s1, if the target state t.dest of the urrent transition t has beenpreviously explored, then we know that there exists another path not using t from s1 to
t.dest. That is, we have two paths onneting s1 to a �nal state reahable from t.dest(say s2), one using t and one not using t. We keep a ounter t.count assoiated witheah transition t, and inrease it as soon as we reah an already explored state s via t.Furthermore, for eah suh hit, we also need to inrement the ounter of the transition
s.first via whih s was �rst reahed. Note that we only need to inrement the ounter of
s.first one for eah initial state s1, and not eah time s is reahed via a di�erent pathfrom s1. To aommodate this, we use the �ag s.firstf lag, whih indiates whetherthe ounter of transition s.first has been inremented with respet to an initial state.We annot inrement the ounter of s.first initially, beause then we do not know ifthere exists another path from s1 to s not using s.first. The algorithm keeps a stak
K, a hash table H of states whih have already been explored by the searh, and eahtransition t has an assoiated �ag to tag it as explored or unexplored. K.head designatesthe head of the stak and push/pop are standard stak operations.Algorithm Count M = (S, s0, sf ,T ).Create Hash table H and ∀t ∈ T , t.count := 0.for eah initial state s0 of MInitialize H to empty, K to s0.
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Figure 5.3 � FSM (a), after after deleting a minimal ompensable set (b), and an intermediate stage().



Distinguishing Algorithm 145Set all transition tags to unexplored and ∀s ∈ S, s.firstf lag := false.Run DFS from s0 :while K is nonempty dowhile there is an unexplored transition t from state K.head doTag t as explored.if t.dest ∈ Hthen inrement t.count, andif t.dest.f irstf lag = falsethen inrement t.dest.f irst.count and set t.dest.f irstf lag := trueendifelse set t.dest.f irst := t, insert t.dest into H and push t.dest on K.endifendwhilepop KendwhileendforObviously, an algorithm CountBak an be similarly devised, running from all �nalstates and traversing transitions bakwards. Now, our distinguishing algorithm proeedsas follows :Algorithm Distinguish FSM M = (S, s0, sf ,T )Set T O := ∅.loopSet all transition ounters to 0.Run at random Count or CountBak.if all transition ounters are 0, then return T O.else selet one transition t with maximal ounter.Add t to T O.Delete t from T .endifendloopProposition 5.3 For a servie M = (S, s0, sf ,T ), the distinguishing algorithm returnsa ompensable set T O of transitions. Moreover, its size is always |T O| ≤ (|T |− |S|+1).Proof The ompensability of T O follows from the termination ondition. Clearly, if alltransition ounters are 0 at the end of a Count/Countbak, then there does not remaingreater than one path between any pair of states.The ardinality of T O follows from the fat that M remains onneted at any stageof the algorithm. Let us onsider the transitions deleted from T (added to T O) duringthe algorithm. Eah suh transition t is either the inoming of a state having indegreemore than one (by Count) or outgoing of a state having outdegree more than one (by
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	Figure 5.4 � (a) Sample FSM M , after the deletion of transitions (b) a and () h from M .CountBak). As suh, even after the deletion of t from T , there are no disonnetedsubgraphs, and there still exists a path from the soure state of t to a �nal state (orfrom an initial state to the target state of t). Given this, |T O| ≤ (|T | − |S| + 1) followsfrom the property that any undireted onneted graph has at least |S| − 1 edges.

2For example, let us onsider a run of the distinguishing algorithm on the FSM
M in Fig. 5.4(a). Initially, let us assume that CountBak is run. Then, the ountervalues of the transitions a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h at the end of CountBak are 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0respetively. Given this, let a is hosen and added to T O. Fig. 5.4(b) shows M afterthe deletion of a. Note that M now has two initial states. Further, let Count is run forthis iteration. Then, the ounter values of the transitions b, c, d, e, f, g, h at the end ofCount are 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2 respetively, leading to the addition of say h to T O. Fig. 5.4()shows M after the deletion of a and h. At this stage, irrespetive of whether Count orCountBak is run, the ounter values of all remaining transitions are 0, terminating thealgorithm. Indeed, T O = {a, h} is a ompensable set of M .Note that there is a ertain amount of randomness inherent in the algorithm. Forexample, reall that after the initial run of CountBak, the transitions c, d, e, f had thesame ounter value as a. And, if any of them had been hosen, then we would haveended up with MO(M) > 2. Also, if CountBak was again run for the seond iteration,then the ounter values of the transitions b, c, d, e, f, g, h would have been 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0respetively, leading to the seletion of one of c, d, e, f , again leading to MO(M) > 2.To o�set this randomness, we took the minimum of ten runs during our experimentalevaluation (disussed in the next setion).



Experimental Evaluation 1475.4 Experimental EvaluationWe have some theoretial lues about how our algorithms fare against eah other,and how lose they an approximate the absolute minimal ompensable size. Beauseour disriminating and distinguishing algorithms are polynomial time, we know thatthere are FSMs on whih they give an answer far away from the optimum [RKK06℄.The question is how far they are, and how often it happens. The seond fat is that thedistinguishing algorithm gives a set never bigger than the one given by the disriminatingalgorithm. The question then is : is it better, and if yes, by how muh and how often isit muh better.The �rst question is di�ult to answer aurately, sine obtaining the absolute mini-mal ompensable size is intratable. One solution ould be to look at small enough FSMsto get the values, but the problem is a variation of one visible transition having a big im-pat perentage wise in small sets, so the results would not be very meaningful. Instead,we fous on partiular non-trivial FSMs, namely hierarhial FSMs. For a hierarhialFSM H, we an use the polynomial time divide and onquer algorithm presented inSetion 4.1 to ompute the minimal ompensable size of H based on the ompensablesizes of its omponents. This allows us to ompute the absolute minimal ompensablesize of large hierarhial FSMs, as long as the omponents are small enough. We thustested our two heuristis plus the absolute minimal algorithm on hierarhial FSMs, gi-ving the results table on the left part of Fig. 5.5, analyzing the data in the next setion.Furthermore, to on�rm or in�rm the onlusions we draw on hierarhial FSMs, wealso tested our two heuristis on general FSMs, whose results are given by the table onthe right part of Fig. 5.5.5.4.1 Hierarhial FSMsWe generate hierarhial FSMs randomly, using the same methodology as desribedin Setion 4.1.4 (using the Syntheti DAG Generation Tool). On these FSMs, we run theabsolute minimal algorithm, as well as the disriminating and distinguishing algorithms.Fig. 5.6 shows the results we obtained, aording to the number of transitions of the�at FSM.The graph on�rms that the disriminating algorithm gives worse results than thedistinguishing algorithm, whih gives worse results than the absolute minimal algorithm,but the di�erene does not seem very signi�ant. Let us analyze more preisely the per-entage di�erene between the absolute minimal ompensable size and the ompensablesizes given by the disriminating and distinguishing algorithms, on the same data (seeFig. 5.7). It seems that the distinguishing algorithm omes muh loser to the absoluteminimum, from 0% to 6%, 2% in mean value. The disriminating algorithm is sometimesas good as the absolute minimum, sometimes muh worse (20% more transitions needto be logged), 6% in mean value, that is 3 times more than the distinguishing algorithm.Last, we ompare the perentage of transitions logged by the di�erent algorithms(see Fig. 5.8). As mentioned earlier, this number is quite lose for the 3 algorithms,ranging from 17% to 33%. In mean values, the algorithms needs to log 20%, 21% and
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No. of Compensable size
edges Absolute Discr. Disting.

42 9 9 9
58 14 14 14
75 18 19 18

103 20 24 20
102 32 33 32
123 31 33 32
146 33 34 34
146 42 42 42
178 36 37 36
185 38 38 38
223 43 47 44
221 53 57 55
241 57 62 58
273 51 57 53
280 72 75 72
294 74 76 75
325 69 78 73
326 75 79 76
355 74 81 77
345 88 91 88
382 84 90 85
387 92 96 94
410 81 87 83
445 89 97 90
448 100 106 104
460 101 108 105
484 99 107 103
489 104 111 107
540 106 122 112
550 93 101 95
570 108 118 111
605 108 124 111
618 121 136 125
634 120 131 124
631 115 121 118
657 131 141 134
672 134 146 139
699 126 141 131
704 142 156 150

No. of Compensable size
Edges Discr. Disting.

97 41 11
127 55 13
85 29 19

115 47 20
137 52 23
126 43 27
264 120 20
312 143 22
173 63 36
201 77 52
431 197 28
452 205 40
103 22 17
200 72 39
133 36 25
356 147 74
301 131 45
114 27 19
785 367 40
169 45 30
98 16 16

101 17 17
175 49 34
987 462 72
132 29 24
490 203 113
464 188 110
158 37 27
115 17 17
620 268 140
121 17 17
631 268 141
1013 468 90
128 18 18
165 53 37
114 56 56
214 58 36
137 19 19
508 223 86
228 53 39
747 315 178
222 55 38
947 416 217
790 340 219
161 23 23
1023 447 257
225 46 34
997 431 230
311 89 60
253 58 40
923 419 106
321 90 63
182 24 24
1110 480 276Figure 5.5 � Test results data on hierarhial (left) and general (right) FSMs.
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Figure 5.6 � Compensable size vs. number of edges, over 40 randomly generated hierarhial FSMs.
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AbsoluteFigure 5.8 � Perentage of edges logged by the di�erent algorithms, over 40 randomly generatedhierarhial FSMs.22% of transitions, respetively. In terms of time taken, the disriminating algorithm isinstantaneous for our biggest FSM (700 transitions), the distinguishing algorithm takes
2.5 seonds to �nish, and the absolute minimum takes half an hour.5.4.2 General FSMsOur previous analysis was made only on hierarhial FSMs, hene no general onlu-sions an be made. We now turn to more general FSMs (on whih however we annotknow the absolute minimum), to get an idea whether our initial onlusions are trueor not. We again use the Syntheti DAG Generation Tool, with random parameters foreah size of FSM from 80 to 1200 transitions.Fig. 5.9 shows the results using the disriminating and distinguishing algorithms,aording to the number of transitions of the FSM. The graph shows a muh more hao-ti piture than the one obtained on hierarhial FSMs. Furthermore, the distinguishingalgorithm seems to often do muh better than the disriminating algorithm. Still, thereare several ases (around 100 transitions) where both give the same results. Coner-ning time, the distinguishing algorithm takes at most 15 seonds to perform (note thatthe time taken is proportional to the number of transitions logged rather than to thenumber of transitions in the FSM).Let us now analyze the perentage of transitions logged by the di�erent algorithms(Fig. 5.10). Again, we see the haosness of the piture, ranging from 15% to 50% oftransitions logged by the disriminating algorithm (mean value 34%), and from 4%to 50% for the distinguishing algorithm (mean value 18%). The omparison with re-sults obtained on hierarhial FSMs (Fig. 5.8) is quite interesting. The perentage oftransitions an vary from 1 to 10, while it was from 1 to 2 in the hierarhial ase.The disriminating algorithm does muh worse in mean value (34% vs 22%), whih isunderstandable sine the FSMs are less regular and more ompliated than in the hie-rarhial ase. On the other hand, the distinguishing algorithm sueeds slightly betteron these unrestrited FSMs than on hierarhial FSMs (18% vs 21%).
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Figure 5.11 � Perentage of edges logged by the disriminating vs. distinguishing algorithm, over60 randomly generated general FSMs.Finally, we give a summing up graph in Fig. 5.11, where we put eah random FSMwe generated aording to the perentage of transitions logged by the disriminatingalgorithm and by the distinguishing algorithm, together with two broken lines labeledby 18% (vertially for the distinguishing algorithm) and 34% (horizontally for the dis-riminating algorithm) showing the mean values of the perentage of transitions logged.On this graph, we an draw the line (broken line labelled 100%) on whih both algo-rithms perform similarly. We an see that it happens several times, but mainly whenthe disriminating algorithm already gives good results (from 12% to 18% of transitionslogged, whih shall be lose if not equal to the absolute minimum). Only one, thedisriminating is bad and so is the distinguishing algorithm (around 50% of transitionslogged). It was to be expeted that suh ases our, sine we know that the absoluteminimum is not approximable, but lukily, it is pretty rare.Overall, the distinguishing algorithm gives an observable size 0.6 times the sizereturned by the disriminating one (we draw a broken line labeled by 60% to separatethe experiments under and over that value), and almost all of its answers are within
0.7 times of the disriminating algorithm. Moreover, it sometimes gives one tenth thenumber of transitions to log ompared to the disriminating algorithm (whih impliesthat the disriminating algorithm an be very inaurate). Also, note that only one,the distinguishing algorithm gives more than 30% of transitions to log (1.5% of theFSMs), while it is the ase for 50% of the FSMs with the disriminating algorithm.5.5 Related WorksThe minimality problem suh that a given system property holds under partialobservation has reeived onsiderable attention in the Disrete Event Systems (DES)literature. A Disrete Event System [Lin94℄ an be represented by the pair G = (M,T c).



Related Works 153The �rst omponent M denotes a Mealy Automaton M = (Σ, Q, Y, δ, h) where Σ is theset of events, Q is the set of states, and δ : Σ×Q → 2Q is the state transition funtion.
Y is the output spae and h : Σ×Q → Y is the output funtion (h(σ, q) is the observedoutput when σ ours at q). In our ase, outputs are the events observed themselves,that is, Y = ΣO ∪ {ǫ} where ΣO ⊆ Σ. The seond omponent T C ⊆ T is the set ofontrollable events, where the ontrollability of events is interpreted in a strong sense :a ontrollable event an be made to our if physially possible.With this de�nition, the problem is to selet an optimum output funtion (or mi-nimal observable set of events with Y = ΣO ∪ {ǫ}) suh that ertain properties, e.g.,observability, normality, diagnosability, et. hold. For observability [LW88℄ to hold, ifthe ontrol events following a pair of event traes are di�erent, then the events ob-servation information provided by the output funtion should be able to disriminatebetween suh a pair of traes. The same property, in a distributed setting, translates toat least one ontroller being able to distinguish between suh a pair of traes, knownas Co-observability [RW92, CDFV88℄. If in addition to the observability ondition, wefurther require that all events that a ontroller an ontrol be observable as well, thenwe have the stronger property of normality [KG94℄. We annot use the above researhresults diretly as we do not have any suh �speial� events in our framework, that is,we require the apability to distinguish between any pair of events traes (and not onlythose whih enable some speial transitions). For diagnosability [SSL+95℄, we need tobe able to distinguish between a normal and faulty trae within a bounded number ofsteps from the time of ourrene of a fault. Our systems stop exeution as soon as atransition fails, as suh we need the apability to be able to distinguish between traeswithin 0 steps of failure ourrene. A variant of the above properties is to determinethe exat state at any point of time, that is, we need to be able to distinguish betweenonly those event traes whih lead to di�erent states, also known as state-observability[OW90℄. The states an be further divided into a set of partitions T , and as long as wean at least distinguish between the partitions using the events observation information,then we have testability [BC94, Lin94℄.The problem of determining a minimal observable set has been shown to be NP-omplete for all the above properties. [YL02, RKK06, JKG03℄ prove the NP-ompletenessbased on the vertex over problem, direted graph st-ut problem, and SATISFIABI-LITY problem, respetively. Of ourse, the most relevant NP-ompleteness proof for usis that of [Mah76℄ whih shows that determining a minimal observable set for ompen-sability is NP-hard even for direted ayli graphs. We extend the proof to show thatthe problem is NP-hard even for direted ayli graphs with indegree and outdegreebounded by 3.To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any heuristis or approximationalgorithms for the minimal sensor seletion or the unionneted graph problem. Someworks whih have onsidered heuristis for related observability problems are mentionedbelow. Given observable events with an assoiated (installation) ost, [YG93℄ presentsa greedy algorithm based on the observation ost, to selet the minimal set of observedevents. [RvS05℄ disusses approximation algorithms to selet the minimal set of eventsto be ommuniated in a distributed supervisory ontrollers setting. [RKK06℄ gives a



154 Approximationpolynomial time approximation algorithm for a speial ase of the observability problem.From a pure transational perspetive, we are lose to logging for nested transa-tions. For the basis of (single level) undo/redo reovery, the interested reader is referredto [PABG87℄. [Mos87, Lom92℄ disuss the logging required to perform undo/redo reo-very for nested transation. Note that redo is required during reovery if a failure oursbefore all transational updates have been written to the stable storage (after ommit).In our senario, transation updates are applied as and when they our. Thus, we areinterested in an undo/no-redo strategy [BV04℄, where undo is performed using ompen-sating operations. Of ourse, the above works assume that all the logs are aessible(visible), and the fous is on speifying the log format so that the nested struture oftransations/subtransations is maintained, based on whih the orret set of updatesto be undone/redone an be determined and exeuted in the right order. Curiously,while the e�et of partial log visibility has not reeived muh attention from an ato-miity perspetive, it is lose to the onurreny ontrol problem of providing globalserializability in the absene of a entral/global CCM [GRS94℄. However, the proposedsolutions are more on the lines of mehanisms (e.g., tikets) to make the on�its atdi�erent sites expliit, rather than determining a minimal set of on�its/sites whihneed to be visible to be able to provide global serializability.



Conlusion
In this work, we studied visibility in hierarhial systems, a speial type of distribu-ted systems. A distributed system, by its very literal meaning, onsists of more than oneentity, say n entities. In an ideal world, eah entity has knowledge of all the remaining

n − 1 entities, and there would be no need to onsider the visibility notion expliitly.However, in the real world, an entity's visibility is restrited by : (i) its goals (neessityof the visibility), (ii) its seurity poliies over others, and (iii) seurity poliies of otherstowards it. Aess ontrol models have been well researhed in literature and providean elegant way of imposing the seurity restritions. Unfortunately, seurity is only onepiee of the puzzle and other middleware aspets, e.g., disovery, transations, moni-toring, et. are equally essential for a suessful distributed systems implementation.Assuming that there exists a priority among the aspets and the seurity restritionsare the �rst to be set for a given system, eah of the other aspets would like to know ifthe allowed (not restrited) visibility is su�ient for its own purpose. Here, we annotuse the aess ontrol rules imposing the seurity restritions to hek ompatibilitywith the other aspets, as they are based on di�erent formalisms and use di�erentterminologies. Thus, our objetive was to study a high level oneptual model, whihre�eted both the allowed and restrited visibility of the given distributed system, andwhih was also generi enough to be ompatible with more than one middleware aspet.We proposed visibility models for two spei� hierarhial systems in this work, namelyP2P Communities (Chapter 2) and Web servies ompositions (Chapter 3). On theother hand, a visibility model annot model anything unless the visibility requirementsand restritions of the entities are �rst known. By default, eah entity in a distributedsystem knows its visibility requirements and restritions to satisfy its own goals. Ho-wever, from a global perspetive, we still need mehanisms to determine the visibilityrequirements and restritions needed to satisfy global properties of the given system.Towards this end, we showed how to determine the minimum visibility required by ahierarhial Web servies omposition, to provide the transational property of om-pensability. As the problem happens to be NP-omplete, we presented deompositionalgorithms to ompute the absolute minimum required visibility in Chapter 4, and fastapproximation algorithms in Chapter 5. A hapter wise summary of the ontributionsfollows : 155



156 ConlusionChapter 2We proposed a multi-level visibility graph formalism to apture the visibility of peersand ommunities in P2P systems. The graph model aommodates, with equal ease,any number of levels in the hierarhy as well as any modi�ations to the hierarhialstruture.Chapter 3The main ontribution of this hapter starts with a formalization of the visibilitynotion for hierarhial Web servies ompositions. The SoV de�nition is intuitive andenompasses �strong�, �weak� and a variety of partially strong notions. The SoN de�ni-tion follows naturally from that of SoV. We identi�ed the properties of oherene andorrelation (and their variants), and showed how the properties an be used to de�nemeaningful visibility poliies and represent the visibility model in a ompat fashion.Chapter 4We studied ompensation under partial log visibility. To the best of our knowledge,this problem has never been onsidered in the ontext of transational servies. We pro-posed a general divide and onquer framework whih works on hierarhial servies, andgives the absolute minimum number of transitions to log in order to get ompensability.It provides good omplexity results, that is, up to two exponentials better than using thebrute fore method on a �attening of the hierarhial graph. We also addressed serviesomposed in a bottom-up fashion, and servies for whih their hierarhial struture isnot given expliitly.Chapter 5We proposed two polynomial time algorithms to get an (over)approximation of theminimal number of ations to log in omposite servies to be able to ompensate it.Our �rst algorithm based on positive disrimination of paths, is very fast, though itan be impreise (in several ases, it gives at least 10 times as many transitions to logompared to the absolute minimal size). Our seond algorithm based on a heuristitrying to distinguish paths, is slower but still e�ient (we don't need more than 15seonds for one run over 1200 transitions), and usually gives muh smaller ompensablesets. Still, in one ase, it seems to give inaurate results. There are probably somemore heuristis to apply to get a more aurate algorithm. Nevertheless, in mean value,it seems that the distinguishing algorithm gives results lose to the absolute minimum(18% of transitions, while we get 20% for the absolute minimum, looking at hierarhialFSMs), so e�orts to optimize it further would probably not be worth it but for very fewtheoretial ases, and would slow down the algorithm.



Conlusion 157Visibility PerspetivesThe work in this thesis is omplete in the sense that we identi�ed visibility as animportant harateristi of hierarhial systems, and showed both how to determineand represent visibility. However, given the wide appliability of the visibility notion,there are still many interesting unexplored avenues, or issues touhed upon brie�y inthis work. We give some insights into those issues in the sequel :� With respet to the underlying infrastruture :� Non-hierarhial systems : We studied visibility for hierarhial systems. Howe-ver, not all Web servies ompositions are hierarhial, and with the tehniqueof overlaying a hierarhy on a non-hierarhial system (e.g., P2P overlay net-works [CGM02℄), it will be interesting to see if the notion of visibility andthe identi�ed properties of oherene and orrelation, apply to non-hierarhialsystems as well.� Dynami struture : The proposed minimal visibility algorithms are learlyfor stati ompositions. Given a hierarhial omposition that keeps evolvingwith the disovery or termination of a omponent servie, obtaining a minimalompensable set would need reomputation. However, any suh reomputationis needed only at its level of the hierarhy (not below), plus few levels above(until the properties of a level are unhanged).� Multiple hierarhies : The P2P visibility model, and the searh and update al-gorithms, in Chapter 2, have been de�ned for a single underlying hierarhy. Thesenario beomes more interesting as soon as we allow for multiple overlappinghierarhies. For example, in Fig. 2.1, in addition to the hierarhial lassi�ationby type, the peers may also be hronologially (again, hierarhially) lassi�edby their interest in deades, years and months. Given this, a query evaluation,after some initial searh with respet to the type hierarhy and determining theyear of prodution, might swith to a searh by the hronologial hierarhy.� With respet to appliability : We have onsidered the appliation of visibility fortransational and seurity aspets in this work. We believe that it will be equallybene�ial for disovery and monitoring of servies, among other middleware as-pets.� Disovery : Given a pool of existing servies and a goal, disovery onsists of�nding the most optimum (e.g., heapest) servie apable of ful�lling the givengoal. Clearly, the larger the pool the better. However, due to physial and se-urity limitations, the disovery engine initially may not have visibility over allthe existing servies. Given this, it an only hoose among the servies visibleto it, or we an envision a senario where its visibility inreases inrementallyafter eah seletion (maybe over servies related to the seleted servie). Fur-ther, omposite servies are also eligible for disovery, and as suh, need to bedesribed and published. The apabilities and onstraints of a omposite ser-vie are basially a ombination of its omponents' apabilities and onstraints,and need to be onsistent with them. Here, some omponent servies may have



158 Conlusionobjetions with respet to exposing their harateristis as part of the om-posite servie's desription due to seurity/on�dentiality reasons, or we maynot know the omponent servies whih are eventually going to be invoked du-ring exeution due to the inherent non-determinism (hoie operators). Thus,we need some mehanism to hoose the omponent servies whih should be(visible) exposed as part of the orresponding omposite servie's desription.[Bis07℄ provides some pointers in this diretion.� Monitoring : For long running omplex systems, their progress needs to be mo-nitored. This inludes sending status noti�ations, and in the event of a failure,notifying the entity responsible for handling that failure as soon as possible.To avoid redundany and improve performane, suh noti�ations should onlybe sent to the onerned entities, and not �ooded to the whole system. Theentities whih need to be noti�ed with respet to hange/failure of an entity,an be aptured as the notieability of that entity. For example, let us onsi-der the repair management system outlined in [BBH+05℄. An instane of therepair management arhiteture onstitutes a management domain, that is, aset of omponents under a single repair management authority. The ompo-nents in turn onsist of sub-omponents. The omponents and sub-omponentsorrespond to an abstration of a physial omputer and the software systemsexeuting on that omputer, respetively. As the repair management authorityis responsible for repair of the omponents and (its hildren) sub-omponentsin its domain, it should have visibility over them. Analogously, in the event of aomponent or sub-omponent failure, noti�ations need to be sent only to theentities in its SoN (in this ase, the repair management authority of its domain).For more details of the repair mehanism, please refer to [BBH+05℄.� From an algorithmi point of view :� Properties : In Chapter 3, we identi�ed the dual properties of oherene andorrelation (and their variants) whih lead to pratial visibility poliies as wellas a ompat representation. We would like to look for other nie visibility pro-perties that an be applied to general hierarhial and non-hierarhial systems.It will also be interesting to study e�ient algorithms to hek if the visibilityassignment of a given system indeed satis�es oherene, orrelation, or someother visibility property.� Constraints : By design, the proposed minimal visibility algorithms only onsi-der a subset of the whole set of transitions. It is thus straightforward to addonstraints, suh as, a subset of transitions �an/annot be logged�. It is veryuseful sine in pratie, we have to take into aount seurity/privay issues.The algorithm would then answer the absolute minimal ompensable set amongthose satisfying the onstraints.� Inremental : Currently, we ompute the minimal ompensable set at the begin-ning, before exeution begins. It will be interesting to try and do it inrementallyas exeution progresses, that is, the ompensable set (the servies whih needto be visible) keeps evolving. Basially, after the exeution of a transition oron reahing a spei� state, it is possible that some transitions do not need



Conlusion 159to be visible any longer. Starting with zero visible transitions, the visibilityof a transition for ompensability might be required, then not required, andthen required again, at di�erent stages of the exeution. Given this, the mini-mal ompensable set needs to be reomputed as exeution progresses. [CT08℄provides some pointers in this diretion.� Negotiation : In Chapter 3, we assumed the existene of a non-on�iting setof visibility requirements and restritions to be modeled. However, in the realworld, the requirements of one middleware aspet are very likely to on�it withthe restritions of another aspet. As suh, we would need some negotiationmehanism [CWZL05℄ �rst to reah the non-on�iting stage.
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RésuméLes modèles hiérarhiques fournissent un élégant méanisme d'analyse à di�érentsniveaux d'abstration. Ils sont habituellement onstruits dans une approhe top-downou bottom-up, niveau par niveau. En onséquene, par onstrution, la visibilité desentités dans un système hiérarhique est limitée aux niveaux adjaents (parent-enfant).Cette visibilité n'est souvent pas su�sante pour modèliser tous les senarios de la vieréelle. D'autre part, une interation arbitraire, sans auune restrition, n'est pas unesolution aeptable, en raison souvent de préoupations en matière de séurité. Dansette thèse, nous nous adressons à deux sous-problèmes de la visibilité de systèmeshiérarhiques. Tout d'abord, nous onsidérons le problème de la dé�nition d'un modèlede visibilité, ompte tenu des exigenes et des restritions des di�érentes entités dans unehiérarhie. Nous présentons des modèles de visibilité à base de graphes pour deux typesde systèmes hiérarhiques : les Communautés P2P et les servies Web ompositionnels.Deuxièmement, nous nous intéressons au problème orthogonal de déterminer la visibilitédans la hiérarhie pour qu'une propriété partiulière soit satisfaite. Nous donnons desalgorithmes pour aluler la visibilité minimale requise pour une hiérarhie de serviesWeb ompositionnels a�n de fournir la propriété de l'atomiité des opérations. Cettevisibilité minimale est alulée à la fois de manière absolue et de manière approhée.AbstratHierarhial systems provide an elegant mehanism to analyze system funtiona-lity at di�erent levels of abstration. They are usually onstruted in a top-down orbottom-up fashion level by level. As a result, by onstrution, visibility of entities in ahierarhial system is restrited to adjaent (parent-hild) levels. Suh restrited visibi-lity is often not su�ient for real-life senarios. On the other hand, allowing arbitraryinteration among the hierarhial entities, without any restritions, is not an aeptablesolution either due to seurity onerns. In this thesis, we address two sub-problems ofthe visibility issue in hierarhial systems. First, we onsider the problem of de�ning avisibility model, given the visibility requirements and restritions of the di�erent enti-ties in a hierarhy. We present graph based visibility models for two spei� hierarhialsystems : P2P Communities and Web servies ompositions. Seond, we deal with theorthogonal problem of determining the visibility requirements of the given hierarhysuh that a spei� property holds. We give both absolute and approximate algorithmsto determine the minimal visibility required by a hierarhial Web servies ompositionto provide the property of transational atomiity.


